
Informational Memo 

Management Services - Memo No. 24-057 

Date: February 1, 2024 

To: Mayor and Council 

Thru: Joshua H. Wright, City Manager 
Dawn Lang, Deputy City Manager |CFO 

From: Matt Dunbar, Budget & Policy Assistant Director MD 

Subject: Fiscal Year (FY) 2024-25 Resident Budget Survey  

The Budget Division recently completed the annual Resident Budget Survey as one of the steps 
taken toward the preparation of the FY 2024-25 Budget. The data collected from this survey will 
be very useful as the new year’s budget is developed. Seven basic demographic/general 
satisfaction questions formed the core of the survey this year, with eight additional questions 
centered on the Council Strategic Framework Focus Areas. Residents could also submit free-form 
comments regarding the Focus Areas.  

The survey was open from November 27, 2023, to January 12, 2024, and was available on the 
City’s website and in paper form for those without access to a computer. The electronic and 
printed versions of the survey were available in English, Spanish, and Mandarin. The 
Communication and Public Affairs Department (CAPA) promoted the survey through the City’s 
website, CityScope, press releases, and all social media platforms. In addition, staff sent targeted 
emails to groups (city boards and commissions, recreation center users, and library users), with 
reminders to take the survey, and created signage with QR codes for the survey at recreation 
centers and libraries. The total participation was 1,135 completed surveys with 1,350 comments, 
comparable to the 1,310 completed surveys with 1,629 comments in the prior year. 

Attachment 1 provides a blank copy of the survey, a summarization of residents’ responses to 
the first seven questions, a five-year history of the five main budget survey questions, and the 
responses to the Focus Area questions with written resident comments. Please note the 
comments are listed exactly as written, with only personal identifying information removed 
where found; the comments have not been edited for spelling, capitalization, punctuation, or 
language.   

The survey is a key part of the public input aspect of preparing the proposed budget for FY 2024-
25. Opportunities for public input or discussion on the proposed budget will also include the
Budget Briefing to Council on April 26th and Council meetings and Public Hearings where the
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proposed budget will be considered and ultimately adopted on June 13th. Public input is always 
welcomed by contacting staff or councilmembers directly.  
 
The survey results have been distributed to all department/division directors and will be available 
online at chandleraz.gov/budget by February 2, 2024.  
 
Please contact me at x2256 or Dawn Lang at x2255 if you have any questions about the survey. 
 
Attachment: 
 1 - Summary of Results  
 
c: Tadd Wille, Assistant City Manager 
 Andy Bass, Deputy City Manager 

Department Directors 
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The City of Chandlers Annual Resident Budget Survey provides citizens a 
convenient way to share feedback regarding City services, amenities and 
infrastructure that are important to their quality of life in Chandler. 

The FY 2024-25 Survey consisted of 17 questions and was offered in 
English, Spanish, and Mandarin.  

It was conducted November 27, 2023 - January 12, 2024 
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Thank you for participating in the FY 2024-25 Resident Budget Survey. 
The survey is the first step in the development of the next City of Chandler budget beginning July 1, 2024. 

There are a total of 17 questions, with questions 1 through 6 taking approximately 1 minute. After answering those questions, 
please spend some time and think about the feedback you would like to provide on the Council Focus Area topics indicated below.   

1. What is your Zip Code?
o 85224
o 85225
o 85226
o 85248
o 85249
o 85286

2. What is your age?
o Under 24
o 25-34
o 35-44
o 45-54
o 55-64
o 65 or over

3. How would you rate the overall
“Quality of Life” in Chandler?
o Very Good
o Good
o Neutral
o Poor

4. How strongly do you agree that you get
a good return on your tax dollars in
Chandler?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

5. How satisfied are you with
overall City Services?
o Very Satisfied
o Satisfied
o Neutral
o Dissatisfied
o Very Dissatisfied

6. How strongly do you agree with the
following statement: I feel safe in
Chandler?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree
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The Mayor and Council have six Focus Areas in which goals and objective are structured. 

These Focus Areas are identified below with a question related to each: 

 Community Safety: (e.g. Public Safety)
7. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel that should my family need quality emergency care,

Chandler Fire Department would provide a high level of care?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

8. How would you rate your level of trust in the Chandler Police Department?
o Trust them greatly
o Tend to trust
o Neither trust nor distrust
o Tend to distrust
o Distrust them greatly

Please provide any comments related to how the city is doing in its efforts to improve Community Safety 

 Connectivity: (e.g. Motorist, bicycle, pedestrian, autonomous vehicles, transit modes, business aviation, open space &
paths)
9. How important is it for the city to make investments in projects or services that enhance street, transit, and other

mobility options?
o Very Important
o Somewhat Important
o Neutral
o Somewhat Unimportant

o Not important at all
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10. The regional transportation sales tax is set to expire in 2025 and will be on the 2024 fall election ballot (Proposition 479),
which will allow the city to continue current funding levels to maintain street, transit, and mobility options in Chandler.
How important is maintaining the regional transportation sales tax to you?
o Very Important
o Important
o Neutral
o Not important at all

Please provide any comments related to how the city is doing in its efforts to improve Connectivity 

 Economic Vitality: (e.g. employment corridor land use preservation, repurposing and revitalizing retail centers)
11. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The variety of businesses located within the city creates a

good mix of job opportunities for workers across many different skills, levels, and industries.
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

12. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: Chandler is a business-friendly environment where I can thrive
economically?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

Please provide any comments related to how the city is doing in its efforts to ensure Economic Vitality 
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 Neighborhoods: (e.g. services and amenities that align with area needs, neighborhood improvement, programming)
13. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: Chandler has a diversity of housing options to meet the needs

of its residents?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

14. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: the city is effective in its efforts to educate, inspect and enforce
property maintenance, zoning, and sign codes to preserve the quality of Chandler neighborhoods?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

Please provide any comments related to how the city is doing in its efforts to improve Neighborhoods 

 Quality of Life: (e.g. development standards, parks and park amenities, eliminate blight, entertainment)
15. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The city provides quality recreational amenities (e.g. recreation

centers, dog parks, aquatic facilities) that allow for outdoor and indoor activities?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

Please provide any comments related to how the city is doing in its efforts to improve Quality of Life 
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 Sustainability and Technology: (e.g. technology infrastructure, smart sustainable solutions, partnerships, pilot programs)

16. How important is to you for the city to invest in sustainability, including water and energy solutions?
o Very Important
o Somewhat Important
o Neutral
o Somewhat Unimportant
o Not important at all

Please provide any comments related to how the city is doing in its efforts to improve Sustainability & Technology 

17. How important is it to you for the city to retain control over local taxation and financial issues (as opposed to other
levels of government)?
o Very Important
o Somewhat Important
o Neutral
o Somewhat Unimportant
o Not important at all

 Please share any details of why you may have answered how you did to any of the questions above that would help us
understand your perspective. Also, which focus areas do you feel could use additional emphasis or funding and why?

Thank you again for taking the time to respond to our survey as we begin the preparation of our FY 2024-25 Budget. 
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Survey Results 
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FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 FY 2023-24 FY 2024-25
Total Responses 681 480 214 1, 310 1,135
Total Comments 446 194 259 1, 629 1,350

Most Popular Response

1- What is your Zip Code?
85224 85225 85226 85248 85249 85286
15% 24% 11% 10% 20% 20%

2- What is your age?
Under 24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 or over

4% 15% 23% 19% 19% 20%

3- How would you rate the overall "Quality of Life" in Chandler?
Very Good Good Neutral Poor

52% 42% 5% 2%

4- How strongly do you feel that you get a good return on your tax dollars in Chandler?
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

29% 45% 22% 3% 1%

5- How satisfied are you with overall City Services?
Very Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied

32% 50% 14% 3% 1%

6- How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel safe in Chandler?
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

33% 51% 10% 3% 2%

7- How strongly do you agree with the following statement:
I feel that should my family need quality emergency care, Chandler Fire would provide that?

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree
55% 35% 9% 0.96% 0.43%

City Of Chandler Resident Budget Survey for FY 2024-25 Budget Year
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FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 FY 2023-24 FY 2023-24

Overall Quality of Life
Very Good 54% 59% 56% 44% 52%

Good 41% 37% 40% 48% 42%
Neutral 4% 3% 4% 7% 5%

Total 99% 99% 100% 99% 99%

Good Return on Tax Dollars
Strongly Agree 26% 36% 27% 23% 29%

Agree 52% 47% 49% 47% 45%
Neutral 17% 13% 17% 24% 22%

Total 95% 96% 93% 94% 96%

Overall City Service Satisfaction
Very Satisfied 31% 42% 34% 26% 32%

Satisfied 52% 48% 51% 54% 50%
Neutral 12% 8% 12% 15% 14%

Total 95% 98% 97% 95% 96%

I Feel Safe in Chandler 
Strongly Agree N/A N/A 36% 22% 33%

Agree N/A N/A 45% 54% 51%
Neutral N/A N/A 13% 16% 10%

Total 0% 0% 94% 92% 95%

Chandler Fire Would Provide Quality Care
Strongly Agree N/A N/A 59% 46% 55%

Agree N/A N/A 26% 40% 35%
Neutral N/A N/A 14% 13% 9%

Total 0% 0% 99% 99% 99%

5 Year Comparison
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

15.00% 170

24.01% 272

11.21% 127

10.15% 115

19.86% 225

19.77% 224

Q1 What is your Zip Code?
Answered: 1,133 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 1,133

8522485224  85224

8522585225  85225

8522685226  852268524885248  85248

8524985249  85249

8528685286  85286

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

85224

85225

85226

85248

85249

85286
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

4.44% 49

14.76% 163

23.28% 257

18.84% 208

19.02% 210

19.66% 217

Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 1,104 Skipped: 31

TOTAL 1,104

Under 24Under 24  Under 24

25-3425-34  25-34

35-4435-44  35-44

45-5445-54  45-54

55-6455-64  55-64

65 or over65 or over  65 or over

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 or over
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q3 How would you rate the overall “Quality of Life” in Chandler?
Answered: 1,132 Skipped: 3

52.12%
590

41.61%
471

4.77%
54

1.50%
17 1,132 1.56

Very GoodVery Good  Very Good
GoodGood  Good

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

PoorPoor  Poor

VERY GOOD GOOD NEUTRAL POOR TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q4 How strongly do you agree that you get a good return on your tax
dollars in Chandler?

Answered: 1,126 Skipped: 9

28.86%
325

45.12%
508

21.58%
243

3.20%
36

1.24%
14 1,126 2.03

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q5 How satisfied are you with overall City Services?
Answered: 1,128 Skipped: 7

31.65%
357

50.35%
568

13.83%
156

3.28%
37

0.89%
10 1,128 1.91

Very SatisfiedVery Satisfied  Very Satisfied

SatisfiedSatisfied  Satisfied

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DissatisfiedDissatisfied  Dissatisfied

Very DissatisfiedVery Dissatisfied  Very Dissatisfied

VERY
SATISFIED

SATISFIED NEUTRAL DISSATISFIED VERY
DISSATISFIED

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q6 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel safe in
Chandler?

Answered: 1,129 Skipped: 6

33.48%
378

51.20%
578

10.36%
117

3.45%
39

1.51%
17 1,129 1.88

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q7 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel that
should my family need quality emergency care, Chandler Fire would

provide a high level of care?
Answered: 939 Skipped: 196

54.63%
513

34.61%
325

9.37%
88

0.96%
9

0.43%
4 939 1.58

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly AgreeAgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Community Safety
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q8 How would you rate your level of trust in the Chandler Police
Department?

Answered: 941 Skipped: 194

43.57%
410

38.58%
363

12.65%
119

3.08%
29

2.13%
20 941 1.82

Trust them greatlyTrust them greatly  Trust them greatly

Tend to trustTend to trust  Tend to trust

Neither trust norNeither trust nor  distrustdistrust  Neither trust nor distrust

Tend to distrustTend to distrust  Tend to distrust

Distrust themDistrust them  greatlygreatly  Distrust them greatly

TRUST THEM
GREATLY

TEND TO
TRUST

NEITHER TRUST NOR
DISTRUST

TEND TO
DISTRUST

DISTRUST THEM
GREATLY

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q9 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Public Safety

Answered: 243 Skipped: 892

# RESPONSES DATE

1 There is a need for diversity training as well as training regarding supporting those with mental
health needs + neurodiverse population

1/23/2024 3:13 PM

2 LOCK MY ALLEY! used for dumping, suspicious activity, + entering (w/ extreme danger to car
tires due to broken glass + metal shards), I DO NOT FEEL SAFE in my alley (=essex)

1/23/2024 3:07 PM

3 My alley is unsafe (=essex). I excpect regular police patrol (vehicular + foot) in my
neighborhood (=Pueblo Viejo), on my street (=Dakota), + down my alley (=essex)

1/23/2024 2:58 PM

4 Doesn't seem much support for Neighborhood Water since NSA took over leadership.
Abandoned or worker vehicles create a hazard and eyesore.

1/23/2024 2:50 PM

5 Many officers have an attitude problem. I would not trust them to secure the safety of my
family.

1/23/2024 2:28 PM

6 We need to have more police on duty. Please hire more officers! Also, build more firehouses. 1/23/2024 1:57 PM

7 Do not do what Gilbert is doing in regard to teen violence. 1/12/2024 10:21 PM

8 I have not needed either service so not completely aware of response time, etc. Might be nice
to see if they did some Coffee with a Cop type events. Not sure what type of community
outreach events they do

1/12/2024 5:29 PM

9 My car was stolen in September 2023. The police showed up immediately and my car was
located the same day. Excellent level of communication, empathy and instilled trust.

1/12/2024 4:54 PM

10 Seems like all cops around here are dicks. They lie to your face and try to antagonize you into
getting mad instead of being respectful and understanding.

1/11/2024 9:54 PM

11 City leaders need to make sure they support their police department now more than ever. I
have concerns that we have a council member that supported black lives matter. Very
unacceptable

1/11/2024 9:12 PM

12 need help to improvement residents with easy paperwork 1/11/2024 5:40 PM

13 Engage with neighborhoods They’re active with neighborhood block watch programs 1/11/2024 12:35 PM

14 Chandler has a low crime rate 1/11/2024 10:56 AM

15 In South Chandler (south of the 202), I see patrol cars all the time, which makes me feel safer
and confident in CPD's public safety mission. Thank you!

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

16 They always come when I have a seizer and ate very good to me. 1/11/2024 7:59 AM

17 The after action police incident reports on instagram have been very informative 1/11/2024 7:12 AM

18 Awesome! 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

19 They get new vehicles every few years. And like to play bumper cars with them. They built a
new police facility and the public can’t use there shooting range. The police dept wastes too
much money.

1/10/2024 10:00 PM

20 I rarely see patrol vehicles on the streets anymore. The speeding, exhibition driving,
aggressive driving is out of control on most Chandler streets. Motorcycle drivers go between
lanes to get to the head of the line at stop lights. The only place/time I see a patrol vehicle is
in school zones during noon and pick-up times. The speed traps in school zones are a waste
of officer's time: this soccer moms who may be driving above the speed limit are a real
menace to society.

1/10/2024 5:46 PM
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

21 The city needs to investigate all anonymous tips. Children are too afraid to report assaults any
other way

1/10/2024 3:32 PM

22 I returned home as a “Swatting” episode was wrapping up. Police armed with long guns. I was
assured by a police woman, everything was under control. I was scary.

1/10/2024 1:18 PM

23 I have lived here 9 years and haven't had any interaction with Fire or Police so can't give a
comment.

1/10/2024 10:37 AM

24 I would like to see more police patrol in our neighborhood. I rarely see them. 1/10/2024 10:35 AM

25 I follow the FB page and appreciate them sharing stories of the good work they are doing
busting crime and trafficking. We did have a suspicious and aggressive door to door
“volunteer” in our neighborhood and Chandler responded quickly to the call.

1/10/2024 10:33 AM

26 CPD is doing a great job! 1/10/2024 6:56 AM

27 Would like to see more emphasis on mental health for police handling emergencies. Knew the
man shot and killed last November. Disagree how that was handled.

1/10/2024 5:53 AM

28 Crime has gone up in my neighborhood since I bought my house in 2016. I never see police in
my neighborhood patrolling.

1/10/2024 2:04 AM

29 The City of Chandler is ahead of the curve when it comes to Public Safety. 1/10/2024 12:14 AM

30 Providing more crisis response services when people call 911 but police aren’t the right
response.

1/9/2024 10:23 PM

31 The city needs to provide people who are homeless with more resources 1/9/2024 10:14 PM

32 They are over paid at the top level administrators while the entry level positions are under staff
and lacks customer centric.

1/9/2024 9:35 PM

33 Doing a good job 1/9/2024 9:32 PM

34 Need to ticket red light runners…such a big problem 1/9/2024 9:02 PM

35 We feel very safe, thank you to Chandler PD for your service and sacrifice! 1/9/2024 8:28 PM

36 Trabajar en equipo con la ciudad y habitantes , un granito de cada uno hace la diferencia 1/9/2024 7:14 PM

37 Public safety: Without prejudice try those accused of crimes. Without prejudice try those
accused crimes against this city, state and country. Hold the blind eye of justice high in your
hearts. Not the purse of corruption.

1/9/2024 5:24 PM

38 We had a friend mission and the Chandler Police were extremely responsive and supportive.
They located her for us in the hospital and we were able to help her. We had an off duty fire
fighter help a man who fell walking in the neighborhood. We trust, support and appreciate our
first responders.

1/9/2024 5:06 PM

39 I have not had an encounter with the police so have no reason not to trust them. I have heard
that the Hilbert police do some racial profiling in making traffic stops and I hope that isn’t done
by the Chandler Police.

1/9/2024 5:05 PM

40 Great bus connectivity and bicycle paths all over the city. 1/9/2024 4:53 PM

41 Need Google Fiber / Verizon fiber better rates for solar more green initiatives 1/9/2024 4:48 PM

42 Can strongly Encourage community watch programs, put more surveillance camera on
common/public areas.

1/9/2024 3:50 PM

43 More facilities and resources for the homeless population could greatly benefit the safety of
that population and also possibly help with decreasing police/fire/ambulance interactions with
them or with the perception of citizens. Search “social spin” locations for examples other cities
have. https://socialspinlaundromat.com/ https://www.socialspinfoundation.org/

1/9/2024 3:17 PM

44 I have had no encounters with the Chsndler Police Dept. 1/9/2024 3:14 PM

45 We need more police presence in Chandler. Especially, stopping the crazy drivers. The ones
who go in and out through traffic, so they can go faster. Also, no one looks when backing up!
They just charge our of space and expect you to stop for them. !one they are entitled!

1/9/2024 2:52 PM
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46 In the past I have had a rapport with officers that police our neighborhood. I guess the city has
grown too large for personable officers.

1/9/2024 2:42 PM

47 That public safety is available without being intrusive is a good thing. 1/9/2024 2:41 PM

48 Some city streets need to improve the painted white lines to emphasize the street lanes, curbs
and sidewalks. Some area repairs glare badly at night and during rain storms.

1/9/2024 2:17 PM

49 Been in my home since 1978, Chandler is the best city in the valley!!!! it has gotten better and
safer, year after year!

1/9/2024 1:54 PM

50 I have had 3 interactions with chandler PD and every time has been top notch. CPD is by far
the most professional and well trained police dept in the country.

1/9/2024 1:07 PM

51 Due to recent case (s) I believe the Police Department can use some improvement (training,
etc).

1/9/2024 12:15 PM

52 Actually pretty well. I do believe more action has to be done to reduce speeding, especially in
school zones. Although considered a domestic issue, I wish more could be done in the realm
of suicide prevention awareness and prevention. I think the City itself needs to upgrade
lighting, especially in parks to assist Public Safety.

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

53 N/A 1/9/2024 11:59 AM

54 No complaints. Police responded quickly and were helpful the one time I called them. 1/9/2024 10:59 AM

55 We need to find budget along with achievable goals for Neighborhood Watch programs. Also
need to do some planning for parking to accompany all the development greenspace
initiatives. As long as transportation problems are still dominating the right to work areas, cars
and cars in disrepair and where does one put cars are big issues. Just like roads. Chandler has
done a great job with free parking in the downtown area.

1/9/2024 10:42 AM

56 I do really like the Chandler Police Department but we moved here about 2 1/2 years ago after
living in another state for over 20 years. Our house in Chandler was burglarized and we had a
separate incidence of assault in a restaurant parking lot since we moved here. We never had
to contact the police department a single time and the other state we lived in. Therefore, we do
not feel safe because of the crime here and nearby. The police were very responsive.

1/9/2024 10:33 AM

57 Need more officers. More police officers in gang, child prono, sex trafficking narcotics areas 1/9/2024 10:25 AM

58 I haven't needed any police services and I assume they would do a great job if needed. 1/9/2024 9:42 AM

59 I have not had any problems and I feel safe in Chandler. I am happy to tell people I live in
Chandler and am please that the area I live in feels safe for me and my family.

1/9/2024 8:10 AM

60 The city is above average in terms of public safety but there are still improvements that can be
done to improve road safety and human trafficking.

1/8/2024 11:26 PM

61 Keep up the good work! 1/8/2024 9:42 PM

62 The city is doing a horrible job at managing break ins, auto theft, speeding, and reckless
driving. The police generally do a great job, but we need more officers and criminals need to be
prosecuted.

1/8/2024 7:37 PM

63 In chandler public safety that you can feeling all times 1/8/2024 3:08 PM

64 The police and firemen are fantastic! Keep up the good work. 1/7/2024 10:15 PM

65 I worry about the increased homeless population. 1/7/2024 9:59 PM

66 Please keep PD and Fire involved at our Title 1 elementary schools. Officer Noah Dueker and
Offcer Prendergast are doing tremendous work in our most vulnerable neighborhoods.

1/7/2024 3:49 PM

67 We need to crack down on the homeless camps and hanging out the parks. Need to stop the
street beggers on the corners and exits from the freeway. They also camp out at the bus
stops. It's out of control. Big safety issue!

1/7/2024 12:03 PM

68 I have no concerns at this point. 1/7/2024 7:06 AM

69 Our street lights got upgraded. Our trash gets picked up on time. 1/6/2024 7:19 PM

70 When I moved here 23 years ago the CPD was well respected. I feel that it has changed in the 1/6/2024 4:23 PM
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last 5 years and has lost its connection to the community. The leadership has changed so has
the department. Not good for the community. I rarely see a CPD officer engaging with the
community or citizens. Guess corporate America has reached the CPD.

71 Chandler is number one for safety and security. Our officers are friendly and respectful and it
honor to have them provide safety for our families.

1/6/2024 2:05 AM

72 Appreciate the city’s efforts to provide alternative transportation (e.g. Flex) but what we really
need is development/revitalization that is geared towards smaller, walkable communities and
open community space that rely less on motorized transportation.

1/6/2024 12:46 AM

73 Security cameras for parks and REC centers 1/5/2024 11:59 AM

74 There seems to be more and more accidents at Gilbert and Riggs, with this being a Main
Street to get to Basha High School is this being looked into. Also, with the new housing
development and Casio it is getting harder and harder to turn on hunt hwy from McQueen is a
traffic light planned.

1/4/2024 7:20 PM

75 The City is doing its part, but the criminal population keeps growing 1/4/2024 4:49 PM

76 The city could use better and more bus stops. Improving our civil infrastructure would allow
more people to work, and they need shade in the summer time. Too many stops are just a sign
and a plain sidewalk. We need coverage and shade, people should not be going to work and
experiencing heat stress before the bud even arrives.

1/4/2024 2:30 PM

77 No issues at this time 1/4/2024 11:48 AM

78 I do not feel safe walking to Apache Park. The area near the intersection of W Knox and N
Evergreen needs improvement

1/4/2024 12:17 AM

79 Enforce the laws we have. I never see traffic cops in Chandler for example. 1/3/2024 10:32 PM

80 Have not had the need to call either of them, but I have not heard anything negative. 1/3/2024 5:14 PM

81 I believe the city is doing a great job. 1/3/2024 3:31 PM

82 I do not like fireworks being allowed in neighborhoods!! I feel this practice is unsafe & also too
loud. I suggest they need to be used if at all only in restricted areas ie. Tumbleweed Park

1/3/2024 11:20 AM

83 I hate it here 1/2/2024 9:44 PM

84 Street lights in our neighborhood were changed and are very bright but the real issue is the
alley behind our homes. We would prefer lights installed there.

1/2/2024 4:29 PM

85 Despite the u precidented and unmanaged growth of our city CPD and CFD do their best! 1/2/2024 1:29 PM

86 I have never had to use Chandler Fire or the Police Department, thankfully. But I trust that they
would provide a high level of care if I needed it.

1/2/2024 8:32 AM

87 FD has slow response times and general don’t care attitude. PD is amazing and has great
customer service

1/1/2024 10:11 PM

88 Complete LAWLESS. NO REGARD FOR HOUSE OR PROPERTY PROTECTION.
FIREARMS AND FIREWORKS KEEP LAW ABIDING CITIZENS FROM GETTING SLEEP TO
GO TO WORK.DON'T CARE ABOUT FIREWORKS STARTING FIRES AND OBVIOUS THAT
IF MAYOR OR ANY CITY COUNCIL PERSON LIVED IN AREA POLICE WOULDN'T BE
HIDING AND PLAYING CANDY CANE.

12/31/2023 10:37 PM

89 To my there is absolutely no traffic enforcement- to see anyone stopped by a police officer is
rare or non existent. So tired of drivers tailgating, turning left on red lights, speeding in parking
lots, speeding on streets

12/31/2023 1:56 PM

90 I had an experience when I felt police department lost focus and traded safety for routine work 12/30/2023 11:50 PM

91 I was told we have paramedics on the SWAT team that protect our officers and provide
medical care during SWAT events. This is amazing. How can I thank these people?

12/30/2023 9:26 PM

92 Please put in speed bumps on E Detroit st. People drive way too fast in front of my house. It
is dangerous for my children.

12/30/2023 7:48 PM

93 It is against Arizona law for someone to point a firearm or fireworks at someone or their
property. No damage has to be seen by police officers. Failure of the police to file a report or

12/30/2023 12:18 PM
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respond to since an incident is disgusting. So called fireworks patrol is just a money grab.
Investment in drones to have QUICK RESPONSE to illegal fireworks and firearms use can
help solve the problem. Also the FIRE DEPARTMENT should over see the police in
enforcement of illegal fireworks and firearms because the police priority isn't for property or
personal. When the police are presented with evidence of illegal fireworks being done around
TREES that can cause a WILDFIRE they don't care.

94 Saying they put their lives on the line everyday is untrue. It's a myth. Pizza delivery and
roofers have more dangerous jobs along with many other occupations. Stop the hype that
ultimately pays too much.

12/30/2023 1:04 AM

95 I rarely interact with Police or Fire. I've always had positive experiences when I do though. I
hope the City's attitude is one of support for them and encouraging police to enforce existing
law, not allow certain actions to be unenforced as I've seen other communities do. This seems
to devolve into more crime being committed.

12/29/2023 10:08 PM

96 I appreciate how the city discourages panhandling at freeway on & off ramps although it
doesn’t deter all of it. I think the city could add to signage at bus stops info about joining
emergency response teams, cleaning up after dogs & other waste

12/29/2023 5:53 PM

97 Not only do I not trust the pd, but the district attorney will not prosecute any cases. My house
and my mothers house were both invaded, one of which was armed. They dropped their wallet
and they still didn't arrest the person!

12/29/2023 3:24 PM

98 I would encourage the closure or gating off the alley between Tides Apartments, 2101 N
Evergreen Street Chandler, AZ 85225 and 2307 N Evergreen St, Chandler, AZ 85225. Foot
traffic funneling from the neighborhood to Evergreen (Walmart shopping center/apartments) and
back has resulted in trash, vandalism and drug deals occurring in this alley. This would also
discourage the dumping of furniture and other debris from the apartments into the alley as
tenants' move out. Foot traffic would then be sent onto public sidewalks along the
neighborhood streets. Utilities/services would still have access from other alley openings. The
city of Mesa has been gating off alleys successfully.

12/29/2023 3:11 PM

99 We live next door to active drug dealers. We were told to call when we see them conducting a
deal. We’ve called multiple times, have all of them deals on video and no one has ever come
out. VERY DISAPPOINTING. The neighbors have also called with no response.

12/28/2023 10:33 PM

100 Chandler should have its own Gun Law 12/28/2023 5:27 PM

101 Our neighborhood has sober, living homes and it’s really annoying. There was a stabbing at
one of the homes a few months ago. Someone also shot a gun in our neighborhood. It used to
feel 100% safe here.

12/28/2023 4:57 PM

102 I feel that Chandler could be much safer if fireworks were completely banned. Not only are they
a fire hazard, they cause noise pollution and frighten pets. They are unnecessary and impact
the quality of our lives negatively.

12/27/2023 6:08 PM

103 Police are visible around the city. I am glad they patrol. I appreciate the non emergency
response

12/27/2023 5:04 PM

104 Clean house..leadership is a disgrace to this city. 12/27/2023 2:19 PM

105 Although I generally approve of Chandler Police I have personally been pulled over and
subjected to multiple attempts to determine if I was driving impaired when I had not had any
drinks, no drugs and drove in a totally safe and normal manner. After passing ALL tests and
requesting a Sargent the Sargent explained the officer "was new" and was practicing her DUI
determination skills and that's why she put me through the wringer for 30 minutes for NO
REASON. He laughed it off as a training exercise for her but I was very upset with the
experience. NO OFFICER should be "live training" on innocents civilians. She even accused
me of driving with my lights off and when I pointed out my car has headlights that
automatically come on and even has daytime running lights too so IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to drive
without headlights she then claimed I made "an indecisive lane change" meaning apparently
that my properly executed lane change with turn signals used took longer than she thought it
should so I should have more rapidly changed from one lane to the other. BOTH accusations
were a complete lie and when I challenged her to pull up her dash cam and show the Sergeant
proof of "no headlights" or an "indecisive lane change" she literally walked away from my
drivers window only to have the Sergeant come to my window a minute later who returned my
license, insurance card and registration letting me know I could go. Incompetent, undertrained

12/27/2023 5:41 AM
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and LYING POLICE OFFICERS are not OK. That new officer apparently still being trained
should have been fired for lying TWICE about why she pulled me over. NOT ACCEPTABLE

106 Continue to give our fire department raises! They work so hard and deserve a needed raise! 12/26/2023 10:44 PM

107 Please keep homeless and illegals off the streets. Our police department is outstanding. They
need continued, proper resources to do their jobs effectively.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM

108 We have had to use the emergency care services of Chandler Fire and Paramedics several
times. They have always been very helpful, attentive, arrived quickly, and gave us excellent
advice on next medical steps. We are very grateful for their expertise, professionalism and
help!

12/26/2023 3:45 PM

109 I attended the Citizen’s Academy hosted by Chandler Police, and am appreciative of the
professionalism and initiative displayed by our local public safety officers.

12/26/2023 2:44 PM

110 WE NEED MORE POLICE PRESENCE! 12/25/2023 12:18 PM

111 Need to be more aggressive in catching shoplifters, porch pirates , hit and run 12/24/2023 9:12 AM

112 Should have more patrolling of parks and teen hangouts 12/23/2023 6:20 PM

113 Crime is getting out of hand in Chandler. We need MORE police officers on the street to
protect us from the criminals and illegals threatened the safety of our residents.

12/23/2023 4:05 PM

114 I think Chandler PD is somewhat limited in improving Public Safety by budget, which limits
hiring new officers and stretches police response times.

12/23/2023 2:27 PM

115 Chandler does an outstanding job with police presence. We feel safe and confident services
are available when needed

12/23/2023 11:19 AM

116 It’s time to move the funding AWAY from policing and INTO existing preventative programs for
feeding, housing, education, child care, and medical care. A strong safety net is much better
than a prison -filling force.

12/23/2023 8:57 AM

117 Look at starting your own ambulance service like all the surrounding cities have. Use civilians
and not firefighters on them though. You are wasting so much money with the current model.

12/22/2023 10:03 PM

118 Serms there's often more police than necessary at an accident or crime scene. Sometimes
cops are just milling about, doing nothing at these scenes. Wouldn't it be better to have them
patrolling?

12/22/2023 3:36 PM

119 I was recently verbally assaulted and followed by an unwell individual after dropping my
daughter off at Frye Elementary. Police were extremely helpful. There should be extra police
presence around the Frye Elementary/Folley Park area especially during school hours
including morning drop off and afternoon pick-up.

12/22/2023 2:26 PM

120 Public transport is not available in my zip code which makes residents life little difficult 12/22/2023 12:14 PM

121 Feeling of safety is declining rapidly. People are seeing unknown groups of men carrying
luggage in their neighborhoods. With Katie Hobbs in office that’s going to get much worse.

12/22/2023 1:21 AM

122 We moved here almost 4-years ago and have had nothing but positive experiences. The police
department is top notch and we have had wonderful interactions with first responders. I love
the western bike path that is nearby. We feel so safe in our neighborhood, as well. The
driverless cars are something we aren’t a fan of, however. We do love the open space and
understand the need for growth, but also hope we can see the sky for the foreseeable future.

12/20/2023 11:25 PM

123 I see surveillance in our neighborhood, that assures us city is showing concern for our safety 12/20/2023 6:00 PM

124 Be very frugal in spending taxpayer dollars. Do not become a babysitter government like the
federal government taxpayers money.

12/20/2023 12:01 PM

125 There when needed 12/20/2023 8:40 AM

126 Increased police presence and patrol,closed-circuit television to help to deter crimes and
evidence,improved street lighting to help reduce the risk crime,Neighborhood watch involved
members in the community working together report suspicious activity,and the last educational
programs to educate people how to stay safe and protect themselves from crime.

12/19/2023 5:12 PM

127 Please continue to support our public safety! We can't afford to be the city that loses the great 12/19/2023 3:47 PM
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police and firefighters we have here!! Both police and fire have such quick responses and are
some of the best around we need to keep them here.

128 We feel safe in our community. Would like to see more police presence around neighborhoods
to deter any future crimes.

12/18/2023 8:27 PM

129 CPD has always been so courteous & friendly when we visit with them at public events. The
area near 101 & Chandler seems to be a little more concerning. The homeless groups (no
offense toward all through this generalization) seem to be expanding. I am most concerned
with the populations that are users.

12/18/2023 3:06 PM

130 I enjoy seeing officers communicate via neighborhoods in Ring. This shows that when
incidents arise they are on top of all means of communications. Also, it was greatly
appreciated that an officer knocked on my door when I had left my garage door open to let me
know it was open. They have been very responsive to when my alarm has gone off and we
were away. Luckily it was a loose wire on the sensor that caused the alarm but the officers and
ADT worked closely together to communicate to me my options.

12/18/2023 1:04 PM

131 Police should not hide on side roads during commuting hours just to capture drivers that may
be going slightly over speed limits. There is zero (0) statistics that show increase of road
safety by writing tickets this way. This is a very "old" way to manage roads.

12/18/2023 8:53 AM

132 Keeping parks closed beyond 10 pm is a good idea, but we should be able to extend it further
during summer months due to the heat in the day.

12/18/2023 8:29 AM

133 Inform residents about Chandler news in app or social media & advertise the app & social
media to Chandler residents

12/18/2023 12:32 AM

134 The city should survey left turn intersections as there are several incidences of collisions due
to a lack of a turning lane .

12/17/2023 8:22 PM

135 can always improve. 12/17/2023 7:51 PM

136 I truly see a lots of improvements. One suggestion is that folks aren’t respecting each others
in road while cutting lanes.

12/17/2023 7:06 PM

137 Code Enforcement is under-budgeted in a manner that prevents cleanup of abandoned homes,
not towing decrepit rusting vehicles and junk that have been unregistered and uninsured for 15
years. A home at , should now just have a sign in front that says "Sanford
& Son"

12/16/2023 12:36 PM

138 Need more traffic officers. Too many drivers breaking traffic laws. 12/16/2023 9:02 AM

139 Concerned about the culture of law enforcement in general. Concerned that there may be a
culture of behaviors outside of policy, training, and instead abuse of authority. Concerned that
there wouldn’t/isn’t appropriate consequence of misuse of authority/abuse and instead a
culture of cover-up. Don’t have a sense they are prioritizing protecting and serving ALL.

12/16/2023 6:54 AM

140 When I had the ring it kept saying things were happening but I’m not sure if it was accurate 12/15/2023 10:21 PM

141 I know it's controversial but I would love to see more speed cameras at busy intersections that
also capture red light runners

12/15/2023 5:28 PM

142 Love how the city councils are doing everything in their power to continue our level of safety
and guidance for an amazing growing community.

12/15/2023 12:36 PM

143 I do not feel very safe in many bike lanes outside of downtown Chandler. I feel as though those
white plastic pole dividers or raised plastic dividers might help keep cars from driving in bike
lanes. I also think think some more of those flashing light crossings might be helpful in places
that don’t already have cross walks but are in high foot traffic areas (areas that tend to have a
lot of jay walking).

12/15/2023 9:32 AM

144 There appears to be minimal, if any, enforcement of traffic laws. 12/14/2023 10:11 PM

145 Chandler has a lot of asian immigrant and often senior parents will be visiting them from other
countries. As an immigrant’s child, I have some concerns about living in Chandler: How well
are the fire department and police trained to deal with non-English speakers? Will they use
force or threaten non-English speakers who don’t understand their orders? I fear for my elderly
mother’s safety if she gets pulled over or questioned by a cop and she can't understand
enough to comply. Then the cops may slam her on the ground or pointing a gun at her. Can the

12/14/2023 2:58 PM
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City of Chandler provide cultural sensitivity for public service workers? I occasionally see
homeless and shopping cart around the 85226 Harter Park area, also near Ray Road and 101
or Chandler Blvd and 101. Can the City of Chandler police help them find housing and jobs?

146 Continue special needs and diversity training. 12/14/2023 2:40 PM

147 I lived in Ahwatukee 5 years, but now that I live in Chandler at Ray & Cooper south side of The
Islands, I get to play "Was that a gunshot?" Several times each month. Pretty sure they are
gunshots..... Would like domestic violence to be taken more seriously. I would like to see
efforts to protect women and minorities and peoples who are commonly mistreated (housing
insecure etc).

12/13/2023 9:41 PM

148 Enforce the laws 100%. 12/13/2023 9:27 PM

149 Chandler Fire Dept is awesome. We have called them 2 times in the time we have lived here.
They were here quickly and very kind and helpful in stressful situations.

12/13/2023 8:22 PM

150 Building too many apartments, that doesn’t improve Public Safety. 12/13/2023 7:23 PM

151 The new change up program seems like it will attract more homeless people to the area. I’m
from Portland… These well intentioned plans do not work.

12/13/2023 5:59 PM

152 PLEASE CREATE PUBLIC TRANSPORT, A RAIL, FREE BUS NETWORK, ETC 12/13/2023 1:34 PM

153 Have no input as no effort has been made on my part to read up on that topic 12/12/2023 9:52 PM

154 Police visibility. 12/12/2023 9:51 PM

155 Need to enforce speed limits in school zones more 12/12/2023 8:53 PM

156 Wish they would stop lane splitting by motorcyclist and drivers from partial left turns stopping
in median area.

12/12/2023 7:43 PM

157 clean up downtown chandler. 12/12/2023 3:27 PM

158 Do not decrease police funding. 12/12/2023 10:27 AM

159 We need more officers on the roads. 12/12/2023 9:06 AM

160 They mist be doing something right, because I do feel very safe in my neighborhood. There are
a lot of walkers and bikers in this neighborhood.

12/12/2023 8:19 AM

161 I always appreciate seeing police vehicles in neighborhoods and near schools. 12/12/2023 8:09 AM

162 The less government, the better. Governments are parasites that believe they deserve to grow
off the sweat of the average citizen. You do not deserve growth, get a real job and stop
stealing our money you useless crooks.

12/12/2023 1:24 AM

163 Some intersections with lights located in neighborhoods (Ocotillo and Sandpiper for example)
need left turn signals installed to reduce drivers trying to push last minute left turns after not
being able to turn left due to incoming traffic and pedestrians

12/11/2023 11:35 PM

164 I’m disabled, the Fire dept on Gilbert Rd/Riggs Rd has helped me over 10 times in the past 20
years! Excellent Service & People!

12/11/2023 10:03 PM

165 Provided camera footage of perpetrators in our police report of a crime to our home and did not
receive follow up regarding the report.

12/11/2023 7:40 PM

166 Not sure exactly what it takes to get police response. How severe does it need to get to fir
police to come .

12/11/2023 6:09 PM

167 You need to crack down on the panhandlers and their litter. I’m sick of seeing all the trash on
the ground where they beg.

12/11/2023 5:55 PM

168 I feel safe. Should educate people to stop at stop signs. So many do not. 12/10/2023 11:54 PM

169 Very poor traffic enforcement. Streets of Chandler dangerous and getting more so. 12/10/2023 3:56 PM

170 Why does the Fire Department not have ambulances to provide service to the Community.
Why do the contract out for these services when Fire/City owned ambulances to generate
revenue for the City.

12/9/2023 11:06 PM
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171 Carry on ! 12/9/2023 7:29 PM

172 I trust and support the fire and police departments. Mine concern is the lack of workers to
maintain the needs. Fund both departments more so they can hire more individuals.

12/9/2023 5:03 PM

173 I have NO issues! Lived here 24 yrs 12/9/2023 3:45 PM

174 It seems to me that the city is "built out" already. The expenditures associated with Police,
Fire, and Waste disposal should be based on whether response times to incidents have gotten
worse. Expenditures should not be determined to population. Consider the use of drones and
cameras for routine patrol instead of officers in vehicles. I doubt the recycling program is
paying for itself. It looks to me like my neighbors throw a lot of material in the recycle bin that
is not allowed. It seems to me that the Chinese can no longer be counted on to buy our trash.
Not their fault. The quality of our recyclables has decline. I would like to see a report showing
the profit or loss of recycling. An article appeared in the local paper indicating that Chandler
had switched all street lights to LED illumination. I Doubt the veracity of that statement. I walk
my neighborhood of 283 homes every month and write work orders for the lights that are out.
There are usually about 2. Not bad, but not indicative of long lasting LED lights. Street
improvements are very inefficient. How long has the construction along Chandler Heights near
Gilbert been going on? Well over a year I am sure. I've lived in several cities and this is by far
the most inefficient.

12/9/2023 3:43 PM

175 Construction work on the streets makes me nervous to drive safely. 12/8/2023 8:43 PM

176 Need city to do more on crime stopping 12/8/2023 2:18 PM

177 Bike lanes, traffic signals, pedestrian crossings 12/8/2023 11:44 AM

178 Lo que me gustaria es que mueban los carros que estan estasionado serca de el sain del stap
y los callejones detras de mi casas no es para que sirculen carros y tirar basura y mejorar las
banquetas

12/8/2023 9:23 AM

179 I haven’t had much interaction with them, but my mom’s car got stolen and the officer was
very kind and personable. I am not completely sure of inner workings, but if there is an
opportunity to provide homeless people with something small like a ride to a shelter, or some
meal, or a blanket, rather than being jailed, I think that would be great! I do also follow
Chandler police department on Instagram and love to see the positive impact they have on the
community.

12/8/2023 12:11 AM

180 We need more traffic lights at intersections. Turning left with no safe opportunity to turn puts
people at risk. Also, drivers don't pay attention to pedestrians and bicyclists enough. Is there
any way to get more cooling centers?

12/7/2023 10:48 PM

181 I'm concerned that with the border being so porous, there's no way we can have enough police
force on and working. I've noticed drivers are driving much faster, especially around Jacobson
Elementary, and the children, pets and people are in danger by their not giving a damn. The
police force is being stretched too thin.

12/7/2023 1:17 PM

182 The new defibs in the courtyard of Chandler park are pretty neat. 12/7/2023 12:44 PM

183 No 15 minute cities!!! 12/7/2023 12:25 PM

184 As with other cities around the nation, Chandler never will have enough money for public
safety. But, there's never enough money for my "ideal" city, politics being what they are these
really strange days.

12/7/2023 8:53 AM

185 Our City boasts an exemplary police and fire department that consistently demonstrates
unwavering commitment to public safety. The police force is known for its proactive approach,
community engagement, and effective crime prevention strategies. Likewise, the fire
department showcases exceptional response times, advanced training, and a seamless
coordination with other emergency services. Our City residents take pride in the dedication and
professionalism exhibited by Chandler's law enforcement and firefighting teams, ensuring a
secure and thriving community.

12/7/2023 7:06 AM

186 The increasing number of homeless people since 2020 hasn't come down. 12/7/2023 5:30 AM

187 Not enough police. 12/6/2023 9:53 PM

188 I see a lot of people running red lights, especially in major intersections, and wonder if a bit
more enforcement would help deter this behavior.

12/6/2023 9:26 PM
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189 I love that I see Chandler PD out and about in Chandler. I think they could do a better job of
policing vehicle traffic since accidents at major incidents happen daily.

12/6/2023 9:10 PM

190 Keep the City Council out of the Police and Fire departments business. Politics don’t belong
there.

12/6/2023 8:05 PM

191 Muy buen trabajo 12/6/2023 7:41 PM

192 I moved to Chandler 6 months ago. Maybe it's the area but it doesn't feel like I'm in Chandler.
Very industrial which doesn't feel safe. I never see the police around. Less than 2 miles away
from downtown chandler and it seems so much nicer than Arizona and Warner. Arizona Ave
seems to have a lot of accidents. The streets (grace ave) are terrible. Looks like they haven't
been repaved in years. Wish there were less industrial areas.

12/6/2023 9:08 AM

193 We need more police. There are so many speeders, red light runners etc. Motorcycles flying in
between vehicles is ridiculous.

12/6/2023 8:00 AM

194 I have gone to Coffee with a Cop and was disappointed that there was no real interaction with
those in attendance. Perhaps having an agenda and then time for Q and A would improve
these activities.

12/5/2023 2:10 PM

195 With the rise of antisemitism, I'm hoping that the police and court system will protect the
Jewish citizens.

12/5/2023 8:58 AM

196 Chandler police response times are super good, we like the vacation watch program from
Chandler PD. We believe that Chandler PD is friendly and helpful. Our heart felt appreciation
for Chandler PD

12/5/2023 8:03 AM

197 I have to say, l very rarely see patrol cars on city streets and can not remember the last time I
have seen one in my neighborhood or even just driving on main streets, and l am out pretty
much every day.

12/5/2023 6:53 AM

198 Was pulled over for something really simple. When I pointed out a few things about why he
pulled me over, he just gave me a warning.? The police need more presences when the street
races are out at night.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM

199 Honestly, I see a police vehichle almost everytime I leave my home. That's awesome! 12/5/2023 2:53 AM

200 Please help reduce increasing number of homeless in Chandler streets. 12/5/2023 1:24 AM

201 Patrolling downtown including the parking garages is wonderful! Maybe please patrol all the
parks more at night please. Snedigar for example.

12/4/2023 11:12 PM

202 Please expand the chandler flex area to further north up to the border of Gilbert- lots of families
that could use it to get to down town / work

12/4/2023 9:35 PM

203 Need solution for homeless population near and around downtown Chandler 12/4/2023 8:39 PM

204 I live in a neighborhood (near Hartford st and Galveston) that tends to see extra police
vehicles, while this may seem helpful it hasn’t proven to do much yet. I believe community
policing efforts and mental health/drug assistance would help. We tend to have transients
rummaging through the alley ways and garbage cans.

12/4/2023 8:36 PM

205 What IS the city doing to improve public safety ? 12/4/2023 7:48 PM

206 There seems to be an increasing homless and pan handling problem over the last couple years
that appears to be going unaddressed.

12/4/2023 4:56 PM

207 I like the visual presence of the Chandler police and I believe this to be the best deterrent to
crime. As criminal activity seems to increase across the US, we need a justice system to
support our police in every community.

12/4/2023 4:49 PM

208 The city has demonstrated more than sufficient proficiency in maintaining the necessary
infrastructure for Chandler, be it from the comprehensive recruiting programs for the Chandler
Police Department, to the revamping of Chandler's roads. In Ocotillo, at least, the only sirens
I'll ever see are those from a fire engine or an ambulance, rarely from a police car. This is
indicative of the overall safe environment that the city of Chandler has facilitated over the
years. Thank you.

12/4/2023 1:59 PM

209 I worry that due to crime going up that we need more police 12/4/2023 8:58 AM
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210 Both Fire and Police are wonderful. Very responsive and professional! 12/3/2023 11:51 PM

211 Public safety Is my biggest concern, and I feel should be a top priority for the city. We do not
want to be Phoenix or Mesa .

12/3/2023 9:05 PM

212 En total des acuerdo ya que no hacen su trabajo ni la policía ni la ciudad en el vecindario que
vivo de Galveston el crimen es muy alto y los vecindarios muy mal regulados no hay
reglamentos de código ya que dejan hacer talleres mecánicos en casa y es un problema Cerio
para el vecindario

12/3/2023 1:15 PM

213 I feel the Police and Fire are the best in the Valley 12/3/2023 1:11 PM

214 Fortunately I have not had to utilize publis safety so I have nn first hand awareness. 12/3/2023 12:03 PM

215 Mal mal mal la oficina de códigos de enforsamiento no hacen su trabajo ya que en el
vecindario Galveston tenemos muchos problemas con el Vesino 545 n Delaware por qué hace
mecánica ya son 4 años que lo hace y no an echo nada

12/1/2023 4:34 PM

216 The Chandler police depts has been doing a great job, but we need more officers and better
pay for them. We have a influx of shoplifters and beggars on our streets.

12/1/2023 10:59 AM

217 Parks along the railroad tracks could be cleaner. 12/1/2023 9:31 AM

218 Any effort to improve public safety in our city is a GREAT effort. 12/1/2023 9:15 AM

219 Chandler is majorly over-crowded, due to immigration from other states. With this population
boom, crime has increased tremendously. Chandler needs more Police Officers.

12/1/2023 9:09 AM

220 I am getting nickel and dimed on traffic tickets in downtown/uptown Chandler. Although I have
no points on my record, the tickets do show up and insurance companies are giving me a
super hard time in terms of getting a decent insurance rate. One ticket was because my
handicap permit was supposedly blocking my view (it hung on my rear view for 3 years). In the
officer ticketed me for not wearing a seatbelt and told me he was doing me a favor. The other
ticket was on January 2nd the day after the cell phone law changed in 2020? Driving right past
City Hall going home with my groceries and had my phone in my hand listening to YouTube
because I couldn't hear the presenter who was very soft spoken. (I have an older model truck
at the time). I can't afford comprehensive Auto right now because of the "moving violation" on
my record! (I live on disability income). It would be so appreciated by this singer citizen if I had
gotten a warning! Clearly if I was aware you could not hold your cell phone in your hand, I
wouldn't have been driving in front of City Hall where the police often sit in their trucks! 😆 I
understand safety and I appreciate all efforts toward safe practices. I certainly am not perfect!
But I knew even then insurance companies would totally take advantage, and they certainly
have! Although I have no points for this ticket, having a moving violation puts me in the same
category as someone speeding 80 miles an hour... I was easily doing 30 mph at the time?
Anyway, I'm still battling battling that ticket with insurance carriers who want to hike up my rate
and for now, I only have liability insurance on my only good car which is in pretty good shape
and paid off. A simple warning would have for me, been as effective and much more
appreciated than what I have to deal with today.🥴

12/1/2023 4:52 AM

221 I feel like the city is not doing enough in the efforts to improve public safety, we definitely need
more patrolling in neighborhood streets with cars speeding through residential roads. We
especially should get more enforcement on downtown parking garages, specifically at the
Oregon St location.

11/30/2023 9:57 PM

222 Interactions with the public require some improvements and training ... 11/30/2023 2:27 PM

223 I believe they are providing services to the homeless population in Chandler. 11/30/2023 1:18 PM

224 Approved entirely way to many apartment complexes and DID NOT increase the police
adequately for the increase in high density housing. I counted six people panhandling at the
chandler mall yesterday. Yes, six! People rummaging through cars and mailboxes. The traffic
around Intel is terrible! Always speeding to get to work or rush back from lunch. I can't let my
kid ride his bike in the neighborhood because its not safe to do so with all the Intel people
parking in the local neighborhoods and cutting through them like it's their personal break spot.
Chandler approved Intel expansion and way to many apartments and have done NOTHING to
mitigate the consequences to the actual long term homeowners in the area. Hire more police
and stop putting in apartments. Auto break ins and vandalism made the local news at least
twice in the past year... Why did you allow us to be a test city for driverless cars!?! Did we
vote on that? I did not appreciate knowing I was sharing the road with driverless cars that were

11/30/2023 9:39 AM
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still in the testing phase!! What did the city do with the money they got for putting us all at
risk?

225 Increase in crime is prevalent. Increase in crime in neighborhoods that previously had minimal
crime is palpable in the community. We have considered moving. This was a safe place to live
when we bought the house. This is no longer a community I want to raise a child in or play
freely in.

11/30/2023 8:28 AM

226 When deciding to move to Arizona in the Phoenix metropolitan area, we looked at all the
surrounding cities. We decided that Chandler would be the best place to raise a family. The
Police and Fire Departments, through their excellent and dedicated leadership and support
from the City, have reinforced our decision to make Chandler home. Thank you!

11/30/2023 8:16 AM

227 City can offer training to police and fire on how to best interact with the LGBT community in
the city.

11/30/2023 4:05 AM

228 The City is very proactive and progressive in their use of social media to educate and inform in
real-time.

11/30/2023 12:40 AM

229 I believe the police of Chandler should be located in public housing apartments to keep the
family safe and from shootings

11/29/2023 11:33 PM

230 Poor!! 11/29/2023 8:25 PM

231 Park Rangers are practically useless but police have always been great! 11/29/2023 7:46 PM

232 Traffic around charter schools causing sitting traffic for almost 30 minutes has been ignored for
over 3 years despite numerous requests to address. Not safe!!!!!

11/29/2023 7:32 PM

233 I think Chandler is doing a great job with Public Safety, I have had to call the police a few
times, they are very responsive and polite. With a rise in crime and homelessness, I feel that
Chandler is doing a great job trying to control the spread and prevent tent cities from forming. I
am not sure how much more can be done about petty crime such as checking car doors,
breaking into mailboxes etc, but the officers are doing the best they can. I think combatting
these problems requires the community to be vigilant, neighbors bonding together and officer
assistance. It is all our responsibility to keep each other safe and prevent petty crime.

11/29/2023 11:30 AM

234 The Fire and Police Department notify the public of issues as they are occuring (road closures
due to an accident, missing persons, fires, etc). Keep up the good work. The Council tends to
overstep their role - at least from what I see in City Council Meetings.

11/29/2023 10:13 AM

235 Good prescence and community outreach 11/28/2023 9:24 PM

236 Our community is seeing a lot of break ins , theft and crimes in recent months - We are
worried about the safety of our kids and stuff

11/28/2023 5:49 PM

237 Don't waste resources on traffic control at churches. 11/28/2023 1:24 PM

238 I appreciate the visibility, community outreach, and customer service provided by our Public
Safety departments.

11/28/2023 8:00 AM

239 Thanks for keeping an eye on the area around the new casino. 11/27/2023 9:18 PM

240 The City is doing well and I don't think a lot of funding should be added to law enforcement. 11/27/2023 7:04 PM

241 I think we have a chief that I'd trying to keep his finger on the pulse of the city but some of the
officers need more training and cultural awareness. The majority are professional but there are
a few that are rude.

11/27/2023 5:53 PM

242 Very thankful for our police and fire departments. 11/27/2023 5:37 PM

243 Sometimes drug deals are happening in the alley that runs behind 2301 E. Buffalo St. 11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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Q10 How important is it for the City to make investments in projects or
services that enhance street, transit, and other mobility options?

Answered: 938 Skipped: 197

58.42%
548

27.72%
260

9.28%
87

2.67%
25

1.92%
18 938 1.62

Very importantVery important  Very important
Somewhat importantSomewhat important  Somewhat important

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

SomewhatSomewhat  unimportantunimportant  Somewhat unimportant

Not important atNot important at  allall  Not important at all

VERY
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

NEUTRAL SOMEWHAT
UNIMPORTANT

NOT IMPORTANT
AT ALL

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q11 The regional transportation sales tax is set to expire in 2025 and will
be on the 2024 fall election ballot (Proposition 479), which will allow the city

to continue current funding levels to maintain street, transit, and mobility
options in Chandler.  How important is maintaining the regional

transportation sales tax to you?
Answered: 936 Skipped: 199

43.27%
405

29.06%
272

18.91%
177

8.76%
82 936 1.93

Very importantVery important  Very important

ImportantImportant  Important

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

Not important atNot important at  allall  Not important at all

VERY IMPORTANT IMPORTANT NEUTRAL NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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Q12 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Connectivity

Answered: 194 Skipped: 941

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We need ^ safety measures and options for non-motorized transportation methods. Speeding,
distracting driving, + prevention of pedestrian/cyclist injuries need to be prioritized.

1/23/2024 3:13 PM

2 Where's the Chandler light rail? Cars + buses are so 1950s. Rail/tube/subway = cheap, long-
term solution for all!

1/23/2024 3:07 PM

3 Rail line mass transit is missing. And needed. Chandler has isolated itself. Move thousands
(light rail), not two (auton. veh.). THINK BIG!

1/23/2024 2:58 PM

4 But someone has got to coordinate streetwork it has been chaotic for at least 3 years 1/23/2024 2:50 PM

5 More buses running it takes me anywhere from 1 to 2 1/23/2024 2:32 PM

6 I believe there is a valid effort in this area. 1/23/2024 2:28 PM

7 street improvements need to be done at night. 8 pm to 6 am would be a good window. Our
streets are too congested for daytime construction.

1/12/2024 8:32 PM

8 When you allow road construction at the same time on roads parallel to each other, it makes
moving around the city difficult.

1/12/2024 11:14 AM

9 Lower taxes. Let free enterprise determine the needs of the community. 1/11/2024 9:54 PM

10 This still needs to be made with good fiscal analysis 1/11/2024 9:12 PM

11 I wish Valley Metro would extend light rail to south Chandler. 1/11/2024 10:48 AM

12 When gas prices were above $4.00/gal, I would have like to have seen a Valley Metro line as
far south as E. Riggs Road. Even if it was just a temporary line while the prices were high.

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

13 I love the introduction of Flex but have no idea how successful it has been 1/11/2024 7:12 AM

14 Resurfacing of streets needed. 1/11/2024 6:16 AM

15 Great job! 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

16 That’s not your purpose. Stop this stupid stuff. 1/10/2024 10:00 PM

17 The highways are very messy. Especially the 202 1/10/2024 8:48 PM

18 need to ensure that everywhere in Chandler is accessible to everyone. 1/10/2024 4:39 PM

19 The Paseo trail needs improvement and trees along the trail need to be replaced especially by
the Sirona home division on Pecos and Cooper

1/10/2024 3:32 PM

20 I see that bike lanes are being added which I and my wife will use as they complete. 1/10/2024 10:37 AM

21 When is enough funding enough funding? 1/10/2024 10:35 AM

22 It is important to those using it. We do not therefore it’s less important. Our schools and public
services and overall safety it what is the utmost importance to our family.

1/10/2024 10:33 AM

23 We have always had great streets and highways in chandler and Arizona. We need to maintain
that quality.

1/10/2024 8:01 AM

24 We need to do something about the street noise on 101 and Price Road 1/10/2024 6:56 AM

25 The traffic continues to increase in Chandler. It is the one way quality of life here has declined.
Need to keep people moving well through our city.

1/10/2024 5:53 AM

26 Needs to be sustainable connectivity and accessible to communities that need it. 1/9/2024 6:32 PM
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27 All governments, keep asking for more and more taxes (money) but I rarely seen those monies
going to good use. Example: With our hearts, we vote for more money to go to the school
system. But then we hear that it goes to the school board! That doesn't help the children or or
the teachers! So what are you offering???

1/9/2024 5:24 PM

28 I don’t feel I have enough information, as it seems the same road at under constant
construction.

1/9/2024 5:06 PM

29 City Traffic runs smooth almost always, Chandler is one of the best cities in the world for
public infrastucture.

1/9/2024 4:53 PM

30 Need significant investment 1/9/2024 4:48 PM

31 Road projects seem to drag on forever and the cost is skyrocketing. Sometimes, it's not clear
what the benefits are, like with the recent Dobson road project nightmare, which even
restricted, and then prevented, access to the post office on Carla Vista from southbound
Dobson.

1/9/2024 3:41 PM

32 It would be nice if the chandler ride shard serviced more of the Chandler Area. 1/9/2024 3:28 PM

33 What we have currently seems adequate, we don’t use public transit too much though. 1/9/2024 3:17 PM

34 Need to make city streets more user friendly and safe for older residents 1/9/2024 2:57 PM

35 Keep putting in rail connections. Very important! 1/9/2024 2:52 PM

36 There are many avenues to pursue that keep our community connected. 1/9/2024 2:41 PM

37 Transportation has improved, however, still need a way to go. The incorporation of 1/9/2024 1:10 PM

38 I believe the improvement in bicycles lanes and connections is being work on. 1/9/2024 12:15 PM

39 All these things were supposed to happen as part of previous Master Plans. The Ashley Park
Trail connection to Paseo Vista Trail, assuring bike lanes that are consistent along arterial
roads (see McQueen at Willis Jr High). Make designated improved pathways for bicycles for
better access to key City elements, Library, Downtown, the Mall.

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

40 I think some of our streets can definitely use improvement. 1/9/2024 11:38 AM

41 Appreciate any road and transit improvements city can make. 1/9/2024 10:59 AM

42 Whatever connectivity is growing should be nurtured with public relations. I don’t think either
City or HOAs are aware of lack of internet among the seniors. Maybe a Chandler radio station,
or get on some NPR from ASU.

1/9/2024 10:42 AM

43 I feel that the City of Chandler has done an amazing job with our streets. However, I would love
to see more (or any!) “protected” bike lanes. The current bike lanes, which are just painted
lines on the right side of streets, just don’t provide the protection needed to feel comfortable
riding on the roads. Also, we need more bike trails.

1/9/2024 10:39 AM

44 My only issue is that he road projects often happen simultaneously on multiple main roads in
the same direction leaving no convenient alternative routes for months. Do one road, then
move to the next. Or stagger them one every other main road so traffic can divert the non-
construction roads.

1/9/2024 10:33 AM

45 Like the Flex option, but feel there could be some more advertising around that option. Several
streets are in bad need of repair. West Ray road, the 202.

1/9/2024 9:53 AM

46 we need more open spaces, parks, LESS WAREHOUSE!!!! 1/9/2024 9:28 AM

47 I don't see how we can currently improve connectivity. 1/8/2024 11:26 PM

48 Very important to improve connectivity with the public and residents 1/8/2024 3:08 PM

49 Regional is not a big deal for me personally. The alleys need new gravel for garbage trucks,
and I have a crushed sewer pipe under the cities side of the street, multiple city employees
have told me that’s my responsibility, but I should not be responsible for tearing apart and
repairing a city road. FYI I did have all my own sewer pipes replaced from my home to the
sidewalk. The budget vision seems to forget about the actual property owners who pay taxes.

1/7/2024 10:15 PM

50 The Flex program seems to be a big hit. Is it ever feasible to do a pedestrian bridge over a 1/7/2024 9:59 PM
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busy street?

51 Need continued investment in bike paths. 1/7/2024 2:51 PM

52 I believe that Chandler should focus on walkability and public transportation 1/7/2024 7:07 AM

53 The growing need for fast connections will continue to be a priority. Please make it a top
priority.

1/7/2024 7:06 AM

54 Some city transport on copper rd would be nice 1/6/2024 7:19 PM

55 Chandler fell behind in the last few years maintaining or improving the streets. Chandler
Heights, Cooper Rd, Ocotillo, Gilbert Rd, Lindsey should have been updated years ago. I know
Chandler wants the light rail to come into Chandler. I do not want the light rail. Update the bus
routes to meet the needs of the community. I won't vote for any sales tax or bond to fund
these projects. We already pay taxes and you continue to ask for more $.

1/6/2024 4:23 PM

56 Chandler does a great job with outreach, community presence and proactive efforts to engage
citizens in reducing crime.

1/6/2024 12:46 AM

57 Love how Chandler provides so many bike lanes. Would like to see further development of
canal trails to enable biking "highways" throughout the city. Also I'm guessing Chandler doesn't
have direct control over Loop 202 paving but the current deck is in terrible shape - would like to
see resurfacing like the 101.

1/4/2024 4:04 PM

58 Large empty structures like closed malls can be repurposed to large community centers, could
be a large housing development for lower income families. Its spacious can have indoor parks,
and should be close to bus stops, education, and food assistance facilities to ease stress on
the local community. We need to repurpose areas from strictly profit mindset, into a growth
mindset. Convert empty parking lots into greenery and solar farms.

1/4/2024 2:30 PM

59 Maintenance is important. New initiatives are not my concern at this time. 1/4/2024 11:48 AM

60 Like most places in the country Chandler is almost impossible to navigate without a car. The
bike lanes are unsafe and have no real protection from vehicles sharing the road. Public
transportation is, sparse, not treated as a priority, and not encouraged to city residents as a
preferred means of transportation. This obviously leads to traffic, a substantial amount of man
hours lost to driving, and roads that are seemingly built solely to accommodate personal
vehicles.

1/4/2024 9:03 AM

61 The testing of autonomous vehicles inside my neighborhood is annoying. These vehicles
should not interfere with my transit out of/into a neighborhood. They are contributing to
congestion.

1/4/2024 12:17 AM

62 Some of our streets are looking pretty bad and I don't appreciate a bunch of houses and
apartments being built without widening the streets. Traffic is already bad.

1/3/2024 10:32 PM

63 With the growth of the city and all the apartments (and more cars) it is very important for
Chandler to improve roads and public transportation. However I don't understand how parents
can block a whole lane of traffic (cutting some busy streets to one lane) while waiting to get to
the school to pick up their children.

1/3/2024 5:14 PM

64 The reliability of the busses is in need of improvement 1/3/2024 12:04 PM

65 We need public transportation in the southern part of the city, and not just from Timbleweed
park.

1/3/2024 9:50 AM

66 Poorly 1/2/2024 9:44 PM

67 Better Street lightning.. more patrols. So seniors don't have to lock up at 6:00 because they
don't feel safe

1/2/2024 7:52 PM

68 Need better bike and ped connectivity. Don't let bus stops become campgrounds. No light rail
ever.

1/1/2024 10:26 PM

69 The light rail spreads crime around. I don't mind wider bike lanes with an extra line for
separation from cars.

1/1/2024 10:18 PM

70 Chandler needs to stop tearing up every road it has before it can improve other services 1/1/2024 10:11 PM

71 NEED TO STOP GUN FIRE AND FIREWORKS SO PEOPLE CAN GET SLEEP TO GO TO 12/31/2023 10:37 PM
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WORK.MAKE THE POLICE RIDE WITH A FIREFIGHTER TO ENFORCE THE LAW

72 No public transportation is available like other places. 12/30/2023 11:50 PM

73 Pave the county roads in the city they are terrible and I doubt fire trucks could drive on some
of them.

12/30/2023 9:26 PM

74 With your app to report problems to the City, IT WON'T TAKE VIDEOS. 12/30/2023 12:18 PM

75 Public transportation is awful 12/30/2023 1:04 AM

76 I'm mostly impressed with Chandler but, in the last few years, one area that I'm disappointed in
is street maintenance. When streets are unmaintained it can portend a further deterioration of
the city, similar to graffiti.

12/29/2023 10:08 PM

77 Canal paths need to have trash cans available so that path users have access to proper
disposal of dog & other waste. I live near the Western Canal between Dobson & Price &
frequently find bagged dog poop that is left on ground. There also needs to be more signage in
these areas to clean up pet waste —along the canals, & the frontage road

12/29/2023 5:53 PM

78 Bicycle safety on roads is very unsafe with all the distracted cellphone drivers. I would
encourage double (one for bikes AND one for autos) line of Bott's dots or divots to provide
tactile and auditory feedback to drivers and cyclists to remain in their respective lanes.

12/29/2023 3:11 PM

79 Sick of all the construction everywhere. Wish they would focus on one street at a time get it
done and move onto the next one. Instead of doing them all at once, and taking forever.

12/28/2023 4:57 PM

80 I live in West Chandler. I think it would be a great area for a circulator bus. Also, I think more
mid block lighted crosswalks would improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists.

12/27/2023 8:26 PM

81 Would likely bike more if there were protected lanes. But, it's far too dangerous on the main
artery streets.

12/27/2023 7:45 PM

82 Continue to aggressively provide as many protected bike lanes in the city as possible.
Chandler Blvd from AZ Ave east to McQueen needs significant upgrade and beautification.
Also provide bike lanes that are well delineated from the city street. This area is prone to
speeders and pedestrians and bicyclists cross this street in many sections without
crosswalks.

12/27/2023 6:34 PM

83 Too worried about how many apartments and massive buildings they can build. 12/27/2023 2:19 PM

84 I have no idea how you define "connectivity" and cannot answer. Do we really need to invest
my tax dollars in an app?

12/27/2023 5:41 AM

85 Good, but please check for and fix potholes in the streets often. 12/26/2023 9:45 PM

86 There are sufficient tax dollars to maintain our roads and public areas. Reallocate funds from
illegals to our roads and public areas. Our schools are inundated with illegals. Remove the
funding and use it for legal citizens and our city. Illegals will go else where.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM

87 We are very happy with the transit system in Chandler, and the provision for maintaining the
streets and mobility options. Thank you for your hard work to maintain our transportation
system.

12/26/2023 3:45 PM

88 Would love to see light rail options 12/26/2023 2:44 PM

89 THE CONNECTIVITY OF CHANDLER IS GOOD BUT THE TOO MANY DECORATIVE
ENHANCEMENTS WASTE A GOOD PORTION OF THE TAX PAYERS MONEY!

12/25/2023 12:18 PM

90 Get rid of the autonomous vehicles. They are unsage and kill people (i.e., San Francisco and
Tempe).

12/23/2023 4:05 PM

91 If transportation budget goes entirely to road infrastructure and not AT ALL to law enforcement,
I will be 100% behind it.

12/23/2023 8:57 AM

92 In lieu of public transportation expansion, I would like to see expansion of subsidized rideshare
for qualified Chandler residents following expiration of pandemic relief funds.

12/22/2023 10:36 PM

93 Streets need to be better. Continue investing in flashing yellow intersections and paint the
traffic signals to match an entire intersection or street

12/22/2023 10:03 PM

94 Chandler is great but most new communities that are approved seem to be in gated 12/22/2023 6:25 PM
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communities, which don't necessarily get any road or other city improvements because of the
private roads.

95 Less money for roads, more for bikeways and transit 12/22/2023 3:36 PM

96 Public transport is not available in my zip code which makes residents life little difficult 12/22/2023 12:14 PM

97 Local trolleys or buses on short, fast routes on smaller buses around the city. 12/21/2023 1:00 PM

98 Flex is good. Do not see the need for additional bus lines. 12/21/2023 9:21 AM

99 your question does not give enough details to answer. 12/20/2023 3:10 PM

100 What’s “mobility options “ defined as?? 12/20/2023 12:01 PM

101 This allows our citizens to travel around the city safely and dependability 12/20/2023 8:40 AM

102 Planners understand mobility needs like acquiring and processing data, mapping platform, and
data visualization, community also engage in planning process, improving travel experience
like public transportation information,technology for the future from planning and user
information mode transportation of the city.

12/19/2023 5:12 PM

103 It's important we keep our roads nice. I don't often use the transportation options outside my
car but would like to keep at least a minimal service with bus, pedestrian, and bicycle safety.

12/19/2023 3:47 PM

104 Overall doing well. But we are seeing more accidents around gilbert road between germann and
chandler heights roads.

12/18/2023 8:27 PM

105 If you can maintain without the tax, that would be great. No one wants taxes, but I also don’t
want the decline of our local resources.

12/18/2023 3:06 PM

106 Debris and garbage are strewn about the 202 from Price to Lindsay, if there is any influence
you have over this corridor to keep it cleaner, it would be appreciated.

12/18/2023 1:04 PM

107 Road Infrastructure makes cities a better place to live. City should consider including EV
charging stations as part of the planning for years to come. EV is the future.

12/18/2023 8:53 AM

108 I have lived in Chandler for over 22 years and I have seen the explosive growth. Chandler has
become a high density populated city, boring, and a cookie cutter place where every square
inch has houses or businesses close to each other—all looks the same (taxe$$ ???). No areas
left to properly accommodate a tram. ex. Tempe, Tucson. A tram system would be ideal to
connect all areas to downtown, CGCC, Price corridor, I-!0 areas and shopping, SE Chandler
neighborhoods, Veteran's Park, etc. I grade Chandler with a F on mass transportation. The
council does not have a clue that mass transportation BUILDS a community while being good
for the environment. Sad.

12/18/2023 8:42 AM

109 No tax, whatsoever. 12/18/2023 8:40 AM

110 The city should spend more funds in increasing Chandler Flex Vehicles rather than spend more
money on public buses and metro. The occupancy rate on buses and the limited routes
doesn’t warrant more buses.

12/18/2023 8:29 AM

111 Road constructions on roads causing causing traffic jams & accidents. Please get it done
faster w/o extended delay

12/18/2023 12:32 AM

112 101 Freeway to 202 east freeway, 2 mergers at exit 48 and 47. 5 way lanes at dobson become
3 way lane at Arizona ave.. need to keep that as 5 way till Arizona ave and 4 way till Valvesta.
And car pool should be extended beyond valvesta

12/17/2023 7:18 PM

113 Can do more to connect every lives of people 12/17/2023 7:06 PM

114 You redid Cooper Road and it is really bumpy. Who inspected before we paid the contactor?
Used to be a new road was done correctly and smoother than a babies ass ..NO BUMPS!!!!!!
Who supervises? Why do projects take so long? All the money wasted on warning signs..
Maybe we should invest in our own?

12/17/2023 1:25 PM

115 Very disappointed that there isn't public transportation (bus) down to Riggs road in South
Chandler

12/17/2023 9:16 AM

116 Mejor sistema de transporte público. Estaría ideal tren subterráneo. 12/17/2023 9:16 AM

117 We love and utilize the many bike and canal paths. This is so rare in other cities and is one of 12/17/2023 6:58 AM
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the many reasons we wouldn’t choose to move out of chandler.

118 Current speed limits with current population on the road is only thing to improve. This is not
1980s Chandler any longer. Traffic is congested and needs slowed down.

12/16/2023 12:36 PM

119 No rail (Valley Metro) in chandler. Don’t fuck it up. 12/16/2023 12:34 PM

120 Necesitamos mas rutas de camiones a precios accesibles y no caeria mal un tren electrico
que pase por chandler.

12/14/2023 11:36 PM

121 There are too many disconnected bike lanes, often resulting in unsafe bicycling conditions 12/14/2023 10:11 PM

122 Summer is very hot, so I suggest that the City of Chandler plant more trees (non-pollen ones)
in the parks to provide more shade. I also appreciate the Flex (uber-like transportation) service.
I hope it can expand its coverage, especially for 85226 residents near Harter Park. It would be
great if Flex could offer free or senior discounted rides to places like senior centers, EOS
gyms, parks, shopping malls, Panera bread, grocery stores, etc. Maybe some businesses
could sponsor these rides as part of their marketing budgets :-). This will encourage seniors to
be more out, socializing, spending, and exercise at gym. Creating a healthy senior community.
Particulariy immigrant parents who can't drive or too old to drive.

12/14/2023 2:58 PM

123 Too many homeless don’t feel safe 12/14/2023 1:40 PM

124 You can tell Chandler cheery picks what roads to fix based on cost of homes nearby. It's gross
to see disparity.

12/13/2023 9:41 PM

125 The alleys need gravel! Stop writing the people tickets for city land. 12/13/2023 5:59 PM

126 PLEASE CREATE PUBLIC TRANSPORT, A RAIL, FREE BUS NETWORK, ETC 12/13/2023 1:34 PM

127 More safe bike paths are needed to connect neighborhoods to areas of business, like
downtown and Chandler Fashion Center. Also, please expand Chandler Flex boundaries,
Chandler High School students living north of the school can not use the service.

12/13/2023 12:45 PM

128 I want to see more efforts toward walkable city, shaded city, water harvesting w native flora
and fauna and regenerative landscaping in public commons, parks, and neighborhoods

12/13/2023 12:42 AM

129 No Thoughts 12/12/2023 9:52 PM

130 Flex is creative solution 12/12/2023 7:34 PM

131 We have spent too much money on things like wyze, chandler flex, scooters, etc. None of
these things are needed in Chandler. We are not a walkable community, no matter how many
of these things are added. They are not worth the cost.

12/12/2023 3:27 PM

132 It would be nice to have walking/bike paths separate from roadways (along canals and power
lines).

12/12/2023 10:27 AM

133 I like how shopping and restaurants, as well as community parks are in such close proximity to
neighborhoods.

12/12/2023 8:19 AM

134 Stop stealing our money 12/12/2023 1:24 AM

135 I love it that we do not see potholes and torn up streets, please continue the effort to keep our
cars in good working order

12/11/2023 11:35 PM

136 I agree to pay for necessary care of community. 12/11/2023 6:09 PM

137 I’m satisfied with the condition of our roads. I don’t use public transportation. I’m glad that joke
called the light rail isn’t in our city. The light rail is a HUGE waste of tax dollars and is
disgusting with bums.

12/11/2023 5:55 PM

138 When spending monies, don’t restrict the traffic flow. Do not bring rail traffic to Chandler! Most
retail centers are turning into apartments. Renters are not necessarily people that take pride in
where they live. To reduce noise and pollution. Have the trash and recycling trucks run through
the neighborhoods once. This will reduce man hours, pollution, reduce noise, and reduce
reduced vehicle maintenance. Win, Win!

12/10/2023 5:24 PM

139 It appears money is being wasted on unneeded and nuisance “improvements “ that benefit few. 12/10/2023 3:56 PM

140 We already agreed to pay higher taxes for schools and police and I'm tapped out, can't afford
anymore taxes. Shut the border down and get the illegals who are depleting our resources the

12/9/2023 3:57 PM
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hell out of here.

141 Keep the parks coming! 12/9/2023 3:45 PM

142 Not every city service has to be cash flow positive, but I would like to know the financial
status of: The Recreation Center, (which I use every day.) The Library, (which I use once or
twice per week.) The local transport for the needy. (I can't recall what it is called.) The EV
charging stations at bus stops which appear to be offered for free. Why? Make users insert a
debit or charge card. Only the wealthy can afford EVs as one still needs an ICE vehicle for
longer trips and anyone with an EV has a charging port at home.

12/9/2023 3:43 PM

143 Consider expanding Metro Light rail through a section of Chandler. Consider enhancing the
visual pedestrian walkway transition from downtown Chandler with the connecting residential
streets west of downtown between Buffalo and Frye road. As more high end apartments are
added to the downtown west area, consider placing traffic count meters to measure the
residential street usage to learn where most of the new traffic from these apartments are using
as they come and go from these new structures. With the growth of downtown
eat/drink/entertainment businesses, review street parking usage by patrons in the established
nearby older residential areas (California, Oregon, Dakota, Chicago streets) and consider signs
showing residential parking only to those neighborhoods being overrun with constant street
parking patrons visiting the downtown area.

12/9/2023 2:50 PM

144 could integrate transit hubs. like electric scooters/bikes/ make it more walkable/bike friendly
similar to downtown

12/8/2023 9:09 PM

145 Ok job 12/8/2023 8:43 PM

146 Na 12/8/2023 2:18 PM

147 I currently use a car to travel, but if there’s a way to make neighborhoods/plazas/areas of the
city more walkable, I think that’s extremely important.

12/8/2023 12:11 AM

148 Make it easier and safer to get around without a car, without having to worry about getting hit
by a car please.

12/7/2023 10:48 PM

149 Your desire to transform Chandler into a 15-minute city is detrimental to my desire to live here.
If you feel that it's so important and your plans are to continue, you'll have 1 less tax paying
family living in this city.

12/7/2023 1:17 PM

150 Growing too fast. . More apts than needed!! 12/7/2023 12:25 PM

151 Too much money is spent on public transit. 12/6/2023 9:53 PM

152 I’m happy with the level of maintenance chandlers infrastructure receives. 12/6/2023 9:26 PM

153 I want chandler’s roads to be safer 12/6/2023 9:10 PM

154 It would be nice if there was more fiber around. 12/6/2023 7:56 PM

155 Bueno 12/6/2023 7:41 PM

156 Bike & walking paths are very important. A community should not be built and planned around
cars but rather walking, biking, etc. For the health of people, planet, community.

12/6/2023 3:31 PM

157 Please repurpose retail centers but no more industrial companies. I have to drive 10 mins to
get to a decent grocery store. Also there are charter schools in strip malls. It gives off a
strange look.

12/6/2023 9:08 AM

158 We need to do research on bus transportation. How many people ride on every route we have.
Every time I see a bus I am lucky if I see 1 person on it.

12/6/2023 8:00 AM

159 widening of roads is a great initiative, we appreciate the efforts. 12/5/2023 8:03 AM

160 City’s and the state away think we need something we don’t. Then waste our money and
thinks we don’t need and can’t afford. Yet they ignore methods to lower taxes wile helping the
environment.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM

161 More buses in my area are needed 12/5/2023 4:05 AM

162 Not sure 12/5/2023 2:53 AM

163 Would LOVE to be connected to the light rail!! Excellent for those areas like Sun Lakes and for 12/4/2023 11:12 PM
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all the luxury apartment complexes too. It would attract a younger generation that relies heavily
on public transportation. Many select their apartments proximity to the light rail in their decision
of place to live.

164 Please expand chandler flex area north a bit and allow Waymo to come here to increase
transportation

12/4/2023 9:35 PM

165 Improving connectivity between cities - trains We are extremely dependent on cars 12/4/2023 7:48 PM

166 I see constant maintenance or improvements in our infrastructure - a must to maintain this. 12/4/2023 4:49 PM

167 Establishing greater public transport within South Chandler. There has been attempts at
upgrading the public transportation theater with the opening of Chander Flex, but greater bus
coverage would aid in people's ability to maneuver around the city.

12/4/2023 1:59 PM

168 Maintaining the roads is most important. However taxes need to decrease. 12/3/2023 11:51 PM

169 No hay personal de la ciudad que de servicio alos vecindarios ya que todo el tiempo estás
fuera de servicio por qué cuando llama para servicio del vecindario nadie responde la queja de
vecindario

12/3/2023 1:15 PM

170 More protected bike lanes 12/3/2023 1:11 PM

171 Getting connected to the light rail system should be a high priority for the City of Chandler. 12/3/2023 11:07 AM

172 No hacen nada total mente en desacuerdo esto es solo para agarrar dinero gratis queriendo
engañar ala comunidad

12/1/2023 4:34 PM

173 Please, safe and effective mass transit systems! Chandler Flex is NOT sufficient. Plant more
trees or add artificial shade canopies along sidewalks to promote walkability.

12/1/2023 12:09 PM

174 Communication is always key in this enviotment as well as the right information to the right
people.

12/1/2023 10:59 AM

175 I don’t think it’s the city’s responsibility to approve connectivity. 12/1/2023 9:59 AM

176 It is important to ensure alternatives exist to the common private motor vehicle; however, any
initiatives undertaken should be purposeful and we'll thought out so they are effective and
naturally embraced by the public and gain ridership.

12/1/2023 6:13 AM

177 Appreciate the free shuttle services you have here in the city as well as the free computer
services at the library!

12/1/2023 4:52 AM

178 Bus transportation pass Riggs Road. 11/30/2023 4:17 PM

179 I see nothing productive done, just a waste of tax payer money. The bike lanes are so
ineffective most people ride their bikes on the sidewalks! The Chandler Flex is unusable.
Daughter tried to use it twice and after waiting over 40 mins in 110 degree heat both times, she
got a uber. So why offer it? It's just more cars on the road and a waste of tax money. Intel/tech
corridor employees should be required to use park and ride to alleviate the traffic congestion
the actual residents have to deal with. Add that most schools do not bus in Chandler ( all the
charters, open enrollment, and traditional academy ) so that adds to the morning and afternoon
traffic congestion. Adding a bike lane or a bus or increasing taxes is NOT going to fix the
issues poor city planning created. Chandler created this with sticking to many people in small
areas, they need to require park and ride for non Chandler residents at this point and perhaps
limit student enrollment at certain schools. The construction around CTA - Independence for
example has been ongoing for over a year and that school does not bus. Why was enrollment
not capped? It is one of the higher student enrollment schools. It is unsafe for my kid to ride
his bike to the park at Lake/Alma School because of the insane traffic and construction. I tried
to attend a movie at Majestic ( Chandler Heights/Arizona ) and it literally took over 30 mins to
enter the shopping center because it was at school pick up! Why are you putting schools in
shopping centers without appropriate traffic management?! Another thing that would help would
be if I could drive a quarter mile in any direction and NOT hit a construction zone. Horrible the
city is paying to add the power to Intel. Torn up streets for over a year so Intel can expand and
bring in more unvetted employees. Why is the city not requiring Intel to add the sidewalk along
Dobson between the street lights from Ocotillo to Chaparral??

11/30/2023 9:39 AM

180 There are many street projects in the city right now. Some have severely impacted the mode
of travel to destinations. We would like to have these projects announced ahead of time, in a

11/30/2023 8:16 AM
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timely manner, and have alternate routes to take. The projects should be spread throughout the
city and not concentrated in one area.

181 I am so tired of all the taxes we pay already. I will be voting against this tax. 11/30/2023 8:02 AM

182 We need more option space and non-transit community areas where work/living/entertainment
is walkable. The level of street traffic throughout Chandler does not support safe pedestrian or
bicycle traffic.

11/30/2023 12:40 AM

183 Honestly, we are pretty tired of the constant construction that is going on in the city. It takes
months to finish (if they ever finish that is). It has been very frustrating

11/29/2023 8:57 PM

184 Chandler does a great job with sidewalks, bus routes, and in general keeping businesses in the
area. There are a few empty shopping centers in the older parts of town that I would love to
see filled. There is also an abandoned church on Warner near the 101, that should be torn
down, since it has been abandoned for some time and is a target for squatting. I would like to
see the city work with the property owner to resolve the situation by removing the building
and/or building something that will be used. I would also like to see more robust bike lanes in
the city to make it safer to ride bikes throughout the city.

11/29/2023 11:30 AM

185 Several streets have been configured to accommodate bus service; however, bus expansion
has not happened. For example, on Gilbert Rd, there are now 3 schools that all start and end
about the same time with 2 of those schools not having any type of school bus service or the
option of 'chandler flex'. Wouldn't it be great for those families to have options to get their kids
to and from school safely and not add to the ever-growing pollution we experience?

11/29/2023 9:22 AM

186 There have been a few small projects to improve cycling but I live in South Chandler and have
no safe way to connect to anywhere on a bike. Half mile roads with bike lanes would go a very
long way toward connecting me with the rest of the city. I moved here from Tempe where half
mile roads were a huge part of my commutes

11/28/2023 9:43 PM

187 Wish Flex was expanded further out 11/28/2023 9:24 PM

188 Connectivity is good 11/28/2023 5:49 PM

189 Public transport is scarce in the south east of the city. Would like it to improve. 11/28/2023 5:41 PM

190 Some areas in south Chandler do not have bus facilities. So, the city should expand its bus
connectivity to all parts of Chandler.

11/28/2023 5:08 PM

191 I utilize the express bus to downtown PHX from the Tumbleweed park and ride. The busses
are almost always full with working professionals. The coordination between cities to make this
work is outstanding! I haven't used it, but the Chandler Flex option is a great resources for our
community.

11/28/2023 8:00 AM

192 The City must continue to improve Connectivity. Citizens of all ages and income levels require
good Connectivity.

11/27/2023 7:04 PM

193 The public transportation is important to those who don't own a car. The bus service is
reasonably priced and available.

11/27/2023 5:53 PM

194 Give up the ridiculous idea of bring light rail to Chandler. It is incredibly expensive and
completely inflexible compared to buses. It will also take a car lane from a major street.

11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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Q13 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The variety
of businesses located within the city creates a good mix of job

opportunities for workers across many different skills, levels, and
industries.

Answered: 937 Skipped: 198

36.50%
342

44.18%
414

14.83%
139

3.31%
31

1.17%
11 937 1.88

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q14 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: Chandler is a
business-friendly environment where I can thrive economically?

Answered: 934 Skipped: 201

30.62%
286

43.25%
404

22.27%
208

3.00%
28

0.86%
8 934 2.00

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree
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DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
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TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q15 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to ensure Economic Vitality

Answered: 143 Skipped: 992

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Shifting tax incentives from bringing more business into Chandler to supporting existing
businesses and their conservation of water would be welcomed.

1/23/2024 3:13 PM

2 Would like to see more contemporary (ie, non-1950-80) art pop-ups, exhibits, traveling shows
(neighbor-hood street theatre, etc.)

1/23/2024 3:07 PM

3 Split use program for buildings that sit empty/unused during morning hours. These could be
rented for "senior/55+ use". Early aim. exercise, breakfast, etc.

1/23/2024 2:58 PM

4 The passage of the employment discrimination act was an excellent first step. There still are
too many discriminatory employers in town

1/23/2024 2:28 PM

5 Chandler has too many restaurants. There is nothing to do Downtown except eat. How about
variety of shopping opportunities?

1/23/2024 1:57 PM

6 More entertainment businesses. 1/12/2024 10:21 PM

7 Buisness taxes can be lower. Construction often blocks entry into local businesses during
business hours.

1/12/2024 8:32 PM

8 Don't ensure economic vitality. Just get out of the way. 1/11/2024 9:54 PM

9 I believe there is a good variety of economic vitality however I would minimize the amount of
multi-housing projects. Continue to build residential homes and minimize the apartment
complexes and condos

1/11/2024 9:12 PM

10 provide easy paperwork to do list home improvement programs cause some home need repairs
on their home

1/11/2024 5:40 PM

11 Personally, I like how the City has been promoting "West Chandler" business district. I lived on
that side of town for 10 years (Ray and Rural), before moving to Southeast Chandler (Lindsey
and Rigs) and enjoyed visiting the businesses just east of 1-10, and still do from time to time,
when I'm in that area of town. Please keep it up!

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

12 I love how downtown Chandler has taken off and is thriving 1/11/2024 7:12 AM

13 Excellent! 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

14 buding too many businesses and apartments near suburban housing creating congestion and
over population

1/10/2024 9:41 PM

15 Too many warehousing type businesses are going up. These businesses attract low wages to
the area.

1/10/2024 5:46 PM

16 Doing very well in getting businesses in. But need to balance with how expensive it is to live in
the city. It is sad to see our emergency personnel and other workers not being able to buy/rent
in the city of chandler. This is shameful--because that is what makes Chandler the best. When
we all can live in our city.

1/10/2024 4:39 PM

17 I think we are building to many apartments and there is very little green left. It’s high density
living which I’m not fond of.

1/10/2024 1:25 PM

18 I wish we would slow down in this regard. Brings in more pollution and danger. We have enough
industrial warehouses and businesses that all still have job openings. At some point there
should be enough building up. There’s not enough people wanting to work and to fill the market
as the baby boomer generation has. Therefore, I believe the focus should be on fill what we
have. Let our air be clean without construction for a while.

1/10/2024 10:33 AM
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19 Taxes are too high 1/10/2024 2:04 AM

20 Most of the businesses around me are closing. A lot of empty store buildings 1/9/2024 10:35 PM

21 Are you keeping taxes down, and driving sales in the private sector? While keeping our
community safe, healthy and clean?

1/9/2024 5:24 PM

22 I really don’t know how business friendly Chandler is. 1/9/2024 5:05 PM

23 Roads are being widened and expanded. More options for new business to start. 1/9/2024 4:53 PM

24 More needs to be done to bring bigger companies like Apple, google, Facebook etc to Chandler 1/9/2024 4:48 PM

25 I'm retired. 1/9/2024 4:16 PM

26 Chandler is a leader in this respect. But with the recent runup in housing costs, Chandler
needs to do more to increase the supply of low income housing so that the people working at
Chandler businesses and schools, and even city employees, can reasonably afford to live in
their own city.

1/9/2024 3:41 PM

27 Chandler is expensive 1/9/2024 3:28 PM

28 Love all the small business and chains available to us in chandler. 1/9/2024 3:17 PM

29 Just fine. 1/9/2024 2:52 PM

30 There is vibrant support for every business and many choices. 1/9/2024 2:41 PM

31 Need more variety of different businesses and programs for the different ethnic groups. Need
more areas of Chandler where ChandlerFlex can be input for more transporation assistance.

1/9/2024 1:10 PM

32 No comment 1/9/2024 12:15 PM

33 I'm really disallusioned on how bad the planning efforts have been in bringing these project to
fruition. There seems to be no character or 'blending' with existing adjacent neighborhoods.
Poor consideration and lack of environmental thought for traffic regarding school pick-up and
drop off. The economic business area signage and banners are poor and a waste. Much more
environmental stwardship should be done. How about solar panels required on big box
warehouses?

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

34 High-density housing projects threaten the carefully planned mix of residential and commercial
development. We must not allow Maricopa County to dictate and disrupt this plan.

1/9/2024 11:40 AM

35 Chandler is a good city/community. However I do believe there can or should be more for
senior citizens.

1/9/2024 11:38 AM

36 I would like to see fewer vacant plots of land (eg, Kyrene and 202) -- add businesses, parks,
residences.

1/9/2024 10:59 AM

37 What happened to the idea of moving sidewalks? 1/9/2024 10:42 AM

38 I don’t have enough experience to properly evaluate this topic. 1/9/2024 10:39 AM

39 Very few spaces available for lease for a business. 1/9/2024 10:33 AM

40 Need to support small businesses and work with Chamber of commerce for work force and
ensuring our businesses stay in chandler

1/9/2024 10:25 AM

41 Inflation in killer, but I don't know what the city could do about that. 1/9/2024 10:16 AM

42 Need to fill up the open buildings in the Price corridor, before building new buildings. 1/9/2024 9:53 AM

43 I appreciate the mix of businesses and companies, but putting large industrial complexes in
the middle of neighborhoods or residential areas creates excess traffic and dangerous
conditions to try to exit the neighborhoods. Specifically thinking about the new developments
going in on Arizona Ave. near Ryan road. Traffic is out of control, you can't cross Arizona Ave.
without feeling like you're playing "Frogger".

1/9/2024 9:33 AM

44 Ensuring economic vitality requires a stock of housing for workers at all income ranges. That
is not currently the case in Chandler. Middle and low wage workers have been priced out of the
housing market. We need more affordable housing.

1/9/2024 9:26 AM
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45 The businesses I see in Chandler are medical, semiconductor, and banking. Although this
creates good jobs, I would like to see more opportunities for more diverse and good paying
jobs.

1/8/2024 11:26 PM

46 It's harder to pay rent since my wages have not kept up with the major increases. I worry that I
will not be able to afford to live in Chandler much longer.

1/7/2024 9:59 PM

47 I work in Tempe. 1/7/2024 7:06 AM

48 We do need more security around Chandler businesses. They are broken into way too often 1/7/2024 1:53 AM

49 City keeps crime down and homeless people off our streets most of the time which is GREAT. 1/6/2024 7:19 PM

50 I am opposed to all of the huge buildings that are being built in Chandler especially next to the
airport. Those buildings require more energy and resources because of the size of the
buildings. I know the plan is to make Chandler Airport into a major business park like
Scottsdale. Gateway Airport is 5 miles away. Let them be the major business park. They have
plenty of room over there. 747's can land there.

1/6/2024 4:23 PM

51 East Chandler/north Chandler/ lacks desirable and well-maintained retail centers with good
anchors willing to invest in revitalization. Business corridor is good for central and west
Chandler.

1/6/2024 12:46 AM

52 Continue to support walkable community businesses. There is a lot of corporate buildings in
Chandler which may bring jobs but they also take away from the beautification of the city.

1/5/2024 9:35 AM

53 Please no more McDonalds...way too many of the same fast food chains. It would be nice to
get more variety in fast food. Also, need more sit down restaurants that are a step up from
Olive Garden. Could we please get more breakfast themed restaurants like Butterfields in
south chandler near Basha high school.

1/4/2024 7:20 PM

54 Advertise the job boards and safety net based services a bit more. Not major add campaigns
but have them more prominent on websites.

1/4/2024 2:30 PM

55 Not an issue for me this year. 1/4/2024 11:48 AM

56 There are quite a few empty retail centers around our neighborhood, specifically Alma School
and Warner. It would be great to bring in more restaurants or retail stores to fill the empty
spaces.

1/3/2024 11:16 AM

57 Stop opening so many stores already. It’s becoming congested and all the ghetto has moved
in

1/2/2024 9:44 PM

58 Please don't over regulate or increase mandates. 1/1/2024 10:26 PM

59 Can't GET ANY SLEEP TO GO TO WORK WITH GUNFIRE AND EXPLOSIONS 12/31/2023 10:37 PM

60 Lots of opportunities are available for those needing work or play 12/29/2023 5:53 PM

61 Business environment was great, though recent moves to protect immoral behavior as a
protected class is concerning and a major negative development.

12/27/2023 7:45 PM

62 Please stop building all of these massive buildings. Use the ones that are vacant. 12/27/2023 2:19 PM

63 North Chandler businesses are not doing well. Particularly Alma School & Warner area where
Walmart is located.

12/27/2023 10:18 AM

64 We don't need more businesses. The city is large enough. Maintain what we have. Keep our
city quaint.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM

65 Too many corporate stores and restaurants. Carbon copies on different commerce corners. 12/26/2023 7:31 PM

66 I would like to learn more specifics about what the City does to ensure Economic Vitality.
Suggest promoting this more in CityScope.

12/26/2023 3:45 PM

67 HOW MANY FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS CAN ONE CITY HAVE? WHY NOT MORE
ETHNIC DELIS/RESTAURANTS(EXCLUDING MEXICAN, WE HAVE ENOUGH OF THOSE).
WE ALL WANT TO BE HIGH TEC AND HIGH TEC CHANGES SO VERY RAPIDLY WE CAN
HARDLY KEEP UP. SOMETIME WE HAVE TO ASK, DO WE HAVE ENOUGH? WHEN IS
ENOUGH ENOUGH JUST HOW MANY FAST FOOD PLACES DOES ONE CITY NEED?
WHY NOT MORE ETHNIC DELIS/RESTAURANTS OTHER THAN MEICAN, WE HAVE

12/25/2023 12:18 PM
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ENOUGH OF THOSE! WE ALL WANT TO BE HI-TEC WHICH CHANGES SO VERY
RAPIDLY. BUT HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH? REPURPOSE GHOST MALLS. DO WE NEED
MORE CONDOS/APPT ESPECIALLY WHEN WE HAVE A WATER SHORTAGE?

68 South Chandler does not have any of the good fast food options. No Pollo Loco, Culver's etc,
only yukky Starbucks everywhere.

12/24/2023 9:12 AM

69 Be cognizant if businesses that pollute and reduce our quality of life such as Bell Steel with
constant loud noise

12/23/2023 6:20 PM

70 I believe there are too many bars, or alcohol oriented establishments. 12/23/2023 11:19 AM

71 Rent control is desperately needed. Apartment management companies/landlords are charging
ridiculously high rents and fees while mangers and maintenance are not being held
accountable at all. So many people are living with broken and rundown units with terrible
plumbing issues but Residents are unable to stand up for themselves and need more support
from the city of Chandler.

12/22/2023 2:26 PM

72 Be conservative in giving multi year tax abatements. 12/20/2023 12:01 PM

73 Chandler is growing in a responsible way 12/20/2023 8:40 AM

74 There are shopping areas that have been vacant for years. Dobson and Warner for example.
Also with the closure of Fiesta Mall and Mervyns and Target on Arizona Avenue there are no
nearby department stores and other than Walmart people are forced to buy online.

12/20/2023 4:57 AM

75 The result of the economic vitality as I see many people have a decent jobs ,viable business
and profitable investment and some are at paycheck to paycheck level including me.

12/19/2023 5:12 PM

76 I love our local businesses. 12/19/2023 3:47 PM

77 We need more high end stores and restaurants. Corner of gilbert road and queen creek
(southwest corner) could have been better utilized for high end businesses, franchises,
restaurants. We need to tone down development around airpark in chandler to reduce traffic.

12/18/2023 8:27 PM

78 Los sueldos no permiten Que un trabajador pueda prover necesidades basicas coming
vivienda, comically, y atencion medica a su familia comodamente.

12/18/2023 7:55 PM

79 I’ve opened a business in Chandler and prefer it to surrounding areas. However, it still has its
challenges. I’ve missed the Texas warmth & welcome to new businesses.

12/18/2023 3:06 PM

80 After years of coaching and participating as a spectator in club soccer events, I believe if
Chandler invested more in their parks to attract big name tournaments and colleges it would
bring some economic positives to the area. The fields at Snedigar and Tumbleweed, in
particular, are way behind the benchmarks in quality such as Scottsdale Soccer Complex and
Reach 11. Chandler should look to compete with Scottsdale as a destination for these
tournaments and we have a lot more to offer than Reach 11, especially regarding dining,
hotels, shopping. This could attract more traveling teams and vacationers to our area. We just
need upgraded facilities and a good sports organization partners. This opportunity could also
be the same for other sports such as lacrosse, baseball, basketball, swimming, and flag
football.

12/18/2023 1:04 PM

81 Everything is the same pattern, shopping center in a corner with the same stuff...supermarket,
Starbucks, etc.

12/18/2023 8:42 AM

82 no section 8 houses. 12/18/2023 8:40 AM

83 Not allowing for the same kind of business in the same corner strip mall of an intersection is a
great idea. The data enters and businesses are being approved without check on noise levels
though. This is impacting livable conditions and the property prices around Price Corridor,
especially Price and Germann intersection.

12/18/2023 8:29 AM

84 Get Trader Joe’s in Chandler 12/18/2023 12:32 AM

85 I see a lot of small business booming 12/17/2023 7:06 PM

86 Don"t give any of my taxes dollars to anyone let them forge foir themselves. Who cars if we
are Number one?

12/17/2023 1:25 PM

87 Regulations are such a hassle 12/16/2023 12:56 PM
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88 Enough is enough. While some wanted to court TSMC to come here instead of N Phoenix, the
community would have suffered from that big an entity plopping down on our city and its
infrastructure.

12/16/2023 12:36 PM

89 There remains a need for affordable housing, especially with aging population who are likely on
limited income. Why not convert some existing empty commercial buildings into residential
units?

12/16/2023 6:54 AM

90 There is definitely opportunity for growth in Chandler however the cost of living for current
residence is high.

12/15/2023 9:33 PM

91 I would like to see City of Chandler to attract more tech companies (not just factories) from top
companies such as Waymo (not just testing car but creating the tech), Apple, Google,
Microsoft, Cruise, Ford, Pharmatutical tech jobs such as Eli Lly. Also I suggest that we also
create a theme water park. A indoor or outdoor hybrid water theme park to attract people to
come! Most of the water parks here are outdoor and doesn't have indoor session to protect us
from harsh sun. Check out example below from Hong Kong's water park. It's actually designed
by an American firm here: https://watertechnologyinc.com/projects/ocean-park-water-world

12/14/2023 2:58 PM

92 You'd better create a) affordable housing and b) equity - helping all hoods the same, not
neglecting the "unsavory" areas like you prefer to do.

12/13/2023 9:41 PM

93 PLEASE CREATE PUBLIC TRANSPORT, A RAIL, FREE BUS NETWORK, ETC 12/13/2023 1:34 PM

94 Have to work harder on the sustainability aspect of increased water usage with Intel and Data
centers using massive amounts of Chandler water. Bring in advanced water treatment that
would recharge waste water that could be used at Data centers at minimum for their cooling,
and possibly same for Intel, since at completion Ocotillo Complex will be the largest chip
manufacturing facility in the United States

12/12/2023 9:52 PM

95 Infrastructure projects such as road improvement. 12/12/2023 9:51 PM

96 I believe the city is doing a great job. 12/12/2023 10:27 AM

97 I think Chandler is exceptional in attracting different industries and jobs to the area. 12/12/2023 9:39 AM

98 Have you seen the empty building? 12/12/2023 1:24 AM

99 What is the deal with vacant buildings, and how much money it takes to rent or buy space .
Does not the city deal with vacant properties?

12/11/2023 6:09 PM

100 I work as a tradesman so I’m all over the valley. 12/11/2023 5:55 PM

101 While opportunities exist, the cost of housing, goods and fuel has increased so much that it’s
not difficult to thrive in Chandler.

12/11/2023 5:52 AM

102 When the city pays big developers for renovations, but the small businesses are left holding
the bag of burden since the tax’s the small business pays goes to support a business that
they don’t own or see any return directly to them.

12/10/2023 5:24 PM

103 Agree Chandler is business friendly but this is at the expense of being citizen friendly. This
gives rise to slow or no response to situations such as the recent animal abuse.

12/10/2023 3:56 PM

104 I believe Chandler is doing a great job! 12/9/2023 3:45 PM

105 It looks to me like new industry is being attracted. I don't know what the city has to give up in
terms of incentives to attract these companies.

12/9/2023 3:43 PM

106 S lot o growth with job opportunities. 12/8/2023 8:43 PM

107 More small businesses. 12/7/2023 10:48 PM

108 Lower taxes would promote more economic growth 12/7/2023 2:21 PM

109 You're allowing too many warehouse spaces and apartment communities and the desire and
appeal of Chandler is waning. Bring in existing businesses that have a demand for immediate
employees and stop allowing these companies to come in her, create these warehouses (I call
them tax breaks) in the hopes that someone will pay their astronomical fees to open up a shop
that they hope will thrive.

12/7/2023 1:17 PM

110 We dont need any more bars in downtown Chandler. Give us something else to do besides get 12/7/2023 12:44 PM
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drunk.

111 Planning and development while vital in promoting safety and enforcing code, does stifle
progress through their ‘precedent’ and subjective pushback

12/6/2023 10:07 PM

112 The stores around me feel are ones I never go to. Pool supply, golfing, very specialized stores.
Enormous storage facilities instead of actual stores and restaurants. I drive 15mins to get to a
target.

12/6/2023 9:08 AM

113 We have a variety of businesses which offer many jobs and opportunities. The problem is
housing is outrageous. Very few can afford to live in Chandler.

12/6/2023 8:00 AM

114 Very well zoned city, this helps in having right balance between new business enterprises and
residential development in Chandler.

12/5/2023 8:03 AM

115 The city and state give huge tax’s breaks and subsidies to big businesses to bring and keep
them in Chandler. Yet, if a small business needs help. If they can get here, the business needs
to jump through all kinds of hoops to obtain said funding.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM

116 I am a business owner. I do alot of business in other cities. I would love to do more business
in my own city. Maybe more entreprenuer focused programs and offers.

12/5/2023 2:53 AM

117 Too many empty shops in plazas in the 85226 zip code for seemingly no good reason. We've
had our old neighborhood Walmart sit empty with multiple other shops at the kyrene chandler
intersection for years and the plaza owners let the buildings and surrounding landscaping run
down in multiple places in the area looking very ugly and abandoned despite being a seemingly
high income area and "tech corridor." It's unattractive and unappealing to people living in the
area or looking to move in to the area. I feel like 85226 is very unfriendly to businesses.

12/4/2023 11:37 PM

118 I just hope that they keep a good working relationship with Intel. I also think they are going to
lose businesses soon if they don't do something about getting affordable housing here
QUICKLY. The average worker will move out of Chandler to someplace more affordable and
then will get a job close to their new home.

12/4/2023 11:12 PM

119 I was going to buy a business close to downtown but the area was crime ridden and the
customers I spoke with let me know drug dealers run the corner outside. So naturally I passed
as I was worried for my safety.

12/4/2023 10:06 PM

120 There are large shopping centers that sit partially or fully vacant. It would be helpful to see
those filled with restaurants and local businesses. The shopping center on Dobson and
chandler is a great example where 99 ranch is.

12/4/2023 8:36 PM

121 Chandler's proactiveness in promoting business within Chandler, as demonstrated with
reoccurrence of the State governor appearing at the Chandler 100 is astounding. I'm young,
and I have never worked, but it's undeniable that diversity of products involving food,
entertainment, health has been a significant influence on the health of my being.

12/4/2023 1:59 PM

122 I think there are too many restaurants and we need more retail and different types of places
besides food

12/4/2023 8:58 AM

123 We are booming! Can’t wait for it to grow more and more 12/3/2023 11:51 PM

124 Not paying city workers enough for the job they have. 12/3/2023 10:30 PM

125 The recently passed nondiscrimination ordinance shifts from civil rights to ethical positions, or
lack thereof, and is a detriment to businesses.

12/3/2023 6:09 PM

126 En des acuerdo por qué ni se si existe por lo menos nunca e sabido si lo hay 12/3/2023 1:15 PM

127 I don't work in Chandler, but I like the attraction of high-tech employers. Other than that my
opinions are not based on first hand experience.

12/3/2023 12:03 PM

128 En desacuerdo por qué no hacen su trabajo 12/1/2023 4:34 PM

129 I wish there was more diversity in businesses, but happy for the Intel plants. 12/1/2023 12:09 PM

130 We need to hire more people from Chandler or give them the training needed to be successful. 12/1/2023 10:59 AM

131 Hispanic- Latino & Black owned shops are needed in downtown to represent OUR community
as well.

12/1/2023 9:15 AM
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132 Being retired I cannot say I have a good pulse on economic vitality however, I'm impressed by
a lot of the networking that seems to be very active among small businesses the chamber of
commerce another business minded groups in this city. The philanthropy and supportiveness
of these groups in small businesses is note worthy.

12/1/2023 4:52 AM

133 While there are generally many economic opportunities, I think cost of living is high in many
places and commute times can be lengthy within Phoenix metro area. City development,
affordable housing, family-friendly nature/green areas, and transportation planning should be
priorities moving forward.

11/30/2023 2:50 PM

134 Considering we actually make a point to not use Chandler businesses because of the traffic,
tax rates and crime, I would say poor city planning has hurt small business significantly. Rents
both commercial and residential are higher than Scottsdale and the highest in the valley,
inflation in Chandler was among the highest in the nation. In addition I have witnessed shop
lifting in the Target at AZ/Ocotillo the last two times there and have stopped going there. The
same items in the same stores are CHEAPER in Gilbert and Tempe! What is Chandler doing
about its excessive inflation rate? Commercial rents? shoplifting? City zoning and policy is
also not builder friendly here. Why would anyone open a small business here? It's too
expensive to operate a business in Chandler.

11/30/2023 9:39 AM

135 But Gilbert does it better. 11/30/2023 8:16 AM

136 Not sure. All my employment opportunities have been in Tempe my entire working life. Could
not find employment in Chandler.

11/30/2023 8:02 AM

137 There is no longer a diverse amount of career opportunities for families already established in
Chandler. We have so many tech, space, science based companies that it does draw in new
residents but doesn’t support existing ones.

11/30/2023 6:28 AM

138 East and north Chandler lack much needed mid to higher-end retail and business offerings.
There are too many thrift, discount and older retail centers. Northeast Chandler should prioritize
attracting retail or business that draws income and investment (i.e., Target, Kohl’s,)

11/30/2023 12:40 AM

139 This City excels in the area. 11/29/2023 10:13 AM

140 N/A 11/28/2023 5:49 PM

141 The technology aspect of Chandler is enticing to newcomers. I wish there was more of a
balance of the technology as well as farm/ranch history that was so important to Chandler. It's
hard to see what the city is doing to protect it's land.

11/28/2023 8:00 AM

142 There are many opportunities for highly educated/skilled workers to make a good living in
Chandler, but fewer opportunities for those with less education/skills to earn a living wage.
Wages do not support the price of housing, leading to a high rate of eviction, trauma and
poverty. Chandler should support a more diverse workforce and provide a decent, safe quality
of life for persons of all socio-economic status.

11/27/2023 6:32 PM

143 Work with high schools and the community college to match the job skills needed with skills
taught in schools so children who grow up in Chandler can live here as adults.

11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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Q16 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: Chandler has
a diversity of housing options to meet the needs of its residents?

Answered: 937 Skipped: 198

19.32%
181

37.46%
351

24.44%
229

14.83%
139

3.95%
37 937 2.47

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q17 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: the city is
effective in its efforts to educate, inspect and enforce property

maintenance, zoning, and sign codes to preserve the quality of Chandler
neighborhoods?
Answered: 930 Skipped: 205

16.77%
156

42.90%
399

28.39%
264

8.17%
76

3.76%
35 930 2.39

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q18 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Neighborhoods

Answered: 209 Skipped: 926

# RESPONSES DATE

1 (1) Best way to fund our = "Mayor on the Move" + "Council in the Community" meetings
throughout the city + year. (2) Pueblo Viejo needs nutritional bodega (produce + greens).

1/23/2024 3:07 PM

2 Re: Pueblo Viejo: (1) More + better publicized community clean-up days (dumpsters/tools/door
hangers). (2) solve the food + medical svcs desert issue w/ 2 vans (produce/grains/HEALTHY
food + primary care w/ vaccinations).

1/23/2024 2:58 PM

3 No comment 1/23/2024 2:28 PM

4 Rents are too high. 1/23/2024 1:57 PM

5 I would like to see more affordable housing be an option - for college kids, seniors, first time
homebuyers etc.

1/12/2024 5:29 PM

6 Need stronger city enforcement. Certain neighborhoods are highly neglected that bring down
property values.

1/12/2024 4:54 PM

7 more could be done to make the community look better 1/12/2024 11:14 AM

8 too many apartments going up to fast !!!!!!!!!!!!!many roads need repair 1/12/2024 8:02 AM

9 I think there needs to be more enforcement. Maintain high quality of living standards which will
bring better people and better businesses to chandler.

1/11/2024 9:12 PM

10 needhelp mske easy-to-u provide all paperwork if need home improvement been qualified 1/11/2024 5:40 PM

11 Open spaces including parks and youth facilities 1/11/2024 12:35 PM

12 I see City Service Trucks around the City all the time and I'm glad to see them. (I mean that
as a positive, not that our infrastructure is breaking down.)

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

13 Our parks are very clean and appreciate the weekly inspection process 1/11/2024 7:12 AM

14 Difficult area with many things out of City control, but City does well. 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

15 Bnb and air Bnb need to be regulated more. Same with corporate renters. They don’t keep up
on the properties

1/10/2024 7:24 PM

16 The city needs to patrol neighborhoods more: speeding on neighborhood streets is out of
control.

1/10/2024 5:46 PM

17 I read that the city is putting up a couple of low income apartments. Right direction---but needs
more. Rentals are at criminal rates. How can a city survive with astronomical rental rates---
California: LA, San Fran--etc. This leaves it unlivable for most.

1/10/2024 4:39 PM

18 It is obvious that the city is not enforcing violations against slum lords in chandler. 1/10/2024 3:32 PM

19 You are turning chandler hts and paseo where the farm is in to a storage unit. In the middle of
residential living. Highly bothered by this.

1/10/2024 1:25 PM

20 I’m rather new to the Chandler community, so I’m neutral. 1/10/2024 1:18 PM

21 We appreciate the park rangers in our neighborhood. We do see them around often. I
appreciate all the school and rec programs the city has to offer at an affordable rate. We use
these services for our children and they have helped with child care.

1/10/2024 10:33 AM

22 Please stop building more apartments and multi family units. Chandler is too crowded! 1/10/2024 6:56 AM

23 HOA CCNRs need to be regulated. City should be able to intervene when appropriate.
Mandatory grass is absurd, no parking on city streets in HOAs is frustrating, and other

1/9/2024 6:32 PM
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regulations.

24 Elevate a strong nuclear family Not government 1/9/2024 5:24 PM

25 Need to enforce parking in only parking spaces, unused cars parked out in streets, camping
trailers, 5th wheels are parked in streets and left there.

1/9/2024 5:20 PM

26 Again, I need to learn more about housing options for low income and homeless in our
community. I worry about those without a voice or resources.

1/9/2024 5:06 PM

27 I know Chandler is planning to build more affordable housing, but from what I have read it
never says what renters would pay, so I don’t know how affordable housing is here. Affordable
housing in Chandler and throughout the Phoenix area is one of my big concerns.

1/9/2024 5:05 PM

28 Well maintained Parks and modern play equipment, thanks to the administration. 1/9/2024 4:53 PM

29 We need more low cost housing options so folks working in Chandler can also live here.
Chandler needs to incentivize, simplify permitting and re-zone as needed. Most apartment
communities that have recently come up seem to be "luxury" apartments at commensurate
rents that a teacher or a home health aide cannot afford.

1/9/2024 3:41 PM

30 Could be more subsidized housing or fixed rent housing for some populations. Lower income
families are being forced out or into homelessness in the city of chandler due to extremely high
rent.

1/9/2024 3:17 PM

31 Every area is well maintained. 1/9/2024 2:41 PM

32 It reminds us in a kind and helpful matter when we need to clean up our property of trash and
weeds.

1/9/2024 1:54 PM

33 Need more options for the low income and aging community of Chandler. 1/9/2024 1:10 PM

34 no comment 1/9/2024 12:15 PM

35 The City has failed. In my neighborhood the City has failed to take responsibility to maintain
the walls it should be, see Binner at Chandler Bl, and Soho at Cooper. Jackrabbit Park has had
some improvement but the lighting is unsafe and the new planting is poor. The drainage
corridor along Thatcher is awful. Pima Park is a mess and full of tripping hazards. Pima Park
needs a complete upgrade, hopefully considering the population of the people living nearby.
Many people are still draining their pools into the street.

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

36 I did see where the city is planning on building more affordable housing for Seniors and those
that cannot afford the basic apartment living or much of the homes in Chandler.

1/9/2024 11:38 AM

37 I hear a lot about housing shortages in the area. 1/9/2024 10:59 AM

38 No enforcement of existing City Codes. HOAs are hamstrung by diversity….what one group
likes another group thinks oppressive. Renters are typically excluded from voting in HOA
meetings in which grounding is in ownership. Renters make little investment and short term
renters make none at all.

1/9/2024 10:42 AM

39 I really don’t know. Our HOA is doing that, so I don’t know what input the city has 1/9/2024 10:39 AM

40 I wish I could build a bigger Ramada in my back yard. 120 sq ft is too small of a limit. That
should be increased to 256 sq ft. (16x16)

1/9/2024 10:33 AM

41 This is an arena the city needs to do a better job. Need to clean up plight . Also
homelessness., need better strategies

1/9/2024 10:25 AM

42 City inspector terrible. 1/9/2024 10:08 AM

43 Know for a fact that Zoning enforcement is subjective. If a house is in a good neighborhood,
zoning will not be as strictly enforced as poorer neighborhoods.

1/9/2024 9:53 AM

44 As a senior on social security, I cannot really afford to continue to live in Chandler Arizona. If it
were not for my brother living with me I couldn't afford to live on my own. There is just not
enough help for seniors on fixed incomes to live in this city. There should be some kind of rent
control or more services for senior citizens.

1/9/2024 9:50 AM

45 The HOA for my neighborhood doesn't allow for diversity in my opinion, but Mayne they will get
better in the future

1/9/2024 9:42 AM
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45 / 83

46 Need for more affordability 1/9/2024 9:28 AM

47 There is not enough affordable housing. 1/9/2024 9:26 AM

48 I have only positive things to say about Chandler's neighborhoods. 1/8/2024 11:26 PM

49 Code inforcement very lax in our area. Lot of parking on unimproved surface and many more
code violations.

1/8/2024 8:56 PM

50 Chandler should maintain things the way they are. This isn’t Snottsdale nor Deer Valley so
stop trying to make it something its not.

1/8/2024 7:37 PM

51 The city of chandler efforts are paying back. 1/8/2024 3:08 PM

52 The alleys should not be the property owners responsibility. I would like to see a proactive
approach instead of ticket writing. WE NEED NEW GRAVEL FOR THE GARBAGE TRUCKS.

1/7/2024 10:15 PM

53 As a resident I love to see neighborhood resources present and involved at my child’s school. 1/7/2024 3:49 PM

54 Neighborhood Services needs to spend more time inspecting the neighborhoods for violations. 1/7/2024 12:03 PM

55 The city should allow for the construction of more apartment buildings 1/7/2024 7:07 AM

56 The cost of housing is too much, even in older neighborhoods. 1/7/2024 7:06 AM

57 My neighborhood mobile home people live in tv trailers parked in the driveway and they cause
a lot of traffic problems, noise, and drugs. I’d be excited if we can rent out driveways trailers
so I can make more $$$

1/7/2024 1:53 AM

58 Should provide more low income housing opportunities 1/6/2024 11:51 PM

59 City employees are knowledgeable and responsive about non-HOA code violations. The city’s
website is also helpful in this regard.

1/6/2024 12:46 AM

60 Enough new apartments already! 1/5/2024 7:17 PM

61 Corporations are trying to bring low income housing into areas that are not designated for such
developments which will alter the existing neighborhoods and quality of the areas. Citizens of
Chandler have been putting a lot of efforts to make the deceptive practices exposed to the
Chandler boards. The quality of Chandler and its neighborhoods should not be ruined by these
corporations trying to bring developments that alter our communities.

1/5/2024 9:35 AM

62 I have contacted zoning regarding a neighbor with multiple violations. They came out and
asked him to move something. He did, and moved it back when the zoning person left. Zoning
team doesn't enforce much because they fear confrontation.

1/4/2024 4:21 PM

63 Again, improve the bus stops. Expand the light rail. Improve the ability to get around without a
car. Those would be helpful when dealing with a bad economic situation.

1/4/2024 2:30 PM

64 There currently is a project planned for my neighborhood in which I did NOT vote for and I have
been REQUESTING a group/neighborhood presentation for. Why would this be a problem?? I
want to be sure the alley behind my property as well as the historical elements of my home are
preserved. This is if UPMOST importance to me at this time. Deflecting the Chandler Citizens
and my neighborhood is NOT ok nor will it be met without pushback.

1/4/2024 11:48 AM

65 Apartment complex construction is out of control. Population density is too high. Higher
amounts of short term rentals do not contribute to community involvement or improvement.

1/4/2024 12:17 AM

66 Why do you waste taxpayer money sending out warning notices before code enforcement goes
to a neighborhood? Just do it, and I don't think you're keeping up with it. Also would be nice if
you had zoning for tiny homes and I don't mean trailer parks. Those are dumps.

1/3/2024 10:32 PM

67 Love the chandler parks. I hope to see more parks with equipment for all ages. 1/3/2024 3:31 PM

68 I live in an older area. Disappointed that some neighbors don’t keep up their property—yards 1/3/2024 11:20 AM

69 Property maintenance needs to be a priority in neighborhoods. There are some houses that
have cars parked in yards, inoperable vehicles in driveway, basketball hoops blocking
sidewalks, etc. that needs to be addressed.

1/3/2024 11:16 AM

70 We need rent control 1/2/2024 10:05 PM
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71 It’s not doing anything 1/2/2024 9:44 PM

72 Don't see any improvement around my neighborhood trash everywhere.. 1/2/2024 7:52 PM

73 There are so many apartments being built, are we considering single family home
neighborhoods to encourage young families to move here? It's working for Gilbert!

1/2/2024 4:29 PM

74 “Diversity of Housing” meaning cramming in apartments on every available square inch of
land?

1/2/2024 1:29 PM

75 Way more code compliance needed. Need code compliance in southeast Chandler. More
rentals if not all owned by investors. Prioritize city housing for current residents.

1/1/2024 10:26 PM

76 City is hands off with this 1/1/2024 10:11 PM

77 CITY REFUSES TO ENFORCE GUNFIRE AND FIREWORK LAWS 12/31/2023 10:37 PM

78 Rent is extremely high beyong young adults and families reach 12/30/2023 11:50 PM

79 There are many neighborhoods in northern Chandler that I will not drive into because I don’t
feel safe.

12/30/2023 9:26 PM

80 Please put in speed bumps on E Detroit st. People drive way too fast in front of my house. It
is dangerous for my children.

12/30/2023 7:48 PM

81 First of all when I bought my brand new house over 27 years ago there was nothing wrong with
the sidewalk or curb. Chandler paid a company to rip up most of the sidewalk and curb with
some excuse about handicap accessible, which was a LIE. IF I BECOME WHEELCHAIR
BOUND I would not be able to get up to my front door from the sidewalk because it's a big
slope UPHILL NOW.IT IS NOT HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE.

12/30/2023 12:18 PM

82 I'm concerned about the amount of high density housing (apartments) that is being developed
in and near the 85226 area code. Is this an economic development strategy? A response to a
need for affordable housing? It does seem likely that it will lead to more crime, and seems to
have done so in my neighborhood, which is near many new apartment developments. Does the
city need to change building codes to encourage more efficient home builds, e.g.
modular/prefab, etc.? Also, in older neighborhoods, like mine, several homes have block walls
that look TERRIBLE. Is there a city code that needs to be updated to encourage home owners
to care for their block walls?

12/29/2023 10:08 PM

83 There needs to be improvement in neighborhoods where there is no HOA. I have lived in this
neighborhood (no HOA) for 30 years & I really love it however, there are many fairly new
residents with dogs who don’t clean up after them. The recycle garbage bins frequently are
filled improperly I think if there was more signage regarding these issues located in the
neighborhoods the residents would be better informed of what is & isn’t appropriate. Also,
posting paper signs on light poles, stop signs, etc is against city code. Why are there no signs
stating this? Older neighborhoods closer to downtown Chandler have problems with these
same issues too. I go to church at St Mary Bashas & always find multiple paper signs on
poles etc. It looks trashy.

12/29/2023 5:53 PM

84 We rely on code enforcement to help maintain property values in our neighborhood. I would
encourage more visibility and enforcement in NON HOA neighborhoods.

12/29/2023 3:11 PM

85 Follow the set codes equally and do not alter because a white citizen makes a complaint to a
city council member.

12/28/2023 3:35 PM

86 Vigorously enforce codes and residential lot vegetation and refuse issues. This is a quality of
life issue.

12/27/2023 6:34 PM

87 We need to ban fireworks in our neighborhoods. 12/27/2023 6:08 PM

88 North Chandler where no HOA is enforced shows properties that need maintenance from
weeds and trash.

12/27/2023 10:18 AM

89 Neighborhoods have been kept fairly nice over the decades until the past 5 years or so. Now
people are allowed to run businesses out of their garages, with cars littering the streets, some
in disrepair. One house in my area has 14 cars parked all over, with one sitting in the backyard
and more come over with their hoods open, engines revving while the owner works on them
(yes, complaints were made, but the city said "it's his hobby" even though I have personally
watched money change hands, and the HOA said as long as overnight parking is allowed by

12/27/2023 6:15 AM
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the city, there is nothing they can do). The Circle K a block away had an illegal immigrant
family literally camping out-had a blanket on the floor, they were all sitting and eating while the
shoppers had to step over and around them. Cars broken into, robberies, homeless people
living behind buildings and folks living in their cars at the corner businesses. The city needs to
enforce the laws we have-there should be NO overnight parking in neighborhoods, people
should not be allowed to defecate on street corners-yes I personally observed a guy pooping
on the sidewalk at Rural and Ray rd-in the daylight. Chandler is becoming dirty and less safe. I
would say to the city, take care of ALL of Chandler, no matter how many expensive gated
communities we have, if we don't look after the entire city, it will only be judged by what we
can see-and that isn't behind gates.

90 I have seen the City rezone property seemingly at will of the developers any time it's
requested. I now stare at pre-fab concrete warehouse buildings instead of the sunset thanks to
one of those easily obtained zoning changes.

12/27/2023 5:41 AM

91 Need affordable housing rent prices are way too expensive 12/26/2023 10:44 PM

92 Diversity is irrelevant to our neighborhoods, as is equity. Taking from responsible people to
fund irresponsible people is theft. Our neighborhoods are being destroyed with rentals and
people that don't care about our community. Single family homes are used like apartments,
devaluing adjacent properties. Scary people at Desert Breeze park. Doesn't feel safe anymore.
City personnel are OUTSTANDING in helping to resolve issues, however.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM

93 The City is very responsive to requests from our HOA Board of Directors, and we are grateful
for enhanced traffic signage to help our neighborhood.

12/26/2023 3:45 PM

94 EDUCATING THE PUBLIC ON WATER SHORTAGE AND THEN BUILDING MEGA
APT/CONDO UNITS IS A GREAT CONTRADICTION! SIGNS DO NOT HAVE TO BE SO
HUMUNGOUS. IMPROVE NEIGHBORHOODS BY REPURP0SING CLOSED STORES
INSTEAD OF BUILDING NEW ONES TO THE SPEC OF NEW OWNERS!

12/25/2023 12:18 PM

95 HOA'S have one way power. Residents have little or no recourse to go after Hoa's who do
enforce their contracts. No resident involvement or public airing of complaints. Total one way

12/24/2023 9:12 AM

96 too accommodating to group homes not meeting requirements, which degrades quality of life
for many residents in neighborhoods

12/23/2023 2:12 PM

97 Make sure the same money and resources find their way to our least advantaged
neighborhoods

12/23/2023 8:57 AM

98 Apartments mangers need to be held accountable. More inspections are needed to help
residents advocate for themselves. Code inspections should be done inside people's rental
units not just the exterior.

12/22/2023 2:26 PM

99 City codes get in the way of property freedoms sometimes. If you don't like your neighbor
building something, move. Let's reduce the amount of property codes there are.

12/21/2023 3:42 PM

100 Too many apartment buildings 12/21/2023 9:21 AM

101 We would like to see more retailers on the corner of Warner and Alma School instead of high-
rise buildings. The shopping center is crumbling, but several businesses are still operating.

12/20/2023 11:25 PM

102 Education?? The majority of citizens don’t even know the name of our mayor, city council etc. 12/20/2023 12:01 PM

103 Take a drive down Alma School Rd. to the Hunt Highway and see the City landscaping
improvements compared to Elliot Rd. east from the 101 to Arizona Ave. compared to the
Tempe westbound side of the 101. The northside of Elliot Rd from the 101 eastbound needs
aesthetic improvements!! More rock and gravel. After a decent rain the bare soil looks like a
dried out desert landscape! Corporate ownership of houses creates slow responses to City
Codes.

12/20/2023 4:57 AM

104 Road improvement ,street lights . 12/19/2023 5:12 PM

105 I can tell, when others dump their trash in our alleys, how quick the inspector tags my door
with his warning.

12/19/2023 1:37 PM

106 I am all for affordable housing but at the same time these homes shouldn’t be in areas where
they would bring down the values of existing homes.

12/18/2023 8:27 PM

107 Seems like nothing really gets addressed when it's reported. Wish the city did more to help 12/18/2023 6:11 PM
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residents fix their houses when they can't afford it (like an emergency repair fund)

108 Houses and neighborhoods are "squarely" placed too close to roads. Shopping or gas stations
on corners. If you do not have a vehicle, you are pretty much screwed. Ex. We have not taken
advantage of the canal system and bike routes to connect them to parks or businesses like in
Scottsdale or Tucson. In short Chandler lacks an "organic" flow that build community.

12/18/2023 8:42 AM

109 The quality of Chandler neighborhoods around Price and Germann is suffering due to the loud
datacenter cooling equipment sounds sometimes even beyond 11pm. Nextfort Datacenter and
the one across are even worse than the ones in Continuum.

12/18/2023 8:29 AM

110 na 12/18/2023 12:32 AM

111 POOOOOOOOR 12/17/2023 1:25 PM

112 I don’t know much about this. 12/17/2023 6:58 AM

113 Don’t know enough about this to have an opinion. 12/16/2023 1:31 PM

114 Affordable housing is in short supply 12/16/2023 12:56 PM

115 Terrible in our neighborhood. Code Enforcement is under-budgeted in a manner that prevents
cleanup of abandoned homes, not towing decrepit rusting vehicles and junk that have been
unregistered and uninsured for 15 years. A home at 2314 W Harrison St., should now just have
a sign in front that says "Sanford & Son". When legal recourse is pursued, the city attorney
drops charges.

12/16/2023 12:36 PM

116 I believe allowing chickens in backyards, but not enforcing enclosures has presented with
some chickens flying over fences into others’ back yards. I appreciate the ability to have free-
range eggs, but it’s not without costs - sense of respectful community.

12/16/2023 6:54 AM

117 I wish at a city or state wide level we would stop allowing corporations to buy single family
homes. Rent is too high and there's not enough affordable rent for single residents such as
studios.

12/15/2023 5:28 PM

118 I personally cannot afford to live independently in Chandler, even an apartment, I would need
multiple roommates, or like my current situation, family members. The cost of rent has
skyrocketed and Chandler is becoming less affordable. I grew up here and love living here, but
I believe the city will have a hard time retaining a work force if no one is able to afford housing
costs here.

12/15/2023 9:32 AM

119 I own my home in a non-HOA neighborhood but the city of chandler thinks they are my HOA &
constantly harass me & I mean harass, depending on who holds the local neighborhood
inspector position, they can either be nasty or extremely aggressive with their little power
position, they are not nice & don’t work with me the property owner. I have lived in multiple
states & have never been so threatened &/or harassed by a city before over such little things
(example =weeds) if I could sell my house & own property/house elsewhere I would. Chandler
is drunk on control & a true government attitude, it’s our way or the highway, you are just the
low level property owner

12/15/2023 4:35 AM

120 Continue to serve the underserved youth and seniors in all zip codes. 12/14/2023 2:40 PM

121 Keep up the road maintenance and help residents to be safe in their homes. 12/13/2023 9:41 PM

122 There are clearlery neighbors that receive less care then others. Specifically down Chandler
road between Arizona Ave. And Cooper roads. The business though seemingly thriving look
desolate on the exterior.

12/13/2023 9:33 PM

123 Love that we are now allowed to have chickens! Our small flock has been so fun and
educational for our kids. It is also wonderful to be able to have fresh eggs from well treated
hens!

12/13/2023 8:22 PM

124 Too many huge apartment complexes being built. 12/13/2023 7:23 PM

125 I have a broken sewer pipe from the sidewalk to the sewer drain… the city refuses to lift a
finger. I have replaced all the plumbing to my home besides this area, if a pipe is under the
main road, City of Chandler needs to take care of it.

12/13/2023 5:59 PM

126 Several shopping centers do not maintain required landscaping and buffers. 12/12/2023 9:52 PM

127 I believe the education and enforcement aspects fall short in some areas. If the education is 12/12/2023 9:52 PM
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the warnings from code enforcement, it is not enough as seen in my area which thankfully has
no HOA, but has homes that push the limit because Enforcement isn't strict enough or the
owners are absent or have no clue.

128 Parks. 12/12/2023 9:51 PM

129 Code enforcement is lacking immensely. The weeds, parking in yards, houses in shabby
condition, etc. are dragging down our property values. Additionally, bringing in MORE
apartments is putting a strain on our schools, our roads, etc. Enough with the apartment
complex and NO SECTION 8 housing.

12/12/2023 3:27 PM

130 Like everywhere, lower income housing is a huge challenge and should be a focus. 12/12/2023 10:27 AM

131 The CVity needs to do a better job of inspecting older neighborhoods. 12/12/2023 9:06 AM

132 Do need more affordable housing, as rents are too high 12/12/2023 8:19 AM

133 HOAs are trash and should be banned 12/12/2023 1:24 AM

134 Code enforcement only goes through the steps but does not take action. 12/11/2023 8:33 PM

135 Vacant buildings should be handled by the city government and turned into useful things. 12/11/2023 6:09 PM

136 The city has no business pushing “affordable housing” in its neighborhoods. Keep that section
eight crap out of here. It just brings crime.

12/11/2023 5:55 PM

137 I would like to see a housing area for women that can't afford rent that will allow reasonable
rent when children are involved.

12/11/2023 9:00 AM

138 Codes need to be modified. Relax! 12/10/2023 11:54 PM

139 There are numerous trees that have suffered blight. They make the neighborhood look terrible
and are a danger of hurting others and damage property.

12/10/2023 5:24 PM

140 Many people are unable to afford housing in Chandler. The City needs to provide decent
housing for people that make $15/hr. or less.

12/10/2023 4:51 PM

141 Most of the work is done by HOAs. 12/10/2023 8:38 AM

142 Running business from your how is making neighborhoods look and sound like year round
worksites. Multiple Cars parked in yards, wrong way parking & parking up to corners is not
good.

12/10/2023 8:16 AM

143 The homeless population needs to be addressed. These people are not dangerous from what I
have seen. Many are mentally challenged or drug impaired, but they need to be removed or
housed. No exceptions. Some citizens are afraid of these people. They don't need to be afraid,
but they are. What is being done about the bus driver on Wednesday 12-06-2023 that beat up
the homeless guy? Now we have a potential lawsuit that will cripple the budget.

12/9/2023 3:43 PM

144 Code enforcement in Chandler's older neighborhoods west of downtown Chandler need to do a
better job asking residences in this area to remove broken down, abandoned vehicles that
have sat around the streets for many months or even years. They also need to ticket those
residences that constantly park their vehicles across/over the city sidewalks forcing
pedestrians to walk around their parked vehicles on a daily basis.

12/9/2023 2:50 PM

145 be wary of gentrification. in addition, many people are having to move out of chandler due to
home prices

12/8/2023 9:09 PM

146 More affordable housing is needed, with more apartments that have varying levels of amenities
to provide options to single residents or couples.

12/8/2023 8:47 PM

147 Some areas need better attention. 12/8/2023 8:43 PM

148 Representatives should be associated with areas not for the city at large - this would provide
accountability to the areas for unacceptable zoning changes - who can be voted out for a bad
decision impacting a neighborhood? Neighborhoods really aren’t represented

12/8/2023 5:31 PM

149 Some neighbors are not being inspected for code 12/8/2023 2:18 PM

150 I live in a neighborhood next to a high school and parents park in our streets at drop off and
pick up time, disregarding No Parking signs. It’s irritating and a hazard.

12/8/2023 11:44 AM
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151 I feel completely safe in Chandler despite the income of the neighborhood. However, as a
young adult I do wish there were more affordable homes, but I understand the influence, the
national economy has, and that Chandler might not have that much jurisdiction over it.

12/8/2023 12:11 AM

152 Too many HOAs. 12/7/2023 10:48 PM

153 We should not be building multifamily housing in an area that is short on water 12/7/2023 2:21 PM

154 Your desire to try and force in Dominium type facilities is sickening as the residents of
Chandler have already spoken and we have the city zoned for a space that we agree on. Stop
trying to bring in low income housing as this will only hurt the existing residents in an economic
climate that is already challenging at best. Also, you can't enforce the laws around Chandler,
how do you think your inspections and sign coding can be handled correctly?

12/7/2023 1:17 PM

155 Bldg has gone rampant- No park space availability 12/7/2023 12:25 PM

156 The Inspectors seem to pick and choose who to enforce inspections. I've seen City Inspector
trucks parked across the street of homes with vehicles parked illegally, and nothing is done
about it. It's consistent with one of my neighbors. He seems to know the Inspector. I guess it's
good to have friends, eh?

12/7/2023 8:53 AM

157 The city seems to be focusing on projects that support luxury living and pushing low income
living North Chandler. Lets focus on diversifying the entire city. The North needs as much love,
attention, care and beautification..especially in neighborhoods w/o HOA, as the South does.

12/7/2023 6:55 AM

158 We need walkable neighborhoods that are not car-dependent. 12/6/2023 10:13 PM

159 The out-in-the-open industrial type businesses on Chandler Blvd between McQueen and
Arizona Ave need to be wrapped up.

12/6/2023 10:07 PM

160 I’m not well informed on the diversity of housing in Chandler. 12/6/2023 9:26 PM

161 It’s getting too expensive for people to live on one income. 12/6/2023 7:45 PM

162 The upkeep of homes and landscaping can be improved in some neighborhoods. As well as
parking of vehicles.

12/6/2023 3:31 PM

163 Maybe I'm just in the wrong area but it doesn't feel like a neighborhood. More like they decided
to put some houses in between plumbing businesses and car dealerships.

12/6/2023 9:08 AM

164 Rent is too high in Chandler. The company building homes, apartments are doing shoddy work
that is failing within months. Inspectors really checking effectively on these residences?

12/6/2023 8:00 AM

165 Affordable housing is an issue but not specific to Chandler. That is a larger Arizona problem. 12/5/2023 8:46 PM

166 I know we need more affordable housing in our city and that it must be in an environment that
is safe for children, as well as older residents. Rehabbing some homes and apartments for
future use needs to be considered.

12/5/2023 2:10 PM

167 The main thing I have noticed is speed bumps and making corers of neighborhood sidewalks
suitable for walkers.

12/5/2023 6:53 AM

168 Building inspectors and code inspectors don’t take the time to address citizens concerns about
structures that appear against codes and are put out about questions about buildings. Slow to
nonexistent to answering any questions about building activities. When project are planned, the
zoning involved a small group. When in fact impacts a large group than what are included in
the discussion. Building projects that will cause a log jam affect on the whole neighborhood.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM

169 Many houses in the area with code violations that do get warned if an inspector sees it but the
education and prevention seem lacking.

12/4/2023 11:37 PM

170 Horrible. The bottom line is the city is in peril of losing many workers. They can't afford to live
in Chandler. Period. For the city to run smoothly it needs teachers, cleaners, landscapers,
child care, cooks, servers, hotel workers, retail workers and I obviously could go on and on.
Without these workers Chandler will fall apart. Bring in affordable housing asap. Please, it will
help everyone!!

12/4/2023 11:12 PM

171 There seems to be a heightened focus on certain neighborhoods that are lower income than
others. It’s ironic there are single family homes and a large wall being built around the kwik
mart and antojitos on Hartford and Galveston.

12/4/2023 8:36 PM
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172 Increasing rents have put a huge strain on families as they try to keep their people fed before
any housing improvements

12/4/2023 7:48 PM

173 There are times when I think the city spends too much. Two examples. FIrst is street
sweepers. Do we really need these? Almost everyone on my street has a landscape crew that
comes once a week. Second is sidewalk repair. In my neighborhood there were a few dozen
areas of sidewalk that were replaced because of concrete movement. Most are small, like less
than an inch. Again, I appreciate this work getting done but our worst sidewalks look like the
best sidewalks in the snowbelt back east.

12/4/2023 4:56 PM

174 n/a 12/4/2023 1:59 PM

175 The playground parks by our house need to be evaluated. There's rusty dangerous spots and
there's many very young kids who play there. Specifically the park by Shumway elementary.

12/4/2023 1:36 PM

176 Housing remains expensive 12/4/2023 9:21 AM

177 Cost of living is getting too high 12/4/2023 8:58 AM

178 The associations seem to enforce more Drive around DT Chandler, needs some cleaning up 12/4/2023 6:38 AM

179 Neighborhoods are getting nicer! 12/3/2023 11:51 PM

180 No hay personal para que atiendan las quejas de vecindarios 12/3/2023 1:15 PM

181 Neighborhood impact of the Az College Prep High School (Gilbert Rd) is horrible, something
needs to be done. I also wish the city can do something to keep control-freak HOAs in line.

12/3/2023 12:03 PM

182 En el vecindario nunca e visto ala ciudad que regularice la seguridad o las viviendas ya que no
hacen nada

12/1/2023 4:34 PM

183 More "starter homes". Preserve farmland. 12/1/2023 12:09 PM

184 Rents need to come down, right now there are over 59,000 residents in Maricopa County facing
evictions. Action needs to be taken.

12/1/2023 10:59 AM

185 I wish the city had more control over short term rentals such as Airbnb type of rentals. I have
one such a rental behind my home and don’t feel comfortable knowing people are coming and
going on a weekly basis in my neighborhood.

12/1/2023 9:59 AM

186 We need less concrete buildings, less businesses, and more farms. Chandler is becoming a
concrete jungle.

12/1/2023 9:09 AM

187 Very much appreciate the new historic designation efforts... Code enforcement seems to have
had its own challenges over the last few years, but overall they've been pretty easy to work
with and that is appreciated. Would love to see code enforcement start doing interior
inspections on some homes which are almost unlivable in some cases. Currently code
enforcement only patrols the outside exterior of a home, if there are some homes in the
downtown area that have holes in walls and ceilings, no air conditioning, and sometimes pets
who are chained up in a backyard. California does interior inspections and Chandler has
apparently discussed it but in certain situations, Chandler needs to step up and really look at
what's inside some of these homes to truly appreciate the quality of living 😥 Luckily the
majority of Chandler lives quite well but where you have addresses that include 1/2 ? 450 1/2
Delaware for example? You can be sure there are multiple families packed into an
apartment/home that may very well not be well maintained at All by the owners and without
(interior) code enforcement, there is no incentive for several out of state slum Lords to do the
right thing...

12/1/2023 4:52 AM

188 Seriously? The roads by my neighborhood have been torn up for over a year! My daughter
moved to Scottsdale because it was cheaper! We can't get to the park by our house because
the construction, traffic and lack of parking make it unusable, so we drove to the Paseo Vista
Recreation area to find half the playground with fencing around it and fallen over, and graffiti of
sexual content!! This morning someone was killed in a hit and run trying to use that facility!
Two kids shot at the park at Mcqeen/Galveston a couple months ago! The area is deteriorating
rapidly! What amenities and safety are you providing the residents of Chandler??? How is the
city trying to improve neighborhoods? by adding more high density housing and no police??
Chandler needs more actual home owned neighborhoods! Not tech corridor, not apartments!

11/30/2023 9:39 AM

189 Chandler does not have low-income housing available. Housing in Chandler is costly, impacting
where the majority of city employees live (not in Chandler).

11/30/2023 8:16 AM
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190 No idea. 11/30/2023 8:02 AM

191 Chandler needs more diverse housing options, especially low income housing. 11/30/2023 7:42 AM

192 FOC Day. 11/30/2023 4:05 AM

193 The city is responsive to inquiries and reports regarding codes and is proactive in educating
and enforcing.

11/30/2023 12:40 AM

194 Chandler parks need soap in the bathrooms 11/29/2023 11:33 PM

195 I feel like the city could do a better job at enforcing zoning violations - weeds, vehicles parked
on unimproved surfaces, etc

11/29/2023 10:18 PM

196 Too many apartment buildings 11/29/2023 9:44 PM

197 Poor 11/29/2023 8:25 PM

198 Traffic patterns will become an issue with all the multi living buildings going up and there is
huge concern as to that being properly addressed already, history suggest this will not allow for
a safe community!

11/29/2023 7:32 PM

199 As is the case with all of the Phoenix metro area, more affordable housing options are needed
in Chandler.

11/29/2023 4:07 PM

200 Chandler is great about inspecting and providing notices to home owners, but I am not sure
about the follow up to notices. There are a few homes in my neighborhood that have trash in
their front yard, and generally need some upkeep to plants and such.

11/29/2023 11:30 AM

201 Dog poop City! 11/29/2023 10:13 AM

202 Need more affordable housing 11/28/2023 9:24 PM

203 More housing options for low income seniors and the disabled. 11/28/2023 6:47 AM

204 trash and recycling should be on the same day. This would limit the number of days that
collection bins are on the street. Some people put their bin out the day before pick-up and
others bring their bin in the day after. With the these habits and two different days of service,
cans are on the street 5 of the seven days.

11/28/2023 5:25 AM

205 I don't know about the housing options and availability. I do know that it's expensive. 11/27/2023 7:04 PM

206 Chandler is great at keeping neighborhoods beautiful and supporting residents to uplift their
neighborhoods through community initiatives.

11/27/2023 6:32 PM

207 There are too many signs on the road sides - wish they were removed promptly. 11/27/2023 5:45 PM

208 We need restrictions on short term rentals and more affordable housing 11/27/2023 4:32 PM

209 We have 4 children in their twenties and early thirties. Basically, they have been priced out of
establishing their own households in Chandler. One moved out of the area. Two live at home
with us. One is renting a house from us at an under-market rent, so we are effectively
subsidizing part of her housing costs.

11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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Q19 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The city
provides quality recreational amenities (e.g. recreation centers, dog parks,

aquatic facilities) that allow for outdoor and indoor activities?
Answered: 932 Skipped: 203

41.63%
388

42.81%
399

10.62%
99

3.54%
33

1.39%
13 932 1.80

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q20 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Quality of Life

Answered: 229 Skipped: 906

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The Parks Dept. is phenomenal 1/23/2024 3:13 PM

2 (1) bring back free use of school gyms/playgrounds/tracks in evening. (2) Establish a noise
ordinance

1/23/2024 3:07 PM

3 Let neighbors use their schools @ night to exerise, run, + play. Parks + Rec used to do this.
Not everyone wants to/can go to Tumbleweed.

1/23/2024 2:58 PM

4 Limit the number of billboards (especially with lawyers in Downtown Chandler) as they are ugly 1/23/2024 2:31 PM

5 Too many strip malls and too few parks. Arizona Ave is becoming an eyesore, with future
development adding its deteriation. Keep the open areas. They are what drew us to Chandler
16 years ago.

1/23/2024 2:28 PM

6 Tumbleweed needs a pool and bigger program rooms. The city should provide more pickleball
courts.

1/23/2024 1:57 PM

7 Too often I still see homeless people living in our parks. 1/12/2024 8:32 PM

8 I believe there needs to be an expansion of rec centers into other areas of Chandler and I think
an indoor pool is still needed

1/12/2024 5:29 PM

9 Need more parks, dog parks, bike paths with bridges that encourage activity and exercise and
the safety as a priority. Similar to the Scottsdale Greenbelt.

1/12/2024 4:54 PM

10 Need more pickle ball courts as the city keeps expanding. 1/11/2024 10:29 AM

11 I've always used and appreciated all of the parks and rec facilities in Chandler. Have many
great memories utilizing those over the past 15 years I've lived here.

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

12 Please have the water parks here open earlier in the summer for the little ones before it gets
super hot.

1/11/2024 7:12 AM

13 Excellent! 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

14 Need more youth sports fields, especially baseball and softball 1/10/2024 11:05 PM

15 There’s very few to no shooting sport ranges in a reasonable distance in Chandler. 1/10/2024 10:00 PM

16 Focused on businesses and high density housing, not creating a beautiful city - our city is not
attractive and has little to offer it’s residents

1/10/2024 9:41 PM

17 Need more special needs access and amenities 1/10/2024 7:24 PM

18 The city parks are full of pot smokers from the apartment complexes. Tumbleweed park used
to be a nice park that I do not go to anymore because of pot smokers, homeless, and
vandalism.

1/10/2024 5:46 PM

19 The city does wonderful at parks and rec centers---Probably the best in the valley from my
experience.

1/10/2024 4:39 PM

20 The recreation magazine should be mailed to every single resident. Low income residents do
not have access to easily see it on the internet

1/10/2024 3:32 PM

21 I’m an active participant at Tumbleweed Recreation Center and I’m aware of new outdoor
Pickle Ball courts soon to be under construction. I like that. Thanks.

1/10/2024 1:18 PM

22 The additions to Tumbleweed Rec Center and Park are timely and will be well used. 1/10/2024 10:37 AM

23 Absolutely love this about Chandler and I tell all other moms who need things to do or child 1/10/2024 10:33 AM
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care about the rec programs and classes offered.

24 Unaware of indoor lap pools. If they exist, advertisements would aid public awareness. 1/10/2024 9:56 AM

25 We could have more and better maintained dog parks. 1/10/2024 8:01 AM

26 Overall very good. Just wish there was a public running track for training. Love the canals for
longer runs and glad we have them.

1/10/2024 5:53 AM

27 Nozomi dog park needs turf improvement 1/9/2024 9:33 PM

28 Renovate/rebuild Senior Center 1/9/2024 8:33 PM

29 Más eventos gratuitos para la comunidada 1/9/2024 7:14 PM

30 I’m happy to pay more local taxes for better amenities providing a better quality of life 1/9/2024 6:54 PM

31 Aquatics centers should be avail for lap swimming during the hours of 10 am to 2pm from April
to the end of the season. Many retirees would make use of the pools if hours were extended.

1/9/2024 6:37 PM

32 I can offer no opinion 1/9/2024 5:24 PM

33 We have amazing park and recreational opportunities. So appreciate new pickle ball courts
coming soon. I do think our Senior Center is dated and could be enhanced with both a new
facility and expanded programs.

1/9/2024 5:06 PM

34 outstanding aquatic centers, Tennis and Pickle ball lesson options, plenty of activities for kids,
camps at TRC and other centers. We are very much satisfied with all the facilities provided by
Chandler City.

1/9/2024 4:53 PM

35 Indoor water park is needed along with indoor basketball , tennis, other sports facility can be
played 12 month

1/9/2024 4:48 PM

36 Need more restrooms at parks. Understandably its a double edged sword 1/9/2024 4:36 PM

37 Good job on the pickleball courts. Looking forward to the new courts at the TRC. 1/9/2024 4:16 PM

38 Am glad Tumbleweed Rec Center is being enhanced. Wish senior center would be updated. I
visited once - it looks depressing.

1/9/2024 3:50 PM

39 Some parks seem to be neglected when compared to others. Instead of building more parks,
we should prioritize maintaining the excellent park infrastructure to uniform standards of
upkeep.

1/9/2024 3:41 PM

40 It would be so great if the public libraries offered free or very low cost use of their program
spaces to community groups such as scouts, home schoolers and others.

1/9/2024 3:27 PM

41 We need better/bigger indoor facilities for families and kids during the summer months. An
indoor playground or turf fields for kids to run around in 100+ degree weather. The rec center
has been a nice addition but we could use indoor soccer field or open fields to hold sports
practices out of the heat. Maybe sports start or end in the hottest months and leagues and
coaches doesn’t seem to agree when advocating for children’s health in regards to heat related
illness. We need our kids to be active and able to participate in sports when the heat is at its
peak, it’s only going to get hotter. Use other snowy areas for examples for their coldest
months: https://www.wfparks.org/portfolio/rustad-rec-center/

1/9/2024 3:17 PM

42 The city needs to provide better facilities for senior recreational activities such as table tennis 1/9/2024 2:57 PM

43 There is something for everyone. 1/9/2024 2:41 PM

44 Need more GOOD outdoor Beach Volleyball locations in parks. Very limited in Chandler. Even
parks like Desert Breeze have space and good location. Only one with good facilities and
number of courts is Chuparosa.

1/9/2024 2:32 PM

45 We need more tennis courts and pickleball courts 1/9/2024 1:17 PM

46 Need more larger ramadas/pavilions for Chandler Parks to accomodate 60 -70+ participants.
Only about 6 to 7 ramadas/pavilions in Chandler Parks have this capacity.

1/9/2024 1:10 PM

47 Please continue to address homeless and trash issues near downtown. We don’t want to end
up like Tempe.

1/9/2024 1:07 PM
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48 I truly enjoy our parks and use them all the time with my grandson. There are some small
parks where the shade provided is not sufficient and is rendered worthless during the summer.

1/9/2024 12:15 PM

49 Tumbleweed is a great rec center. Always wondered why it doesn't have a pool. I'm looking
forward to the future improvements. Paseo Vista is an embarrassment. It's like void of most of
the planting from when originally established. Time to make decisions on the viability of Paseo
Vista because I'm sure the City has spent a fortune on it already. I also think it's time to start
thinking about the expansion of the Chandler Center for the Arts so they may get more
established venues.

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

50 Would like to see some badminton and shuffleboard courts/classes set up. 1/9/2024 11:52 AM

51 Appreciate that the city is building pickleball courts at TRC, but additional indoor pickleball
courts would be even better!

1/9/2024 11:41 AM

52 Overall Chandler has done quite well with the growth over the past 10 to 15 years. 1/9/2024 11:38 AM

53 I think more athletic fields are needed for rec programs, and more allotment for sports other
than soccer and football.

1/9/2024 11:07 AM

54 Some baseball fields need some upkeep (Nozomi). Also, as a Chandler resident, I don't like
being charged to enter public parks that my taxes have already paid for. Thats not right, and
other parks (in Gilbert) don't do that. Showcase Baseball tournaments routinely charge $8
entrance few for a tournament where you have to bring your own seat! They also charge teams
to register, so families of players pay them twice. They are taking advantage of city and city
residents.

1/9/2024 10:59 AM

55 We need more soccer fields, not pickleball courts 1/9/2024 10:49 AM

56 I like the combination of City services and facilities for efficiency and economy. 1/9/2024 10:42 AM

57 Everything is amazing. My only request would be for more bike trails. I mean long trails. Not
just a local three or four mile trail. Longer, safer bike riding options. The canal trail can get
boring at times.

1/9/2024 10:39 AM

58 I love the parks. I love the Frisbee golf course. I love the pools. All of it!! 1/9/2024 10:33 AM

59 Need to refresh some of our parks. Need better sustainability practices in our parks. 1/9/2024 10:25 AM

60 The pools and parks are great! 1/9/2024 10:16 AM

61 Chandler Community Center is great. 1/9/2024 10:08 AM

62 Love the tumbleweed rec center and am excited to see the new improvements. 1/9/2024 9:53 AM

63 First, why did the city close the park at Paseo Park? It's just fenced off and the park rangers
are clueless as to why. I was told by one It's to help focus on less affluent parks and bring
attention to them?? Second, you're expanding Tumbleweed Rec center, but it still closes early.
Maybe try staying open until 9 or 10pm and making thr classes an hour again. Yes, the uppers
said to keep classes at 45 mins and not expand them. Why???

1/9/2024 9:42 AM

64 There are no viable lighted parks for youth sports. Snedigar is dangerously poor quality and
monopolized by RSL. Tumbleweed has tax payer funded lighted fields that the city doesn’t
allow to be rented- it should be better. Makes less than zero sense

1/9/2024 9:28 AM

65 MORE PARKS AND TRAILS PLEASE 1/9/2024 9:28 AM

66 There are opportunities for the interest of most people. However there are some sports that we
could see more infrastructure for - soccer, tennis cricket.

1/8/2024 11:26 PM

67 Highly recommending to the city to improve quality life in chandler 1/8/2024 3:08 PM

68 The (semi-private) summer swimming lessons are amazing! Great value. 1/7/2024 10:15 PM

69 i love the diversity of activities that we can participate in, with little to no costs. We make great
memories at events and restaurants in Chandler.

1/7/2024 9:59 PM

70 The TRC needs to spend money on all new dumbbells, resistance bands, and ball for the gym
and exercise rooms. This is especially true since so much money is being spent on the
expansion.

1/7/2024 9:09 PM

71 More investment in parks 1/7/2024 2:51 PM
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72 Dedicated biking lanes on major streets would encourage more biking. 1/7/2024 7:06 AM

73 The city is WAY BEHIND Mesa & Gilbert in providing Pickleball facilities . Not everyone can
afford or has access to private facilities. I keep hearing about “plans” to build courts but at the
rate the city is moving, I’ll be too old or dead before they’re completed.

1/6/2024 8:04 PM

74 When I moved here 23 years ago the City of Chandler's interest was providing residents
recreational amenities. The last 10 years the City has slacked on updating and adding more
facilities. Gilbert has done a much better job of providing updated services so we go over there
to Gilbert Regional Park. Saw where the Tumbleweed remodel is now on hold. Desperately
needed updating as does Snedigar.

1/6/2024 4:23 PM

75 Many times I feel like the parks are not cared for. Dead bushes and grass. Dog parks are
definitely not cared for. I don’t go anymore.

1/6/2024 1:40 PM

76 I am very happy with the new parks being installed. I hope that the existing park will continue
to be repaired, updated, and maintained.

1/6/2024 10:05 AM

77 Existing programs and facilities are great but Chandler is a large city and there is a disparity
between sheer availability and quality of amenities throughout the city. Northeast Chandler
needs less retail and housing and more recreational/community use space

1/6/2024 12:46 AM

78 More recreation spaces and facilities for minority culture activities and sports 1/5/2024 11:59 AM

79 Need more Shade structures. 1/5/2024 9:35 AM

80 I believe compared to other areas in the metro, Chandler doesn’t have as many parks,
recreation centers or public pools or activity areas. However the ones we have are nice.

1/5/2024 8:00 AM

81 There is an increase of graphetti and vandalism. Also, too much light saturation in the city.
Need more median landscaping in south Chandler.... you go down Arizona going south and it
looks very nice till you pass the newer apartments then they are concrete and weeds to Hunt,
can you invest i. This area too to make it look better.

1/4/2024 7:20 PM

82 There numerous recreational areas thoughout our City. 1/4/2024 4:49 PM

83 Continued maintenance and upkeep of city parks. I work near Pine Shadows park and it's lost
many trees over the years - would like to see them replanted and a replanting "cycle" for all
parks. Andersen Springs does a great job of this (removing old trees and replanting
periodically)

1/4/2024 4:04 PM

84 We have so many empty parking lots, but only the chandler library has solar panels in their lot.
We need to expand our solar network so the city can provide power for us. This would expand
solar maintenance services, and ease the electric bill in the summer. In an inflated economy
average people have to pinch pennies, we should not have to starve in the heat.

1/4/2024 2:30 PM

85 Chandler pools and parks are lovely & always look maintained in my region. 1/4/2024 11:48 AM

86 Chandler desperately needs another gym for indoor sports 1/4/2024 8:07 AM

87 Apache Park does not feel safe 1/4/2024 12:17 AM

88 If you're lucky to live in South Chandler, you got great amenities but the city says eff you to
those of us closer to downtown. Our park (Stonegate) looks like crap and the "improvements"
done a few years ago are a joke. The erosion still looks like crap, in fact worse. No trees were
planted. We have a sidewalk that's lifted an inch and is a safety hazard.

1/3/2024 10:32 PM

89 I'd like it if there were more community events that showcased local vendors and artists 1/3/2024 6:11 PM

90 Why is Chandler years behind on the pickleball parks/courts? How is the city going to
accommodate all the people/children with the few parks they have as the city continues to
build homes and apartments. Tumbleweed needed to be expanded years ago and you are now
just looking at it.??? In general, your parks program is years behind where it should be with
this population. Where are the children going to play that will be living in those apartments???

1/3/2024 5:14 PM

91 Our park has been improved. Some trees need trimming now 1/3/2024 11:20 AM

92 Where? What a joke 1/2/2024 9:44 PM

93 Not enough at all.. I live in the senior housing no trees nowhere to sit in the shade no 1/2/2024 7:52 PM
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entertainment no improvement. Living in danger.. dirty water..

94 Many of our children have graduated college with good paying jobs but are still living at home
because the options are not affordable. It’s worth mentioning since I know of at least a dozen
young adults in their early 20s that serve Chandler in some capacity yet cannot afford to live
on their own.

1/2/2024 5:00 PM

95 Would love to see more kid friendly places... Splash pads, community pools, playgrounds, etc.
our neighborhood park could use an update too.

1/2/2024 4:29 PM

96 Please better maintain Snedigar Park - the soccer fields and the baseball fields. Snedigar Park
could be a premier youth sports destination and moneymaker for the City of Chandler if more
care were put into the quality of the fields and the park overall. Regarding the pools - we love
the Chandler pools and out of town family members always request to go to Hamilton Aquatic
Center of Mesquite Groves.

1/2/2024 8:32 AM

97 Really need a new skatepark! Big city has one park, and it's over 20 years old and in poor
condition.

1/1/2024 10:26 PM

98 The Chandler skatepark is antiquated. 1/1/2024 10:18 PM

99 More bike paths / trails please 1/1/2024 6:08 PM

100 Sports fields have a lot of bumps and holes that make it dangerous for the kids playing on
them.

1/1/2024 1:00 AM

101 NOT SAFE WITH GUNFIRE AND EXPLOSIONS THAT CAN START FIRES THAT CITY
WORKERS REFUSE TO ENFORCE THE LAW

12/31/2023 10:37 PM

102 The fire department is always out helping the public and maintains a great relationship year
round. They helped my mother before she passed. I will always appreciate their kindness.

12/30/2023 9:26 PM

103 It would be nice if residents of West Chandler had more recreational facilities. Nozomi is only
open during the summer months. Love the Chandler tennis facility and Hamilton pool. Can we
get something like that in West Chandler?

12/30/2023 8:02 PM

104 Please put in speed bumps on E Detroit st. People drive way too fast in front of my house. It
is dangerous for my children.

12/30/2023 7:48 PM

105 If the neighbors have to have A BIG BACKYARD PARTY WITH A BAND that the police refuse
to disband or the city feels they don't need an event license or have to obey noise ordinances
something is wrong. Why can't they request a public permit for an event permissible by the
city?

12/30/2023 12:18 PM

106 There is an empty space at arrowhead south of pecos which should be converted into pickle
ball courts.

12/30/2023 8:00 AM

107 I wish that the city provided more competitive recreational opportunities to Tempe. We need
many more youth tennis and swim opportunities as well as youth and adult arts classes.

12/27/2023 8:26 PM

108 Need indoor pool amenity. Tumbleweed Rec Center is prime place. plus saunas. 12/27/2023 6:34 PM

109 Please consider adding restrooms along the canals or near parks that can be locked at night.
Perhaps SRP would help with costs but as an active senior with young grandchildren
restrooms are needed so long bike rides/ hikes and walks can be made.

12/27/2023 5:04 PM

110 It seems like the city is focused on how many apartments and massive buildings they can
build. It is bringing more traffic to Chandler. How about focus on maintaining what you already
built and make people use existing empty buildings?? Listen to the people and build more
things we want. This is why everyone goes to Gilbert to shop and eat...also get your parks
back in shape. Tumbleweed gets trashed every year by the Ostrich Festival and no one seems
to care.

12/27/2023 2:19 PM

111 Chandler Libraries are amazing! Keep up the good work! 12/27/2023 11:25 AM

112 great parks 12/26/2023 8:49 PM

113 Who is the target audience for quality of life improvement? It doesn't seem to target long time
residents. Our neighborhoods are being destroyed with riff raff and crime. One only need to
look at the Next Door app to see the increase in crime. The current recreational amenities are
sufficient, but feel unsafe.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM
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114 AS WITH EVERYTHING ELSE, WE HAVE TO ASK WHEN IS ENOUGH ENOUGH TO ADD?
LET'S MAINTAIN WHAT WE HAVE TO SAVE TAX PAYER DOLLARS!

12/25/2023 12:18 PM

115 Please add a bike pump track and enhancements to Chandler BMX like a roof or bathroom
facilities.

12/24/2023 8:30 PM

116 Too many parks 12/24/2023 9:12 AM

117 Good community classes 12/23/2023 6:20 PM

118 We love the variety of parks and recreation areas in Chandler. 12/23/2023 11:19 AM

119 Too many police everywhere. 12/23/2023 8:57 AM

120 Some programs, such as swim and dive, are really difficult to register for because they fill up
so fast

12/22/2023 6:25 PM

121 Better utilize open space. More disc golf. 12/22/2023 3:36 PM

122 Quality of life is a personal responsibility to support a limited government taxation and
representation.

12/20/2023 12:01 PM

123 I would like to see more walking paths 12/20/2023 8:40 AM

124 North Chandler is lacking in Parks for people and pets! Rezone the east side of
Dobson/Warner and create a Park with trees! Chandler south of the 202 appears to be the
focus of Chandler government.

12/20/2023 4:57 AM

125 They accomplished resources are used in the space keeping levels of pollution low and
making sure the transport system are operating a high efficiency.

12/19/2023 5:12 PM

126 I like the recreational services the city provides. 12/19/2023 3:47 PM

127 There should be more entertainment options for young kids and teenagers in city parks or
indoor facilities.

12/18/2023 8:27 PM

128 I don't really know where the facilities are or what is offered, is there a booklet mailed out? How
does a resident find out about this?

12/18/2023 6:11 PM

129 We are a little behind on pickleball facilities and such. Most resources for outdoor workouts,
etc. seem to be poured into Tumbleweed.

12/18/2023 3:06 PM

130 After years of coaching and participating as a spectator in club soccer events, I believe if
Chandler invested more in their parks to attract big name tournaments and colleges it would
bring some economic positives to the area. The fields at Snedigar and Tumbleweed, in
particular, are way behind the benchmarks in quality such as Scottsdale Soccer Complex and
Reach 11. Chandler should look to compete with Scottsdale as a destination for these
tournaments and we have a lot more to offer than Reach 11, especially regarding dining,
hotels, shopping. This could attract more traveling teams and vacationers to our area. We just
need upgraded facilities and a good sports organization partners. This opportunity could also
be the same for other sports such as lacrosse, baseball, basketball, swimming, and flag
football.

12/18/2023 1:04 PM

131 City of Chandler should consider expanding date and times at Tumbleweed Recreational
Center for Table Tennis. Sturdays 2:00pm to 7:00pm and Sundays 10:00am to 2:00pm is not
enough. The community of players in the valley has grown exponentially, at TWCC Saturdays
and Sundays there are many players waiting long time to play; therefore, the city should also
consider adding 1 or 2 additional tables to keep up with the number of playing joying the
community of table tennis. We have address this with City Recreational Department without
positive success.

12/18/2023 8:53 AM

132 Yes, we have that but they are not ALL connected through a tram or path. Tumbleweed is an
exception (more like an island)...but why not connect Tumbleweed, Snedigar to Veteran's Park
and all city neighborhood parks though bike paths or Tram in an organic way where anyone can
get there safely through green areas and without driving at all? So yes, Chandler has good
places but disconnected from each other, a spotty pattern that does not build community.

12/18/2023 8:42 AM

133 Chandler needs more pickle ball courts closer to East Chandler. The bike routes on streets are
great.

12/18/2023 8:29 AM
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134 Build shaded exercise equipment in parks for adults, shaded walking paths in parks ( use
oleander type bushes that will grow into tall trees to provide shade, fast growing & cheaper)

12/18/2023 12:32 AM

135 Some parks are showing their age and need maintenance. Please build more pickleball AND
tennis courts

12/17/2023 8:22 PM

136 There are several residents in chandler who travel to other cities like mesa or Gilbert for
activities such as badminton and table tennis . There is a real scarcity of facilities for these
two sports in chandler . Strongly urge the city to look into providing residents with affordable
options as it will be totally worth it for the city .

12/17/2023 8:22 PM

137 I agree that city provides adequate recreational activities. However I feel there is more demand
and less availability of recreation sports like Ping Pong. At least 50 people come to TRC ti
play ping pong. But there are only 8 tables and offered two days a week. Atleast 20 people
would pay money and and wait for the ping pong table. I wish TRC add more days for ping
pong to encourage chandler city residents towards active life.

12/17/2023 6:22 PM

138 We have TOO many needless expenditures, shuch ans lighting the tennis courts on Mc WHO
cares about dogs? We Light tennis court on McQueen< For What? How often do you see
anyone playing on them? Do they Pay? Anyone using the parks should pay. Why do I have to
pay for other peoples pleasure????? All unnecessary for old people and let the young ones pay
!

12/17/2023 1:25 PM

139 The parks seem to be in a “ less good” condition when compared to 2-3 yrs prior. For example,
material number of trees are cut down (disease/damage), but not replaced. Bathrooms
unclean. Lighting forever to fix/replace! Example; apache park and others. What r u using the
new parks and rec bonds we just voted for?????

12/17/2023 11:06 AM

140 Estaría genial tener centros con albercas techadas para aprovecharse todos los meses del
año.

12/17/2023 9:16 AM

141 Chandler public parks are high quality and all over. I have small children so we utilize parks a
lot. We also love the TRC, city classes, and the many high quality pools.

12/17/2023 6:58 AM

142 The City spends a ridiculous amount on pickleball, and minimal to nothing on more popular
sports like table tennis.

12/16/2023 12:56 PM

143 Nice amenities abound. Parks always looking good and maintained. 12/16/2023 12:36 PM

144 I’d love an indoor rec center in north Chandler. 12/16/2023 10:52 AM

145 Infrastructure not being maintained 12/16/2023 9:02 AM

146 There could definitely be more aquatic centers. Not every Chandler High School has a pool.
This would be helpful for increasing water safety (thru high school classes, summer park and
rec offerings, and swim team practice locations/options).

12/16/2023 6:54 AM

147 New parks should have rest rooms. Kids need a place to pee when they play. 12/15/2023 4:32 PM

148 I appreciate the amount of dog waste stations in my neighborhood and parks, it helps keep the
community clean.

12/15/2023 9:32 AM

149 Necesitamos mas parque con indoor soccer. 12/14/2023 11:36 PM

150 I love our parks and the rec opportunities our city provides. 12/14/2023 6:16 PM

151 The aquatic parks are mostly reserved to be used by kids at night for classes. And during the
day the adults generally have to work! So I feel like as an adult, the public pools are unfairly
scheduled golden hours for kids. It will be nice to start concerting some of the pool to be some
what indoor so we can use it in hot summer without getting skin cancers. ...

12/14/2023 2:58 PM

152 Continue to maintain and develop parks and recreational spaces for all zip codes. 12/14/2023 2:40 PM

153 Too many homeless people 12/14/2023 1:40 PM

154 Wish you'd take care of all the abusers out there with complaints against them. 12/13/2023 9:41 PM

155 It would be great to see some splash pads be added to some of the parks. The pool access
and pricing is wonderful, but sometimes you don't want to have to go to the pool, when a park
is what is really needed.

12/13/2023 9:33 PM
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156 We love our city parks. Shawnee Bark Park is fantastic. We use the Aquatic centers regularly
during the summer too.

12/13/2023 8:22 PM

157 Parks need to be patrolled frequently. Homeless people living in our parks have become a real
problem.

12/13/2023 7:23 PM

158 Love the swimming lessons! 12/13/2023 5:59 PM

159 Please continue your excellent efforts to provide parks and outdoor activities for our city 12/13/2023 3:51 PM

160 I love all of the parks, they are vital to our communities. Keeping them safe and maintained is
key!

12/13/2023 6:31 AM

161 More trees and native regnwrative landscaping would improve quality of life while native flora
and fauna can thrive w low water requirements reducing water costs, the parks are all grass
fields with no shade and trees get chopped with no replacement.

12/13/2023 12:42 AM

162 More dog parks 12/12/2023 10:06 PM

163 Thankful there are plans for additional paths/bike trails along canals 12/12/2023 9:52 PM

164 Technology Infrastructure. 12/12/2023 9:51 PM

165 Public pools are great 12/12/2023 7:34 PM

166 We need a quality splash pad and more up to date parks. Our splash pad is pathetic compared
to Gilbert and Queen Creek.

12/12/2023 3:27 PM

167 Update the Chandler Tennis Center to LED lighting. 12/12/2023 9:37 AM

168 I have nothing to add. 12/12/2023 8:19 AM

169 We love all the city pools in the summer.. 12/12/2023 8:09 AM

170 We don't need you to steal our money, and make parks. 12/12/2023 1:24 AM

171 Nice parks ! 12/11/2023 6:09 PM

172 I love the several dog parks in my area. 12/11/2023 5:55 PM

173 Must seek lower cost housing! 12/10/2023 11:54 PM

174 I am very disappointed in the ground covering that the City put in the Harris park. At the
meetings held those present asked for a different type of ground covering NOT wood chips that
allow trash and other unsafe items to be stepped on or played in. Lets make sure that our park
is safe for the children. 2nd problem the toys that they put there are too small for anybody but
toddlers to play on. This is about Harris Park in South Central Chandler.

12/10/2023 6:56 PM

175 If there is a need for such amenities the city should not need to provide them. These should be
left to the private sector.

12/10/2023 5:24 PM

176 When trees are blown down in parks, there should be a plan to replace them! Houses w/o trees
should have encouragment to plant them! Shade and beauty are important to quality of life!

12/10/2023 8:16 AM

177 Why has Mesquite Park not been developed? Why does a City of this size only have one
maintained frisbee golf course?

12/9/2023 11:06 PM

178 Keep parks coming! 12/9/2023 3:45 PM

179 Good job, except for the homeless people as noted above. 12/9/2023 3:43 PM

180 there aren’t many well known ones. could have events to bolster activity. 12/8/2023 9:09 PM

181 Steady progress 12/8/2023 8:43 PM

182 more trees!!! everywhere there should be more trees. it’s only going to get warmer and warmer
every year.

12/7/2023 11:11 PM

183 We need more parks and fewer parking lots. 12/7/2023 10:48 PM

184 Tumbleweeds isn't very well designed or run. The public libraries are very poorly run 12/7/2023 2:21 PM

185 Me gustaría un parque canino cerca de la comunidad coopers 12/7/2023 5:16 AM
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186 Great parks! 12/6/2023 9:26 PM

187 Love our parks, especially Veterans Oasis! 12/6/2023 9:10 PM

188 The more parks & native plants, the better. We mustn’t love separate from nature but rather
with it.

12/6/2023 3:31 PM

189 Yes but not in the area of Chandler I live in. Have to take a long drive to get to any. 12/6/2023 9:08 AM

190 Several parks and programs for public use. 12/6/2023 8:00 AM

191 Chandler city has great recreational facilities, we use swimming pools for lessons, TRC for
holiday camps.

12/5/2023 8:03 AM

192 Too much as far as I am concerned. If there is a need for these activities let private
companies and individuals take the lead. Reducing the city’s liability from these activities.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM

193 Need more pathways to walk and parking 12/5/2023 4:05 AM

194 Parks absolutely need a funding boost and some TLC. For a city that boasts about it parks,
Desert Breeze Park has fallen apart over the years. The standard daily maintenance is great
but the larger projects have been absolutely neglected. The parking lines in some areas are
completely nonexistent. There needs to be more picnic tables in the shade as during the busy
season it is impossible to find a decent shaded spot despite the park having a good amount of
shade trees (if the landscapers don't butcher all of the trees down to no shade nubs like
happens occasionally). The carousel has been down for over a year and the train always
breaks down multiple times a day. Like the small business issue, run down parks make the
area look much worse than it should for being a higher income area.

12/4/2023 11:37 PM

195 The number of parks is mindblowing and quite frankly overkill. Chandler does a wonderful job
cleaning and maintaining them. Thank you!!

12/4/2023 11:12 PM

196 Would like to see more dog areas 12/4/2023 9:35 PM

197 I LOVE our clean streets and landscaping 12/4/2023 7:48 PM

198 The updated pickleball courts at Arrowhead are awesome! 12/4/2023 4:56 PM

199 Some Park fixtures for kids needs updating 12/4/2023 6:38 AM

200 Great 12/3/2023 11:51 PM

201 No sé si ecisten 12/3/2023 1:15 PM

202 I think the Museum should be expanded so there is more space for exhibits. 12/3/2023 1:11 PM

203 Upgrade lighting at tennis center to LED lights please. Classes are always full when I try to
register at Tumbleweed rec center - could there be more adult classes? Also follow through
with the new pickleball center.

12/3/2023 9:12 AM

204 Can you please improve the quality of grass in the parks. There are so many burrs and weeds
in many parks, I can’t walk my dog through them. Is there a fertilizer plan? Is the city doing
anything on this front? Any improvement would be greatly appreciated.

12/2/2023 7:53 AM

205 En desacuerdo mal trabajo de la ciudad por qué no enfosan los códigos 12/1/2023 4:34 PM

206 We love the Chandler Recreation department, especially the Nature Center and libraries! 12/1/2023 12:09 PM

207 I wish the city would place more emphasis on the visual arts; supporting local artists,
supporting classes, and teachers in the arts. They do a great job with the performing arts, but
not on a smaller artist level.

12/1/2023 9:59 AM

208 I love the variety of parks 12/1/2023 9:31 AM

209 Please, please! Provide better water access at our dog parks! After this last killer summer
heat, it was truly sad that many owners had to haul in large coolers of water and ice for the
dogs at the dog parks because some of the water availability is limited by fountains that hardly
work and can be filthy at times... The parks themselves are large and roomy and greatly
appreciated. But owners need to be able to fill up their dog's water jugs and even spray down
the dogs (and ourselves too!) to cool them off in the heat! Thank you for allowing input. I know
I speak for many... Especially those without a voice 😉

12/1/2023 4:52 AM
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210 Are there any indoor aquatic facilities available in South Chandler? Mesquite Groves is a great
outdoor facility.

11/30/2023 2:50 PM

211 My family is not utilizing any of the above ... 11/30/2023 2:27 PM

212 A shooting and hit and run at two parks in the immediate area in a 3 month time frame!!!
Cancelled fireworks. The pool and library are both attached to the high school! Why do I have
to be subjected to the student body of an over crowded high school to use a pool or library??
What usable amenities do you offer the residents? So frustrating to drive through other parts of
the Valley and see beautiful aquatic centers and parks and not attached to schools, they were
actually built for the residents. Here in Chandler no thought or effort is made to provide a
quality of life for the actual residents. Just have us use the high school facilities and move on.
Share roads with driverless cars still in the test phase. All the effort, money and care is spent
on keeping Intel happy, and trying to fill the tech corridor. Absolutely no regard how that
impacts the residents along Dobson. Just grateful we don't live within distance of the buzzing
from the data centers. I thought no more were supposed to built but it's clear one is going up
now.

11/30/2023 9:39 AM

213 City parks are cookie-cutter, meaning that they are all the same with little to no variation. Four
dog parks that were established many years ago were not created for 300,000 residents. Also,
when is the city going to build an ALL-INCLUSIVE Playground for children with disabilities?
Don't be the last municipality in Arizona that does not have one playground geared for children
with disabilities. I don't want to be that parent with a wheelchaired child sitting in front of the
City Council with a sign saying, "When will you build a playground that I can play on?"

11/30/2023 8:16 AM

214 Updating playgrounds to be more adventurous for kids. The playgrounds were designed to be
too safe and as a result, kids don't find them interesting. My kids are always asking me to go
to parks in other cities like Queen Creek and Mesa because of their playground designs.

11/30/2023 7:42 AM

215 The rec centers we have are good and have good offerings but our open spaces and park-type
spaces northeast Chandler are lacking. We could use a large park with covered/shaded
basketball courts, lighted soccer fields for public recreational use, etc.

11/30/2023 12:40 AM

216 So excited about more pickleball courts being built! 11/29/2023 10:18 PM

217 I tried signing up for a membership at the Chandler recreational center. Honestly, it is
ridiculously expensive. I was disappointed. Also, there is a public park by Intel with lots of plot
holes. Grass is not properly maintained.

11/29/2023 8:57 PM

218 It would be nice to have options for water fitness during the day. There are only super early
mornings and late nights, doesn’t work with having kids. Need to improve other pools to be like
Mesquite.

11/29/2023 7:46 PM

219 I feel that club sports that utilize city park services to practice and play tournaments should
pay a higher fee to use these amenities.

11/29/2023 9:22 AM

220 Some city bike park would be cool, and much cheaper than any baseball fields or sports
complex is too build and maintain

11/28/2023 9:43 PM

221 Cricket is an emerging sport in the US and in the valley. We have several youth that travels
out of state for tournaments. There is not enough facility in the city for Cricket. Request that
city takes consideration of this and creates more cricket grounds and nets (similar to baseball
cages) for youth to practice and play games. This help us to host tournaments which attracts
out of state teams and also help local economy.

11/28/2023 5:41 PM

222 There is a growing popularity for the sport "Cricket". So, adding some Cricket pitches in our
Chandler parks will be very helpful for young cricketers to develop their dkill and also host
teams from other states and counties for tournaments.

11/28/2023 5:08 PM

223 Parks and Rec is valued in our household! 11/28/2023 8:00 AM

224 Mesquite regional park should have an update and some more recreational facilities for events. 11/28/2023 7:09 AM

225 While I like what Chandler has to offer in "activities".... I know a set of pickleball courts is
coming to Tumbleweed Park (yay), but can we do some upkeep on the LaPalmoma park and
maybe add a 2nd court there? (there is space to stripe it and put up a new net). Thanks for
considering.

11/27/2023 9:18 PM

226 I've seen great improvements in the Chandler Center for the Arts over the years. I'd like to see 11/27/2023 7:04 PM
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it continue to expand and improve. The performing arts are a necessary element for a great
city and for great quality of life.

227 They do a good job in certain areas of the city and disregard others. Aesthetics and safety are
important in all areas of the city, but the low income areas are dealt with a little differently.

11/27/2023 5:53 PM

228 We would REALLY like to see the city to develop the promised regional park at Riggs and Val
Vista. We have lived in Sun Groves for 21 years and have been waiting for this property to be
developed. It has been put behind several other objects for two decades now. PLEASE
develop this land into the park it was set aside to be.

11/27/2023 5:37 PM

229 Chandler spends too much money on festivals. There is a festival about every month. It is
annoying when Mesquite Groves Aquatic Center gets filled up with day-care children and
Chandler residents get turned away. Can you limit or spread out the summer day-care
swimmers?

11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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Q21 How important is it to you for the city to invest in sustainability,
including water and energy solutions?

Answered: 935 Skipped: 200
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7.70%
72
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2.99%
28 935 1.51
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Q22 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Sustainability & Technology

Answered: 141 Skipped: 994

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We need to be more proactive regarding water sustainability. 1/23/2024 3:13 PM

2 Slow internet in Pueblo Viejo/ Solve this dead-zone issue. 1/23/2024 3:07 PM

3 Only policy can push the change we need @ the level that is needed. It must be on a massive
scale. Individual efforts are ineffective. Solar + smart, buildings everywhere

1/23/2024 2:58 PM

4 We could tax to ensure water is not being wasted & improve how we reuse water 1/23/2024 2:32 PM

5 Lead the way in Green Energy and sustainability. Chandler needs to be an example for the rest
of the County. We finally have a Council majority that cares about the environment.

1/23/2024 2:28 PM

6 Clean water & energy are a must, right now the tap water tastes awful and we have to
purchase filters often due to hard water, etc. Improved water quality is welcome.

1/23/2024 1:46 PM

7 More solar 1/13/2024 10:40 AM

8 Put solar panels over the canals. 1/12/2024 10:21 PM

9 give citizens the options to create their own sustainability. Why can't I install solar panals,
batteries, and an emergency generator and get completely off the grid? Why can't I harvest
water?

1/12/2024 8:32 PM

10 Too expensive and don’t support Smart Cities or 15 minute cities. 1/12/2024 4:54 PM

11 If we have water issues, stop trying to attract more people and businesses here. Duh. 1/11/2024 9:54 PM

12 I believe we should have options that are sustainable and economically sound. I hope we are
not involved in wasteful spending for political purposes.

1/11/2024 9:12 PM

13 More solar please. 1/11/2024 10:48 AM

14 As a career IT Operations Manager and Software Developer, I applaud any/all efforts Chandler
makes in this area. I also promote the continual upgrade and creative solutions technology
can/will provide the residents of this great city in the future.

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

15 More so water, not as much electric vehicles yet. 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

16 Water should not be linked in the same sentence with energy. Ask your question in a singular
point. Solar is a waste of money and your stupid if you think it’s green energy. And you have
not thought it through.

1/10/2024 10:00 PM

17 Make sure intel pays for all the water they are using. 1/10/2024 7:24 PM

18 Without water we die----without energy we go dark. As long as it is done correctly and not for
profit for anyone in the city government and is truly best for the citizens of Chandler and
everyone will benefit from them and not just a select few.

1/10/2024 4:39 PM

19 All grass that can be replaced with turf should be replaced. Water is the most important
resource

1/10/2024 3:32 PM

20 Do not want to drink reclaimed water 1/10/2024 1:25 PM

21 I replaced my irrigation system, due to many leaks. I also took out my natural grass and
replaced it with artificial turf. My water usage went from 28,000 gallons/ month to 7,000/
month. I applied for the water conservation program, but was denied. I was not happy. I believe
I should have been given some consideration.

1/10/2024 1:18 PM

22 Please do not remove or reduce the grass. Trees, grass and greenery help reduce the heat. 1/10/2024 10:33 AM
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Chandler will only become more polluted and increase in heat during the summer. Removing
grass along with adding in black asphalt to neighborhoods and highways and with all the
construction is contributing to our rise in heat during the summers. Please consider the
environment, along with our citizens when I ask to keep the greenery. We still need clean air
for our safety. Thank you.

23 We need less people in chandler to make this possible 1/10/2024 6:56 AM

24 Sustainability is the future. It should be one of the city’s core values and influence most
decisions.

1/9/2024 10:23 PM

25 Should have greater commitment to solar energy installation throughout the city 1/9/2024 9:45 PM

26 There needs to be sustainable goals and initiatives taken. The city doesn’t have a clear stand
point on sustainability, including heat mitigation, water stewardship (there should be codes to
enforce water waste), solid waste management (recycling & yard waste), energy efficiency,
carbon emission reduction and improving overall air quality.

1/9/2024 6:32 PM

27 I’m impressed with how our City uses recycled water. I think more solar parking areas could
enhance energy savings for our City.

1/9/2024 5:06 PM

28 Discuss with SRP to offer better rates for solar this way every home can have solar panel 1/9/2024 4:48 PM

29 Less grass and more rock is needed 1/9/2024 4:36 PM

30 Took advantage of the rebate for changing out my lawn. 1/9/2024 4:16 PM

31 While Chandler does reasonably well on sustainability, I wish the city would require and
incentivize all businesses and commercial establishments to recycle paper and metals, at the
very least. I run a small business and my landlord provides trash pickup service, but no
opportunity to recycle our paper or metal cans or bottles.

1/9/2024 3:41 PM

32 There should be huge incentives to home and business owners to invest in solar power
harvesting & storage as well as rainwater harvesting and native shade tree planting.

1/9/2024 3:27 PM

33 More EV chanrgers in public places for the residents as EV cars are becoming more popular. A
few fast chargers would be nice and could make chandler some revenue for people traveling
through chandler.

1/9/2024 3:17 PM

34 !!! 1/9/2024 2:16 PM

35 More solar energy improvements for Chandler offices and buildings. More solar energy power
stations in Chandler as the population is purchasing more solar energy vehicles.

1/9/2024 1:10 PM

36 No comment 1/9/2024 12:15 PM

37 It's not good. A big push should be made to reduce turf areas and make it so HOA's can't
require turf areas. Much more effort needs to be done to increase solar use for approval as part
of the planning process. Much more effort needs to be done to increase shade especially on
the routes previously mentioned for bikeways and pedestrians, and parks. Electric vehicle
charging stations need to be provided at more locations and should also be part of Site Plan
approvals. The City must also take a long look at roadways walks and other hardscape
surfaces and initiate a program to reduce asphalt and concrete areas where not necessary and
take the initiative to make it happen.

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

38 We need to support the continued use of clean, nuclear energy 1/9/2024 11:40 AM

39 I do not know in detail as to what exactly what efforts have been made for good sustainability
but I believe this is very important for all of us.

1/9/2024 11:38 AM

40 Show City Council the TED talk on rise of Technology as a world power. If we get left behind
now, there may be no way to recover quality of life.

1/9/2024 10:42 AM

41 I don't like the idea of investing in "sustainable energy" solutions just to appease societal
pressures. Only if it makes real sense for our community.

1/9/2024 10:33 AM

42 Need better sustainability practices in our parks Need more shade and solar. This is long over
due

1/9/2024 10:25 AM

43 I think we need to impose time restrictions on when people, parks, neighborhoods, etc., can
water their grass. We shouldn't be watering grass during the day when it's hot,

1/9/2024 9:33 AM
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44 I don't see much of a sustainability effort. If it is being done it is not being announced. 1/8/2024 11:26 PM

45 Why do backyard improvements to get rid of grass not qualify for rebate?? 1/8/2024 8:56 PM

46 I feel like this is a misleading question. What does this entail for the tax payers. Aps is robbing
people blind and that has nothing to do with the city as far as I know so I’m assuming this is a
request to expand the budget for EVs and solar for the city. No thanks.

1/7/2024 10:15 PM

47 everything always seems to work well, and there is minimal road disruption when repairs are
being done.

1/7/2024 9:59 PM

48 Keep working to help in the battle for our Earth. 1/7/2024 7:06 AM

49 Tax credits or incentives for backyard composting and solar panels would be beneficial. 1/6/2024 11:51 PM

50 When I hear about water conservatism I am baffled about how the city can continue to plant
trees & bushes which have to be watered. Watching it going on now on the new stretch of
Chandler Heights Rd. Planting lots of bushes and trees.

1/6/2024 4:23 PM

51 Water primarily 1/5/2024 1:27 PM

52 With these large corporations in Chandler, they divert a lot of resources. I also worry about the
pollution, toxic chemicals being put out by what they manufacture and how it impacts us all.

1/5/2024 9:35 AM

53 Chandler has a great water preservation system. If improvements can be made, go for it. 1/4/2024 2:30 PM

54 Other than my previous comment on a REQUEST for a neighborhood meeting regarding the
water-plan, I don’t have issue at this point.

1/4/2024 11:48 AM

55 What is the city doing to reduce heat island effects? Nothing as far as I can tell. You have no
hhw disposal options for those of us in multi-dwelling units because we don't pay for trash on
our bills. Why are we being penalized because you outsource your refuse? We still have WM
and I still pay for city water and taxes. We should have the same access. But you don't really
care about environment so we dump our paint and antifreeze in the dumpsters because what
choice do we have? Might as well live in a county island. If you're thinking of raising utility
rates then do it in a way that favors those with minimal water use and puts the burden on
heavier users.

1/3/2024 10:32 PM

56 I think water is the most important thing, sustainability And energy solutions, especially green
energy is not worth the money.

1/2/2024 10:00 PM

57 Poorly 1/2/2024 9:44 PM

58 I live in the senior complex with random gas and dirty water 1/2/2024 7:52 PM

59 The above is a stupid question. How sustainable is it to overpopulate Chandler and then tax
the residents to invest in sustainability of water and energy. Responsible growth would be a
solution.

1/2/2024 1:29 PM

60 Be intentionally sustainable, but not trendy. 1/1/2024 10:26 PM

61 NEED TO BE SAFE INSIDE OF HOME FROM GUNFIRE AND EXPLOSIONS 12/31/2023 10:37 PM

62 There should be no extra cost for more sustainable options 12/30/2023 11:50 PM

63 Tankless water heaters are not expensive, but installation costs are robbery. If the city could
help with installation costs by good installers that could help. Also low income solar plans
monitored by the city would be good

12/30/2023 12:18 PM

64 Intel wastes water. Quit serving corporations 12/30/2023 1:04 AM

65 I have no idea what the city is doing to improve this 12/28/2023 10:33 PM

66 Thank you for encouraging turf removal and getting grants to help boa’s convert. 12/27/2023 5:04 PM

67 The problem here is you want to keep building and putting in new landscape which requires
water but you want us to conserve.. no thanks.

12/27/2023 2:19 PM

68 Chandler Public Works Department has done an excellent job with managing our water
resources.

12/27/2023 11:18 AM

69 we are in a water crisis 12/26/2023 8:49 PM
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70 No Environmental, Social and Governance activities. It's all fraud against Americans. We
obviously need clean water and energy, but NOT under the guise of ESG initiatives, which
ultimately destroy communities and countries.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM

71 Would also like to see more about this in CityScope. 12/26/2023 3:45 PM

72 TO REPEAT MYSELF, THE CITY ITSELF IS PUTTING THE BLAME ON WATER
SHORTAGE ON ITS CITIZENS BY BUILDING MEGA APT/CONDOS, BY ALLOWING
FAMILIES TO HAVE POOLS BUILT IN THEIR BACKYARDS ESPECIALLY WHEN
CHANDLER HAS SUCH BEAUTIFUL COMMUNITY POOLS. IF YOU DO THIS, THAT
MEANS THERE IS NO WATER SHORTAGE!

12/25/2023 12:18 PM

73 Depends on what types of sustainability and technology is invested in. If it's "green" in nature,
they never pan out out. And trying to depend primary on weather dependent technology is a
fools errand.

12/21/2023 3:42 PM

74 But no windmills 12/21/2023 9:21 AM

75 You expect residents to recycle but do not give any invmcentive to do so. Give a monthly
credit on the water bill for the effort of keeping trash separate from recycle

12/20/2023 11:23 PM

76 Other than water usage that is already coded..unknown. 12/20/2023 4:57 AM

77 Thy doing good technology innovation,and information and communication technology 12/19/2023 5:12 PM

78 If possible higher incentives for installing solar panels, using EVs etc… 12/18/2023 8:27 PM

79 Sustainability is not a choice; it is a must for the future. 12/18/2023 8:53 AM

80 The city needs to get draconian on water conservation. Establish heavy fines on water misuse.
We have become too wasteful and careless about our resources. I see many neighbors
wasting water, leaking irrigation systems, etc. Also, time to enable special heavy taxes on pool
owners rather than peanut butter increasing charges on wastewater costs—create a tier pricing
scheme accordingly.

12/18/2023 8:42 AM

81 so called renewable energy is a joke. Don't spend people's money on it. 12/18/2023 8:40 AM

82 Chandler needs to regulate use of plastic turf and grass. The plastics deep into the water table
and make the water unusable for the next generation. Only dessert or forcing HOAs to allow for
front yard vegetable gardens will make us locally sustainable

12/18/2023 8:29 AM

83 Remind residents about conservation of energy , water, summer fire danger w Chandler app&
Chandler social media

12/18/2023 12:32 AM

84 Don't you ever spend time reviewing the lazy work force? Who supervises? One does the work
while four others watch? EFFICENCY ISNT IN THE MINDS OF ANYONE?

12/17/2023 1:25 PM

85 Investing in our water future needs to be the #1 priority. 12/16/2023 1:31 PM

86 Our future depends on it. 12/16/2023 12:56 PM

87 We have what we need. 12/16/2023 12:36 PM

88 Technology allows us to do more with less. Invest invest invest! 12/16/2023 8:31 AM

89 We need electric vehicle charging stations 12/15/2023 10:21 PM

90 I would like to know how the city is planning for drought and climate change. Last time I
checked, there are no incentives for property owners to reduce water usage.

12/14/2023 10:11 PM

91 Perhaps more education on water usage and conservation for the MANY people who have
moved here from other places.

12/14/2023 6:16 PM

92 Continue to educate residents by workshops, webinars on these areas. 12/14/2023 2:40 PM

93 I don't hear enough to know what Chandler Municipal is even doing with the "Water wars". But I
am concerned and will not purchase more property here because I'm concerned the water will
get shut off like other relatively nearby places have had (community in Scottsdale has water
shut off to RESIDENTS and 2 new developments in West Phoenix had water shut off). Real
estate is going to tank soon if that continues.

12/13/2023 9:41 PM
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94 Believe Chandler should work with Neighborhoods in West Chandler, Especially Twelve Oaks
area from Terrace to McClintock to create a power grid which incorporates solar on all roofs
and tied together to create a power learning zone to create smart building practices for existing
homes in entire city.

12/12/2023 9:52 PM

95 Glad we bank water 12/12/2023 7:34 PM

96 Cyrus One has ruined my quality of life 12/12/2023 3:27 PM

97 Maybe could use more emphasis on water conservation. 12/12/2023 10:27 AM

98 Need more public education on how every citizen can assist with sustainable practices. 12/12/2023 8:19 AM

99 Doing fine . 12/11/2023 6:09 PM

100 The cost/reward doesn’t make sense right now. It’s a ripoff. 12/11/2023 5:55 PM

101 Stay away from creating these utilities. They take up too much space and resources. Mesa is
and example.

12/10/2023 5:24 PM

102 I love green grass, but I believe it's way past time for us to conserve water, such as banning
winter lawns. That's an east area to make changes, in addition to other things.

12/9/2023 5:03 PM

103 drill baby drill - oil , gas and technology is where it's at, NOT THE GREEN NEW DEAL
GARBAGE THAT enriches the CCP.

12/9/2023 3:57 PM

104 Let's come to our senses with regard to renewable energy. A 0.75 degree increase in global
temperatures by 2100 is just a model. Let's assume that is worst case. It is insignificant
compared to the costs for utilities forced on the citizens. Keep in mind we have the 17 year
solar cycle Global Minimus which is not a model. It is actually measurable and has been used
for over 100 years.

12/9/2023 3:43 PM

105 i think this survey & reaching out through ads via social media was amazing. i did a
recommendation for city of peoria to do something similar in my sustainability class. get the
youth/young adults involved! they’re the future!

12/8/2023 9:09 PM

106 Elderly people struggle with new technology. Would like more classes or training offered 12/8/2023 8:43 PM

107 I graduated from ASU with a degree in sustainability, so I love to see the effort being made in
the city and the current partnership with ASU as well.

12/8/2023 12:11 AM

108 Water conservation is extremely important here in the desert. 12/7/2023 10:48 PM

109 Renewable energy if fine as long as the price tag for this gear isn't more expensive to amortize
over the existing technologies. No EV's for public vehicles. You'll be hitting us up for another
tax to replace the exorbitant battery costs in just a couple of years.

12/7/2023 1:17 PM

110 Keep leading the charge 12/7/2023 12:44 PM

111 I’m not fully informed on chandlers efforts in sustainability and technology. However, I am
generally wary of early adoption/transition at a significant premium when costs will be reduced
in the future.

12/6/2023 9:26 PM

112 Maybe a little less grass and more native landscapes. Less water. 12/6/2023 3:31 PM

113 I feel like grass on front lawns should be banned. I see so many grassy lawns that no one
uses. Waste of water

12/6/2023 9:08 AM

114 I haven’t heard of anything about this topic in Chandler. 12/6/2023 8:00 AM

115 I think it’s insane we do not have water restrictions. The fact I could water my lawn 24/7 to me
is not good for our future. Even Idaho has restrictions.

12/5/2023 8:44 PM

116 Water is precious. We must take care of what we allow into our city as businesses and
housing continue to push our city’s ability to provide water.

12/5/2023 2:10 PM

117 Water important! Saving water really important. Cites involvement in energy not of
importances. That is the power companies job. Do projects like gray water, water less urinals.
Reuse of water. Like Japanese toilets that have sinks to wash hands then water to flush
toilets.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM

118 Need more solar on buildings 12/5/2023 4:05 AM
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119 Adequate in some areas. Impressive in others. 12/4/2023 11:12 PM

120 Could increase solar energy 12/4/2023 9:35 PM

121 We need more composting available for restaurants. 12/4/2023 7:48 PM

122 Water is a critical area to focus, Energy is more difficult as it's hard to build a power generation
plant within the city's shrinking empty space and I don't even know if it's truly a problem for us.
What I would caution the city is to focus on real problems with real solutions and not pie in the
sky green engery plans that only spend everyones tax dollars and benefit few people.

12/4/2023 4:56 PM

123 Everyone needs water and energy 12/3/2023 11:51 PM

124 Invest and encourage green energy for public l buildings, but private homes as well. We have
to STOP giving control of our environmental future to profit-first utility companies (and
government officials)

12/3/2023 12:03 PM

125 Chandler as a hub of high tech businesses should be leading in sustainability efforts.
Renewable energy, electric vehicle charging infrastructure should be best in class in Chandler.

12/3/2023 11:07 AM

126 Muy mal 12/1/2023 4:34 PM

127 Nature Center is a good investment for sustainable education. Wish that the city would run
more of the water conservation classes.

12/1/2023 12:09 PM

128 Alot of companies are here but they have hired alot of people from outside our city. 12/1/2023 10:59 AM

129 With the massive influx of people moving in from other states, we need a good plan to
accommodate the major population growth.

12/1/2023 9:09 AM

130 Though this is very important, every effort must be made to ensure a true ROI. The city should
not be wasting tax payer dollars on any initiative that does not truly save money or effectively
provide a benefit that justifies the expense.

12/1/2023 6:13 AM

131 It appears you are staying on top of the potential water shortage challenges that may be
coming up in the near future and that is greatly appreciated and impressive as well. I only hope
the quality of our drinking water remains top notch.

12/1/2023 4:52 AM

132 Stop using us as test subjects, no more pilot programs that risk residents lives! 11/30/2023 9:39 AM

133 Haven't seen any. WiFi in parks? Free charging stations for smartphones? 11/30/2023 8:16 AM

134 The city needs to implement strict water restrictions and codes regarding planting of water
friendly landscaping for new and existing builds.

11/30/2023 12:40 AM

135 Do not understand how building multiple multi-family units can continue sustainable water and
resources in the desert!

11/29/2023 7:32 PM

136 Need 5G ASAP 11/28/2023 1:24 PM

137 I'm just hoping this is happening. 11/28/2023 8:00 AM

138 Water is probably the most important thing to me. Maybe above police and fire (after all, if
there's no water, fire department doesnt have anything to put the fire out WITH). Technology:
need better cell service along Hunt highway.

11/27/2023 9:18 PM

139 I've had good interactions from the City's public works division as we've been getting solar
connected on our house. The information I received was accurate and the customer service
was excellent. I appreciate the ease with which the city has made the process.

11/27/2023 7:04 PM

140 I think they are doing well in that area. 11/27/2023 5:53 PM

141 Focus on cheap, reliable energy rather than pie-in-the-sky "green" energy (which isn't actually
green at all). People will die in the heat if the air conditioning goes out.

11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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FY 2024-25 City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q23 How important is it to you for the city to retain control over local
taxation and financial issues (as opposed to other levels of government)?

Answered: 936 Skipped: 199

64.53%
604

23.82%
223

9.83%
92

0.96%
9

0.85%
8 936 1.49

Very importantVery important  Very important

Somewhat ImportantSomewhat Important  Somewhat Important

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

SomewhatSomewhat  unimportantunimportant  Somewhat unimportant

Not important atNot important at  allall  Not important at all

VERY
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IMPORTANT
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TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
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Q24 Please share any details of why you may have answered how you did
to any of the questions above that would help us understand your

perspective. Also, which focus areas do you feel could use some additional
emphasis or perhaps funding and why?

Answered: 191 Skipped: 944

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Additional funding: library services, local public school district, waste management, parks
dept.

1/23/2024 3:13 PM

2 Lock alleys (bond passed to ^ street funding. Alleys are incl. as streets.) Essex is dangerous
to me, my car (broken glass, etc) + my neighbors.

1/23/2024 3:07 PM

3 Desparate need ofr senior/ 55+ housing. 1/23/2024 2:58 PM

4 Limited public transportation, Widespread area to traverse, Many surface streets being work
without coordination, Traffic signals impossible and not synchronized, but most
[neighborhoods] have no character except transience

1/23/2024 2:50 PM

5 I'll gladly pay more in taxes to give employees raises and increase the size of the City
workforce.

1/23/2024 2:28 PM

6 I actually dislike how oppressively expensive the city of Chandler is financially. This area has,
bar none, the highest court fees in Arizona (for traffic tickets specifically).

1/23/2024 1:46 PM

7 Sustainability and light rail 1/12/2024 10:21 PM

8 less federal money or any assistance from them. money only goes to citizens of the USA no
illegals !use money wisely no new taxes !!

1/12/2024 8:02 AM

9 Shift more to the private sector. Stop assuming the the elected officials know what the people
want.

1/11/2024 9:54 PM

10 I do believe Chandler needs to lean towards the conservative mindset of running a city. Invest
in our future without any type of wasteful spending.

1/11/2024 9:12 PM

11 It’s a family oriented city. Anything that supports that mission is very important. 1/11/2024 12:35 PM

12 I am a near native and grew up in Tempe, which I love. When my husband and I went to buy
our first house, we looked in south Tempe before choosing a new home in northwest Chandler.
We have loved it ever since, and are so happy to live in southeast Chandler now with its
proximity to Intel with all its diversity.

1/11/2024 10:48 AM

13 The city of Chandler knows its residence what it lacks, and where it stands, whereas the
government looks at it as a whole meaning Surrounding cities and counties And clumps
altogether. I believe each city needs to meet the needs of their own.

1/11/2024 9:10 AM

14 Cities, especially of Chandler's size (>50K pop) know better what their city needs are, than
those sitting at the capital, in my opinion. Maintaining local taxation is key to building and
promoting a strong, unified city.

1/11/2024 9:08 AM

15 City does a super job here! 1/11/2024 5:16 AM

16 The city council has gone to the left in its policy actions lately. Stay center and don’t entertain
stupid hypotheticals.

1/10/2024 10:00 PM

17 Lindsay Rd replacement and expansion is way overdue. Keeps getting delayed. Developers
paid for this project over 15 years ago when subdivisions were built out. Sun Groves
subdivision needs some road repaving. Some streets have crack sealed areas where the width
of your hand can lay flat in the street cracks. Parents shouldn’t have to worry about their kids
trying to navigate the street safely on bikes where there are no sidewalks or bike lanes

1/10/2024 7:48 PM
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(Lindsay from Riggs to Hunt Hwy). Been complaining about this for years and have nothing,
literally, nothing has been done. Always in the planning stages.

18 The quality of life has gone down tremendously in the last few years. I attribute it do to lack of
police force presence on the streets anymore. Speeders, exhibition drivers, obnoxiously LOUD
VEHICLES, out of control ILLEGAL FIREWORKS are all things the city council needs to grow
a spine over and get things under control.

1/10/2024 5:46 PM

19 The people closest to the city is the best people to know where the areas of need are to help
the city's citizens. We also need to ensure that we make plans for disasters and help the
neediest in chandler. Keep building affordable housing---without people the city would not be a
city and we need everyone not just rich people.

1/10/2024 4:39 PM

20 The city failed to inspect the office plaza where 42 owners have office buildings. There is now
a large sinkhole in the parking lot due to the city’s failure to inspect it properly. How can this be
prevented in the future ?

1/10/2024 3:32 PM

21 Chandler does not offer affordable housing, houses and rents are out of reach for many people. 1/10/2024 1:43 PM

22 I’m new to the area, hence several “Neutral” answers. I’m environmentally conscious, I drive a
hybrid car and spent close to 30K to save water for myself and my community. Yet I did not
get any consideration when I applied for the water conservation program. To me that was
simply not fair. I’m pleased that Chandler is playing to build some outdoor Pickle Ball Courts.
Thank you.

1/10/2024 1:18 PM

23 Please do not remove or reduce the grass. Trees, grass and greenery help reduce the heat.
Chandler will only become more polluted and increase in heat during the summer. Removing
grass along with adding in black asphalt to neighborhoods and highways and with all the
construction is contributing to our rise in heat during the summers. Please consider the
environment, along with our citizens when I ask to keep the greenery. We still need clean air
for our safety. Thank you.

1/10/2024 10:33 AM

24 Create requirements for businesses to have sustainable and eco friendly spaces that attract
butterflies, hummingbirds,etc promote and support community gardens.

1/10/2024 6:56 AM

25 We need universities in Chandler 1/10/2024 12:14 AM

26 I’ve grown up in Chandler my whole life. Id like to stay in the city but affordable housing is
impossible to find to start a family. There should be better regulations to prevent commercial
businesses from purchasing residential single family homes for profit. This is not sustaining
the community. Economic vitality shouldn’t only focus on commercial businesses.

1/9/2024 6:32 PM

27 I want less government, not more. I want our school system to excel, in math, English, history,
and instill morals, ethics and strong dedication to family and U.S. citizenship

1/9/2024 5:24 PM

28 There are far too many apartment buildings being built in Chandler. I would like to see single
family homes and businesses, rather than apartments. I moved out of Gilbert due to the
amount of apartments and short term rental properties being built.

1/9/2024 5:15 PM

29 I am very impressed with how well how City is managed. I’m proud and pleased to live here.
Thank you for asking for feedback.

1/9/2024 5:06 PM

30 We are active retirees and we are constantly impressed with the quality of the city's services.
The libraries are awesome, the opportunities to have recreation are excellent and the variety of
activities offered adds enrichment to the community. Good Job!

1/9/2024 4:16 PM

31 Overall, Chandler is a great place to live, with excellent schools and parks, economic vitality
and a focus on sustainable growth. We have lived here for 20 years and raised two kids, and
would like to see our city continue to be a great place to live.

1/9/2024 3:41 PM

32 I really wish Chandler had a greens/yard waste recycling program such as Tempe has where all
the tree trimmings for all the beautifully manicured neighborhoods can be recycled into mulch
for residents. Also, a food composting service would be great for reducing landfill waste.

1/9/2024 3:27 PM

33 I have small children who are stuck indoors during the summer. This is my highest request.
We should have to pay $50/visit and risk injury at trampoline parks all summer. And indoor
playground where our kids can play and parents can walk around a track would be a luxury and
attraction for people to come to chandler to live or visit.

1/9/2024 3:17 PM

34 The recycling program began many years ago with the promise that it would bring needed 1/9/2024 2:17 PM
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funds to the community. Now, however, we are seeing that the program is not living up to
stated expectations. Instead, each year, we are seeing excessive costs to continue recycling.

35 Other cities that have incorporated solar energy use variations seem to attract more people
seeking to live/thrive in these type of communities. Chandler should be on the showing stage
rather than the catch stage of community improvements.

1/9/2024 1:10 PM

36 No comment 1/9/2024 12:15 PM

37 Just seems of late that there is a push for total buildout of the city and many sustainable,
environmental, and downright character of the construction has been overlooked. The City just
needs to assure more class with their projects and what they approve. Moreover, I think they
have overlooked how these projects impact adjacent neighborhoods and roadways.

1/9/2024 12:04 PM

38 Traffic is always a concern here in Chandler and the Valley. People are running red lights so
often. ISO not have a suggestion on how we can make driving safe here but I hope as time
moves forward Chandler will always work on improving ways for people to be safe. Being an
active senior citizen I would like to see more paths put in place for walking. Also, just more
ideas for active seniors in our community. We are living longer and healthier lives!

1/9/2024 11:38 AM

39 I would like for the city to focus on fixing the pole wires that are hanging down close to homes
and trees that can cause a safety hazard for our community. On Colorado Street Delaware St.,
Elgin Street Also on Delaware Street, there are cars that parked on both side of the street and
can cause a severe deadly accident. Owners of those cars are residents of the steel yard
apartment complex. I would like for the city to focus on that before severe injuries occur to our
residence. Thank you for your Time and understanding. Let’s make Chandler safe and great for
all its residence!

1/9/2024 11:04 AM

40 Thank you for surveying residents and the chance to provide feedback. 1/9/2024 10:59 AM

41 It’s important for the city to retain control of taxation for Chandler citizens, however, it is also
important that the other government agencies - and other cities - cooperate and work together.
Have you ridden on the canal/Paseo Trail from Chandler past Mesa?!?! 😬 There is a
distinctive difference in the maintenance of the canal between those two cities. Mesa needs to
clean up their portion and get rid of all the grocery carts in the canal. I counted over 100! 🤢
As you can see, biking is important to me and my family. 🚴

1/9/2024 10:39 AM

42 I think that more funding should be provided to schools specifically designated for arts and
activities programs. I think that we should DEFUND any and all Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
programs in our schools as they are poisoning our children with ideologies that should not be
taught in school.

1/9/2024 10:33 AM

43 I am a parent with young kids doing my best to survive/thrive in this economy. I care about
keeping things financially accessible in the future in a safe place to live with safe and strong
education opportunities for my kids as they grow. Being able to live in a good city with a good
school district is vital for that!

1/9/2024 10:16 AM

44 Many downtown activities are pretty anemic... art walk, farmer's market, etc. City should with
too create a more robust, dynamic, interesting and attractive downtown.

1/9/2024 10:12 AM

45 As I stated above there isn't enough being done for Senior Citizens. There needs some kind of
rent control, more voucher type services, more housing for seniors and disabled vets. Not
everyone can work till 70+, not everyone was able to have retirement accounts, but we all
worked and contributed to our communities,and paid our taxes. Why are greedy investment
companies and landlords allowed to gouge people with outrageous rents? Where is our local,
county and state government? Why aren't they protecting us?!

1/9/2024 9:50 AM

46 I’ve made many calls and gotten zero good answers. 1/9/2024 9:28 AM

47 I think Chandler does a better job than most cities at everything listed. However, there are
some areas that are not safe at night where more focus would be appreciated. Actions for
sustainability are necessary to guarantee that residents will still have a place to live here in the
next 30 years.

1/8/2024 11:26 PM

48 Again no context, misleading question. “Local taxation” and “financial issues” how are
residents to know the specifics of this question. This quiz stated it was about expanding
language barrier issues, I haven’t seen one question about that. So I assume it’s hidden in
here somewhere.

1/7/2024 10:15 PM
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49 is it a homeless issue, or a drug issue, or a shelter issue or something else, or a combination
of all of the above? Are we taking care of our seniors and veterans and kids who age out of the
foster care system? Are there any hostels with private quarters and communal kitchen,
laundry, social areas?

1/7/2024 9:59 PM

50 There is a need for new hand held equipment to replace the dirty and torn ones that are used
now.

1/7/2024 9:09 PM

51 Protection of the residents from the illegals that are on the streets. 1/7/2024 12:03 PM

52 Homelessness has come to Chandler as I see more and more unsheltered people on the
streets. This needs to be addressed before we have a major issue like Phoenix.

1/7/2024 7:06 AM

53 Education can always use more funding. 1/6/2024 11:51 PM

54 Affordable housing is needed and necessary. 1/6/2024 8:04 PM

55 For years the City of Chandler seemed to have the needs of the residents of Chandler in focus.
The last 10 years the focus has changed. The Chandler Airpark and the commercial buildings
have become the focus. Corporate Chandler instead of the City of Chandler has lost focus on
the people. Allowing projects to be built against the will of the people is a prime example. The
people of south Chandler did not want Amazon to be built but the Planning Commission had
already made the decision and so it was. The project on Ocotillo Rd east of AZ Ave is the
same thing. Even though it is county property the City is involved because of the water,
electricity, city services needed. We don't want that project. Please look to the needs of the
citizens of Chandler and not the needs of the government of Chandler. Remodel Tumbleweed
to make it nice like Gilbert Regional. Lots of amenities for the community!

1/6/2024 4:23 PM

56 As a resident, I have interacted with many branches of the city government on many
occasions. I chose to live in Chandler vs. Gilbert because Chandler is more diverse and
forward thinking with respect to future planning and development and communicate
engagement. Where I think Chandler could use greater focus, efforts and funding is 1)
transportation safety -more police presence in high traffic areas (Elliot, Dobson, Arizona Ave.)
and 2) ensuring modern quality retail and, open/.urban space planing in newer community
facilities.

1/6/2024 12:46 AM

57 Provide opportunity zones to incentivize developers to help fix the low income areas. 1/4/2024 11:06 PM

58 Traffic concerns in south Chandler... Casio and new houses went in and with the increase of
traffic there are a lot more accidents. Also, lights at Hunt and McQueen would help with the
drag racing that occurs and speeding.

1/4/2024 7:20 PM

59 Need affordable housing for people just starting out after high school/college 1/4/2024 6:03 PM

60 Ignoring neighborhood-voice should always be avoided. We, as citizens and the community
VOTED for you as our representatives and I hope, in turn, we will be respected when we ask
for a neighborhood-meeting.

1/4/2024 11:48 AM

61 The City failed in its expansion of Tumbleweed Recreation Center by not adding another gym.
More gym space is needed for indoor sports and a lot less for pickleball.

1/4/2024 8:07 AM

62 Recent changes to trash pickup and residents use of the city dump discourage the planting of
trees. Trees that are damaged in storms or die for other reasons don't seem to get replaced in
my neighborhood. I believe one of the reasons is likely the cost. Low water use trees such as
Palo Verde need to be trimmed often. Pickup and dumping of tree or bush trimmings should
not be as limited as other trash items

1/4/2024 12:17 AM

63 I think you need to focus on improving aging infrastructure rather than brand new projects that
will only further strain our finances. In other words, take care of what you have. I'd rather have
the sewer and water pipes in good order before spending money on arts centers and parks. I'm
concerned about what you're doing to ensure we have enough water for the future.

1/3/2024 10:32 PM

64 Developing parks and recreation centers/facilities should be a high priority for a city with this
population and the number of apartments going up.

1/3/2024 5:14 PM

65 I love Chandler. I hope the city continues to serve all its citizens young,old and all ethnic
backgrounds.

1/3/2024 3:31 PM

66 Busses not stopping for people waiting to get on is a serious issue in chandler. 1/3/2024 12:04 PM
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67 I don’t care. Just let the government do it all as they already control is on who we can vote for
or when we can even take a shit. Tell them I Maria Prassakos said so!!!!! Chandler has
become a whit show. Actually Arizona has become hell!

1/2/2024 9:44 PM

68 I moved here to a destiny apartment thinking that I would be in a better place and safe. But all
I got was random gas in the apartment dirty water unsafe and dirty neighborhood. City does not
control the houses around where there's 10 families living in one or the houses are filthy in the
front you cannot even see the house.. the noise control it's outrageous. Allow music street
racing and not a police officer in sight.. 197 0 building that needs to be updated in every way
no creation room no activity no trees nothing to do but be locked up and wait for your last day.
And all they do is come around and lie we going to do this we're going to do that years go by
and nothing gets done where the money goes only Chandler knows

1/2/2024 7:52 PM

69 Taxes are going to be raised because of irresponsible city planning and management. What
has been done to Chandler is not right.

1/2/2024 1:29 PM

70 Enforce laws to protect city and residents. Don't let homelessness become a bigger issue
here. Our parks need a lot of care. Get on top of crime. Situations like Gilbert Goons in
Chandler is crazy. Need leadership to represent entire population. We have never seen any
council members in SE Chandler. Quit allowing more density if used for investor rentals. More
control over Air BNBs. City housing should prioritize established city residents.

1/1/2024 10:26 PM

71 The quality of life in Chandler is excellent compared to other parts of the Valley; for the most
part the management of our city is in line with it's growth and needs.

1/1/2024 7:17 PM

72 MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL DON'T WANT TO ENFORCE GUNFIRE AND FIREWORKS
LAWS SO RESIDENTS CAN FEEL SAFE AND GET SLEEP TO GO TO WORK

12/31/2023 10:37 PM

73 I am very dissatisfied with the cleanliness of the Kyrene exit off 202. There is garbage strewn
on bothe sides of the bridge.

12/30/2023 10:57 PM

74 Drones and training for the police and FIRE departments could help with quicker decisions of
incidents and track situations more safely with evidence to prevent LAWSUITS

12/30/2023 12:18 PM

75 As mentioned above, I am a long time Chandler resident (30years at current address). I care
about my environment a great deal. Chandler has a lot to offer & I hope to see it continue as a
great place to live.

12/29/2023 5:53 PM

76 My disappointment lies with CPD. 12/28/2023 10:33 PM

77 A matter of Aesthetic: there are now too many shrubs and trees dividing Arizona Ave/87; it
was so pleasant when we could enjoy the "fake rocks" and metal cacti...now we no longer can
see "the forest/cacti for the trees" Very sad to see what was a pleasure to the eyes ending up
trampled like this has been! :-( Occasionally I drive North on Alma School or McQueen just to
that I do not have to see the "organized vandalism" that has taken place on So Arizona Ave

12/28/2023 5:27 PM

78 SE corner of AZ Ave and Chandler Blvd needs development. 12/27/2023 6:34 PM

79 I am moderately concerned about the speed of traffic along Pecos and Cooper and McQueen/
Germany.

12/27/2023 5:04 PM

80 Money talks and the city listens..the citizens of Chandler want their city back. Fill every
square inch no matter who it impacts. Amazon was allowed to build a facility behind my home
due to rezoning. How do the citizens feel when they are never listened to? And the airport is
another issue entirely. This is a small town. Please stop adding to the demise of this city. I
realize the city gets money to fuel jets and run aviation businesses so no one is caring about
the family that has to rearrange their outdoor plans due to the helicopters buzzing their yards
all day. I have been told I live by an airport. Yeah I do, but this airport was not doing all of this
when I moved here. Help!

12/27/2023 2:19 PM

81 Chandler has a history of being proactive and the current administration appears to be carrying
on that mantra. A shared cost with Maricopa for road work on Hunt Hwy from Old Price Rd to
Cooper would help. There appears to be increased traffic partly because of the new casino on
Gilbert and Hunt.

12/27/2023 10:02 AM

82 I love Chandler, but I wish we could invest in public safety at a higher level. More police with
higher pay-make Chandler the city every cop wants to work for, and support them! They have
the hardest job-so dangerous. I will never take for granted having people that show up to
protect us.

12/27/2023 6:15 AM
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83 Please ensure maximum funding for police (and the resources they need) to ensure our
safety!!!

12/26/2023 9:45 PM

84 We need to find an avenue to stop Phoenix from determining our statewide elections.
Chandler's votes don't count. The city's focus should NOT be diversity, equity & inclusion. We
already have and have had DEI for years. The focus should be on maintaining the quality of
our city for legal citizens. Thank you for letting us comment.

12/26/2023 8:35 PM

85 I am a small business owner in Chandler and always want to learn more about economic
programs and how the city supports small businesses.

12/26/2023 3:45 PM

86 Please continue to create innovative ways of improving our schools 12/26/2023 2:44 PM

87 WE DO NOT NEED ADDITIONAL FUNDING. WE JUST HAVE TO HACK AWAY, LITTLE BY
LITTLE AND REPURPOSE WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE AND MAINTAIN WHAT WE HAVE!

12/25/2023 12:18 PM

88 To MANY ugly multi unit Gulags not to mention self storage units taking up space in prime
Real estate .

12/24/2023 9:12 AM

89 Taxation is way too high. Between the feds, state, county, sales tax, and all the other fees,
hidden taxation, and indirect taxation, we the people are taxed enough already.

12/23/2023 4:05 PM

90 I disagree with the red light cameras. They cause more accidents and out us in danger. 12/23/2023 11:19 AM

91 Educational funding on all levels, k12 to higher as well as continuing education. I can't
emphasize enough the importance of education community-wise personal wise tax wise. The
city does a great job but we can always do more education and innovation for our future
generations!

12/23/2023 9:40 AM

92 Move city resources away from policing and towards prevention. 12/23/2023 8:57 AM

93 I live in Sun Lakes so most of the time i leave here is grocery or oyjer shopping. Overall i feel
Chandler is a well run city. My only suggestion is to continue to have forward thinking for new
ways to make continued benefirs to this great city.

12/22/2023 5:31 PM

94 More support for renters, not just renters in government funded housing developments. There
are too many landlords and management companies taking advantage of Chandler citizens.

12/22/2023 2:26 PM

95 Please add yard waste cans since the bulk pick up program has been reduced. 12/21/2023 9:21 AM

96 It would be great if there are temperated aquatic facilities and more ping pong classes (more
often like 3-5 days a week) conducted for kids.

12/20/2023 6:00 PM

97 The only negative experience I've had was a firefighter who stood there scrolling on his phone
while discussing my 80 y/o Mom. I had to ask them to get her to carry her downstairs so I
could take her to the hospital because they never offered! Wish I'd reported it at the time!
Unacceptable!

12/20/2023 3:07 PM

98 Limited government not a babysitter taxation bureaucracy. 12/20/2023 12:01 PM

99 For me the best is community matters because creates a sense of purpose,build connection
and more public safety officers 👮.

12/19/2023 5:12 PM

100 We need to continue to improve educational standards, hire highly qualified teachers, focus on
special ed, and education that keeps family values as high priority. Control the traffic flow on
Gilbert road since we lost a family friend in car accident recently and see brutal crashes on
weekly basis.

12/18/2023 8:27 PM

101 We really appreciate the ease in which we are able to cast our ballots in the drop boxes and
the ability to renew our passports at Chandler City Hall complex. We also are glad to see more
upscale developments happening in downtown.

12/18/2023 1:04 PM

102 As long as the priority is the residents and the benefits to improve life, it is transparent how
financial issues are addressed and resolved by local city government or at state or federal
level. Politics is not the solution.

12/18/2023 8:53 AM

103 Over 22 years, I have seen traffic getting from worse to horrible. A solid world-class mass
transportation is essential— networked through the neighborhoods and then connected to the
Tempe, Mesa and Phoenix systems. We are building too many neighborhoods and business
places (huge vacancy proves it...look around Chandler Airport... how many big boxes we

12/18/2023 8:42 AM
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need?) and ignoring "flow"...organic flow. Ask yourselves every time there is a project - How do
one get from point A to point B efficiently, safely and with minimal impact to the environment in
such a manner that builds community?

104 Local control allows for more flexibility in increasing Chandler Flex funds, more incentives for
sustainability efforts

12/18/2023 8:29 AM

105 Create Chandler news app & social media & advertise it to Chandler residents to search for it
& read it

12/18/2023 12:32 AM

106 Indoor recreation such as badminton, table tennis and volleyball , not just for youth but also
older residents .

12/17/2023 8:22 PM

107 Everyone in government is a bureaucrat and only want what they want> Maybe we should look
at contracting out our work We have to many bureaucrats.. From our HOA to Chandler To
Maricopa County the State of Arizona and the UNITED STATES, all anyone knows how to do
is raise taxes, never LOWER. With all the building and increase in taxes, Example one 600
Acre Farm sold that used to pay miniscule in taxes, it sold, many houses were built and the
taxes collected were much more that then farm paid why don't taxes decrease as the
equalized values increases? See what I mean? More equalized value now and present property
taxes increase? Why raise taxes when you are collecting a far greater amount then when all
the farms were here? NO ONE EVER LISTENS, !!!!!!!!!!! No use complaining cuz no one every
listens! This survey is a starter, but I know in my mind all you will do is ignore it. Unless you
are given a "Pat on the back" nothing ever changes! BEUERCRATES!

12/17/2023 1:25 PM

108 Public transportation. More homes being built in south Chandler along Riggs road and the bus
system stops near McQueen road.

12/17/2023 9:16 AM

109 As you go up the levels of government, more decision making is performative. City level
government can be fiscally conservative but still understand the importance of tax revenue.
State level decision makers cut taxes to make people happy but I don’t want my taxes cut. I
would pay more when I know it’s being utilized well like in Chandler. I think more money should
go to libraries. I go there a lot and I’m not sure why but it seems like there is high staff
turnover. The summer reading program should be better promoted.

12/17/2023 6:58 AM

110 As regards recreational facilities the City clearly need more gym space. It is a crime that the
TRC expansion did not include a new gym.

12/16/2023 12:56 PM

111 Again, enforcement of code issues, and then follow through legally with liens and other
remedies to get blight out of our neighborhood. Do not go through the motions, then drop the
charges that may have led to some remediation because city attorney is un-interested.

12/16/2023 12:36 PM

112 Roads need a lot more funding. Most road surfaces are in poor condition. 12/16/2023 9:02 AM

113 Parks and green spaces are vital. Keep these spaces a top priority. Clean. Well lit.
Operational. HIGHLY recommend stretch & exercise areas be added to parks for senior
citizens. Maintain excellent water-efficient landscaping around roads. Prevent camping.
Discourage pan handling. Address industrial LED lighting flickering issues on roadways.
Improve dog parks— add shading for summer months. THANK YOU FOR MAKING THIS
CITY A LOVELY HOME!!!!

12/16/2023 8:31 AM

114 One of my concerns is housing. I rent and I don't understand why it's so high, yet there are
more and more vacancies every day. Can anyone help it make sense?

12/15/2023 9:33 PM

115 Oh the vision gallery, like so many other aspects of the city of Chandler, it’s about who you
know & are connected to, very very bias, not open to everyone. When I purchased my home
over 10 years ago, I was extremely excited to live in Chandler but now not anymore & wish my
home was elsewhere in a different city, not Chandler

12/15/2023 4:35 AM

116 Recreativos, mas opciones para que los niños jueguen soccer a nivel competitivo, como
creacion de salones para jugar indoor soccer.

12/14/2023 11:36 PM

117 Keep it local. 12/14/2023 2:40 PM

118 Keep fixing the roads quicker, I drive a completely paid off OLD 2007 Corvette. Thank you so
much !!!

12/13/2023 9:41 PM

119 Limited government and lower taxes. Personal responsibility is paramount, not big government. 12/13/2023 9:27 PM

120 Chandler should.maintain financial control ofnour taxes because we are the ones directly 12/13/2023 8:22 PM
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affected by how are taxes are spent. So far the city has done a great job,keep it up! One thing
is that it is hads to get into a neighborhood without an HOA. We lucked out but many express
frustration with wanting to live in Chandler but not an HOA. HOAs should never be able to
override city laws. Thats just ridiculous. On another note,we really love and appreciate that
Chandler has a free bulk trash pick n up service. A little dismayed that it has been reduced to
2 X a year from once every 6 weeks,but it is still doable. Please do not get rid of that program.
It helps neighborhoods stay clean.

121 PLEASE CREATE PUBLIC TRANSPORT, A RAIL, FREE BUS NETWORK, ETC 12/13/2023 1:34 PM

122 Upkeep of major street corridor surfaces needs to prioritized (ie: Ray Rd.). In residential areas,
more speed regulation methods should be employed (speed humps).

12/13/2023 7:46 AM

123 More regenerative landscaping, more tree cover, more native trees, will use less water, catch
the rainwater w basin and swale designs, demonstrated by watershed management group
based down in Tucson can lower temperatures.

12/13/2023 12:42 AM

124 Sustainability of water by advanced reclamation of waste water treatment. Creation of real
affordable housing areas built by students, prisoners', homeless, and others. Utilizing small
builds (400 sq. ft.) Built from recycled materials where costs would be less than 8-10K for total
construction (IT'S STILL POSSIBLE). Education classes specifically focused on training high
school aged to 70 yrs. to work in ANY High tech manufacturing in Chandler/Gilbert/Mesa areas
to continue to move more high tech to East Valley

12/12/2023 9:52 PM

125 Every time I drive by a pool I see swimmers there but it is not open to the public. Why are my
tax dollars going to these club swimming teams rather than a time for me and other residents
to use the pool. The tumbleweed has gone downhill over the last few years, and is poorly ran.

12/12/2023 8:53 PM

126 Tired of all the construction 12/12/2023 3:51 PM

127 Keep race out of politics, OD Harris. 12/12/2023 3:27 PM

128 Overall things are going pretty well. I have confidence in Chandler leadership. 12/12/2023 10:27 AM

129 I don't like the idea of our AZ Legislature telling the city what it can and can't tax. 12/12/2023 9:39 AM

130 Chandler is such a nice place to live. I would like to see it stay that way. 12/12/2023 8:19 AM

131 Local government should have the final say in decisions that affect our community. I think
there is no end to the respect and resources the police and other first responders deserve. I
think they should always be the top priority.

12/12/2023 8:09 AM

132 Taxation is theft you parasites 12/12/2023 1:24 AM

133 I enjoy living in Chandler, and chose to move here after looking all around the state . 12/11/2023 6:09 PM

134 I would like to see outdoor pickleball courts in local parks- a sport that appeals to all age
groups

12/11/2023 6:07 PM

135 Keeping the homeless from camping out like they do in Phoenix is most important to keep the
city safe. The open drug use is out of control. The number of out staters who move here and
don’t change their plates pisses me off too. Can we make the fines as high as dui fines? Lol

12/11/2023 5:55 PM

136 The homeless and migrant issue needs attention. We need to help yet control this population
so Chandler doesn't end up on the news for violence and citizens not feeling safe enough to
walk in downtown Chandler.

12/11/2023 9:00 AM

137 Modify codes for our older neighborhoods. Less codes please. 12/10/2023 11:54 PM

138 As taxes have always been. Part to the state, counties, city. Stop trying to fix something that
isn’t broken!

12/10/2023 5:24 PM

139 Housing is a huge problem for many people. Rent prices are way too high. 12/10/2023 4:51 PM

140 The farther governance moves away from the community the more I taxpayer dollars are
misappropriated

12/10/2023 3:56 PM

141 More funding into revamping city parks 12/10/2023 3:34 PM

142 Thank you for asking! 12/10/2023 8:16 AM

143 STOP WASTE, FRAUD AND ABUSE AND AVOID THE " WOKE " FALSE AGENDA OR WE 12/9/2023 3:57 PM
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WILL VOTE YOU OUT OF OFFICE. OUR ELECTIONS WERE UNFAIR AND ILLEGAL FOR
TOO DAMN LONG.

144 I am in favor of sustainability, but not at any cost. The models are too contradictory to depend
on. We need cost/benefit analyses. I am in favor of nice facilities like parks and libraries, but
not at any cost. These need to be documented with budget line items. Perform a bench
marking analysis of best practices for street renovations and adopt the best. Having a street
under construction for weeks on end is ridiculous.

12/9/2023 3:43 PM

145 Chandler states in their general plan an effort to improve older neighborhoods. With the
popularity of downtown Chandler, the parking structures are fantastic, but we fear they fill up
and lead to more parking in front of the local area residences. Quality of life for the older
Chandler neighborhood west of downtown has been lessened due to the allowance of the Perch
business to offer open air nightly loud music on its second floor. Alleys in this downtown area
of Chandler also need attention to help improve the visible attraction of the downtown area.
Neighborhood enhancement in the older parts of Chandler could use a boost.

12/9/2023 2:50 PM

146 You need to make the city better for walking and biking; the streets are too wide, dangerous,
and car-dependent. Very few people use public transportation here because you’ve done a
terrible job of design and planning.

12/9/2023 1:27 PM

147 i’m a sustainability graduate from asu. i think building a community that is engaged in bettering
the city would improve everyone’s lives drastically. hosting events would be a great first step.
in addition, transit hubs would be something amazing to consider, however the question is
where could they go? i consider chandler suburbs with all the necessities a family would need.
there aren’t many parks or outdoorsy areas to go to unless they’re used for sports. finally,
incorporate more LEED infrastructure with new developments (apartments)

12/8/2023 9:09 PM

148 Just would like a little consideration for elderly entering into 21st century with little knowledge
of technology .

12/8/2023 8:43 PM

149 The city of Chandler understands its citizen’s needs better than the state and should be more
in control of our infrastructure and financial spending.

12/8/2023 11:44 AM

150 As always schools and providing underserved people the opportunity to grow and develop, and
ensure their health is taken care of.

12/8/2023 12:11 AM

151 Better public transit. More routes. Especially to South and East Chandler. 12/7/2023 10:48 PM

152 Let's make sure we keep funding public education, particularly music & arts. 12/7/2023 12:44 PM

153 Walkable and bikeable communities is important. Most areas are built around cars, as is
Chandler. If one could safely walk or bike to a food source (grocery store, garden, market) that
would be best for the health of people & planet. The necessity of a vehicle to get most places
is unfortunate.

12/6/2023 3:31 PM

154 Make quality of life better around Warner and Arizona. I'm referring my decision on moving
here and 50/50 on moving away

12/6/2023 9:08 AM

155 I love this city but its employees should be able to live here. For example a teacher in CUSD
cannot afford to live here and has to live in another city to be an employee. Freeway noise was
great when it was built. The walls help but we also had recycled tires laid on the roads for
noise reduction. It is time again to lay those tires. Police in neighborhoods would be great too.
Crime has definitely risen as well as crazy drivers Speeds in some areas are 25 mph and are
driving around 45-50. Very scary. Homeless population is getting ridiculous. People following
you out of stores. It is not a safe city anymore.

12/6/2023 8:00 AM

156 Traffic is getting our if control. I will eventually move from here and that is a big reason why.
Shoving houses into every available spot is overcrowding us.

12/5/2023 8:44 PM

157 I trust my city council and mayor to make decisions, with public input about what priorities we
need to fund and sustain.

12/5/2023 2:10 PM

158 I do especially appreciate the cleanliness of our city, and very few homeless people loitering
here. Our parks maintained well.

12/5/2023 6:53 AM

159 Save money, reduce noise, lower pollution, and man power when collecting recycled trash.
Place all receptacles on one side of the street to reduce noise, pollution, maintenance, and
man power, and save fuel.

12/5/2023 6:05 AM
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160 The city puts up new signs in West Chandler boasting it's tech corridor status but seems to
neglect this area in multiple ways from allowing plaza owners to let things run down to
underfunding our parks. If we want West Chandler to look like a nice, well off tech area things
need to be invested in infrastructure and clean up wise.

12/4/2023 11:37 PM

161 Affordable housing. Help with utilities. Services that offer welfare checks on the elderly. Thank
you for all you do. And oh yeah, Affordable housing.

12/4/2023 11:12 PM

162 I would love to utilize chandler flex but it stops like 3 blocks south of my house 12/4/2023 9:35 PM

163 Public schools need more support for their special needs children. How can we better support
our children in title 1 communities?

12/4/2023 7:48 PM

164 It would be great to have a minor league baseball facility. Other communities seem to be
thriving with their facilities.

12/4/2023 5:56 PM

165 I don’t know who’s responsible for the freeway systems as they pass through our cities. The
202 and 101 through Chandler, Gilbert, Mesa etc, has become somewhat of a garbage dump! It
used to be an infrastructure to be proud of - now a lot of it is embarrassing! There obviously
was a budget for this in the past - where did it go?

12/4/2023 4:49 PM

166 I think Chandler needs to figure out the homeless issue as well as I see it getting worse with
more people homeless and don't want it to end up like San Francisco

12/4/2023 8:58 AM

167 Taxes are too high. Too many unnecessary programs too. Chandler needs to reduce cost and
lower taxes for homeowners and renters.

12/3/2023 7:18 PM

168 Por qué no hacen su trabajo 12/3/2023 1:15 PM

169 Affordable housing is a barrier for some potential Chandler residents. We need the ability to
house different economic classes if we want to sustain a diverse population in Chandler.

12/3/2023 11:07 AM

170 We would like to see a concerted effort to enforce vehicle noise ordinances. Traffic noise is
really negatively impacting our daily life. Unmuffled cars, trucks, and motorcycles male indoor
as well as outdoor living difficult.

12/2/2023 8:27 PM

171 Que le quiten todos los fondos ala policía y ala ciudad por qué no hace. Su trabajo 12/1/2023 4:34 PM

172 I think more funds should go towards housing to house individuals experiencing
homelessness. I live about a mile from downtown chandler and there always seems to be a lot
of these individuals around.

12/1/2023 12:09 PM

173 Again rental properties are out of control, citing market, which is not true, stated in news, as
well as forcing residents to sign up for parcel acceptance, or double dipping on shipping costs,
yet telling residents it's the Fha that says they have too. For our city govt you want fair pay,
and looking out for your residents in our city. Taking note for the people.

12/1/2023 10:59 AM

174 As I mentioned before, I would like to see more emphasis on supporting the arts. There is a
vacuum of emphasis put on the arts in Chandler, because it emphasis has been on STEM,
innovation and technology, but has not included STEAM and the arts, other than performing
arts. As Chandler seems to be such a educated, positive and multicultural city, yet the arts is
one very important part of a well-rounded society, and we are severely lacking.

12/1/2023 9:59 AM

175 We have lived in this City for over 20 years, and unfortunately inflation does not match the pay
we receive, making it difficult to provide for our families and not live pay check-to-pay check.
Housing opportunities are VERY vague for first time home buyers, I've experienced it in my
own family. We need reasonable Housing opportunities, better pay to improve our quality of
life. thank you for the opportunity to provide my feedback.

12/1/2023 9:15 AM

176 Chandler is immensely over populated, the population density is sky-rocketing. Chandler has
lost it's close family atmosphere and is becoming more and more like Los Angeles, California.
Not good!

12/1/2023 9:09 AM

177 It's very nice to have autonomy especially fiscal autonomy when other neighboring cities are
having challenges. Thank you for your service and stewardship of this city's heard earned
dollars.

12/1/2023 4:52 AM

178 My only recommendation is to stop placing plants in the median of all our roads. They take a
lot of maintenance which I assume costs the city quite a bit of money each year. And they
also become very dangerous when you can’t see to turn out into traffic.

11/30/2023 9:39 PM
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179 Stop wasting our tax money on new initiates that actually make our quality of life go down, or
risk our lives for that matter! Give us aquatic facilities and libraries that are actually intended
for the residents. Hire police for the parks. Develop a plan to have intel/tech corridor
employees park and ride. Cap student enrollment at open enrollment schools so that
neighborhoods and businesses don't get gridlocked with all the extra traffic, or implement
bussing. Work out a way to allow access to intel and the tech corridor directly off of Queen
Creek.

11/30/2023 9:39 AM

180 I Love the City of Chandler 11/30/2023 5:43 AM

181 Raise the Pride flag in June or November. 11/30/2023 4:05 AM

182 More funding for the homeless maybe shelters 11/29/2023 11:33 PM

183 McQueen and Chandler boulevard on Kingston Street. Need more Street lighting.. need clean
water.. more patrol officers..

11/29/2023 8:25 PM

184 Council's responses in community forums coming across aggressive. I cannot tell if City Staff
is incompetent or if Council are bullies. If they trust the staff, state things differently, that they
will reach out staff to find the answer or suggest where they can find the answer. If they do not
trust staff, fire them.

11/29/2023 10:13 AM

185 More low income housing for seniors and the disabled. I’ve lived in Chandler since 2001 and
yet to see any improvement in housing options for the elderly and disabled.

11/28/2023 6:47 AM

186 The best government is MINIMALIST government. The next best is government at the LOCAL
level. And I really appreciate the effort to take unnecessary laws OFF the books. Smaller
government = more freedom.

11/27/2023 9:18 PM

187 Would always love to see more funding going towards teacher salaries 11/27/2023 8:51 PM

188 The City needs to maintain control of the taxation and finances because - in my opinion - the
city knows best and the state will totally screw it up.

11/27/2023 7:04 PM

189 Everything is local. Communities should get to decide how their local tax revenue is spent
based on the specific needs of the residents living in them. Chandler should invest more in
affordable housing and supportive services for people with lower incomes. A healthy
community is one in which everyone's needs are met.

11/27/2023 6:32 PM

190 I have lived in this city for a long period of time; I've seen many changes and many ignored
problems in some areas, and sometimes it continues.

11/27/2023 5:53 PM

191 Unrelated: Let this be the year Chandler installs some pigeon wire on the parking lot structures
at the main library. There is a major pigeon problem there.

11/27/2023 3:02 PM
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